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SAPPERS’ FUND

Why subscribe?

What is the benefit?

Subscriptions to Sappers’ Funds provide the income that allows us

Individuals may benefit from Sappers’ Funds, either directly or indirectly.

to care for our heritage and foster Esprit-de-Corps.
The Corps of Royal Australian Engineers has a collective
responsibility to our predecessors and ourselves to ensure we
preserve, protect and develop our heritage as well as continue to
build our identity into the future.
Your contribution, along with all the other serving and retired

The Sappers’ Fund provides financial support to:
•

Corps sporting events, teams and tours

•

Corps adventure training activities

•

individual and team engineer awards and prizes including
Battle Field Tour

•

publication of Corps and unit histories

•

RAE Association Victoria heritage and history trail plaques

Committee can support the fostering of our esprit-de-corps and

•

establishment and upgrade of RAE Memorials

the unique ‘Sapper identity’ remains a fundamental part of Army’s

•

purchase of wreaths for funerals and remembrance of

members of the Royal Australian Engineers making a similar
commitment, is extremely important. This ensures your Corps

serving members

culture and traditions
What is the cost?
The annual cost of subscriptions is as follows:
ARA Officers -Sergeant: $52 per annum ($2 per fortnight)
ARA Corporal -Sapper: $26 per annum ($1 per fortnight)
ARes Officers: $30 per annum
ARes ORs: $20 per annum
Ex-Service Officers: $30 per annum
Ex-Service ORs: $20 per annum
RAE ex-service Association: Annual Donation

For further information or to request
support from the Fund, contact the
RAE Head of Corps Cell via email at:
rae.hoc@defence.gov.au

•

assistance to Army History Unit to manage historical items
relevant to the RAE

•

RMC graduation prize

Individuals, groups and sub-units/units of the Royal Australian
Engineers and affiliated Associations can apply for support from the
fund at any time.
How do I subscribe?
Subscriptions can be made by electronic transfer / direct debit to
the following account:
•

Australian Military Bank BSB No: 642-170

•

Account Number: 100001677

•

Name of Account: RAE Sappers’ Funds

Please include your PMKeys number and surname with your payment.
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Message from the Head of Corps
Royal Australian Engineers
BRIG John Carey, CSC

Welcome to the 2020 edition of Australian Sapper.
I spoke recently with a young combat engineer who
supported Operation Bushfire Assist and participated in
Australia’s response to COVID19. His year like many of
us started amidst a crisis. With the Nation on fire, he was
constantly on task – opening and clearing routes, manning
community centres, coordinating and delivering essential
supplies to isolated communities. Then, with limited respite,
he was redeployed for quarantine and border control.
This lad recounted to me how proud he was helping
Australians at home; how he enjoyed working alongside
our South West Pacific partners; how much he had learned
being a key part of the State and Territory police and health
response. Most importantly, how inspired he was by the
people in his Regiment – they had responded with vigour,
enthusiasm, passion, pride and professionalism.
His story has stayed with me. Like so many others’ stories it
speaks to the power of inspiration. In our 118th anniversary
year, it reminds us why we train so hard and why our effort
matters in a tangible way. This year has been challenging
for all of us both as a Corps and for our families – bushfires,
floods, pandemics, isolation, a troubled global economy and
increasing geopolitical competition. However, a ready and
resilient Army and Nation is kept ready and resilient through
its Engineers. RAE exists to provide engineering solutions
for our Nation’s toughest challenges. This year we have
again led from the front – our Sappers are leaders among
their peers; innovators at the forefront of national security,
military engineering, humanitarian response, disaster relief,
capacity building, facility management and technical design.
Together, as a Corps of over 3,500 men and women,
we continue to be a globally-engaged force providing
unmatched strength and value to others.
The Corps has been achieving ‘more together’ by ‘partnering
for impact.’ Although restrictions limited travel, I’m impressed
by how we have reached out to academia, industry, the
other Services, Government agencies and our international
allies and partners. Notably, this has included all of us - all
engineer specialisations, engineers in the Joint Army Staff,
the Part Time Force and Sapper Associations. Things were
planned and then frustratingly postponed or cancelled,
yet remarkably the Corps leadership still was able to bring

together SAPPER – Plan 2028 ‘A Strategy for Army’s Military
Engineer Capability’, and this offers a pathway for the Corps
and Defence to inform future innovation and adaptation.
I thank the COs/RSMs and key Engineer staff; MAJGEN
Steve Day and the team of RAE Colonel Commandants;
the RAE Foundation; and the Veteran community who
are an absolute force multiplier, essential in supporting
influence and advocacy, and sharing information to the
wider community. Special thanks goes to the Corps RSM
WO1 Sean Chainey; a wise leader and strong advocate for
all soldiers. He has gone the extra mile this year to ensure
our men and women are being remunerated appropriately
and honoured at every opportunity.
In closing, my posting order has arrived… I’m deploying
overseas for a while to Headquarters US Forces Korea. It
has been the greatest of honours to have served as your
Head of Corps and this responsibility will now be passed
from me to BRIG Matt Galton – a combat hardened
seasoned professional, with enormous full spectrum
engineer experience. He will continue the momentum and
lead our Corps to the next level. I know you will give BRIG
Galton the same enthusiastic, passionate, candid and
professional support you provided me.
This has been an awesome endeavour. I’ve always been
proud of the men and women who have gone through
the Home of the Sapper. They are the heroes who set
the demolitions, clear the minefields, defuse the IEDs and
blow open the doors; respond to incidents and protect our
fellow soldiers; renovate the schools and clinics; build the
protective berms, roads and airfields; help train and mentor
our partners; deliver strategic infrastructure both at home
and abroad—and fight as close combatants when the need
arises. For all of you who are deployed around the world,
including throughout Australia, whether training now or on
operations – THANK YOU! You are doing incredible work
of tremendous importance and are making an enormous
positive difference. For those of you preparing to go into
harm’s way, please take care – make sure you maintain the
highest of standards, remember our rich Sapper heritage
and enduring legacy, and importantly, keep safe. Be proud
of your year. Be proud of your Corps. Thank you for your
service. Follow the Sapper!
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Waterloo dinner RAE mid-year update
BRIG John Carey, CSC (correct as at 27 July 2020)

Normally, I would be welcoming you all, at our
105th annual Waterloo Dinner. This event allows us
collectively as Sappers to come together, honour our
proud heritage and reflect on the many achievements
of our Corps - The Royal Australian Engineers. As
your Head of Corps, I typically employ this opportunity
to reflect on our proud journey and importantly,
provide you an insight into the future.
This year is somewhat different. It has been
challenging for all of us both as a Corps and
personally - a year of uncertainty; one of bushfires,
floods, pandemics and a troubled global economy.
Apart from a couple of regions, the Waterloo Dinner
has been cancelled; unfortunate yet not unexpected.
As a result, I am writing to you to keep you informed,
in this our 118th year since various colonial units
merged as one Engineer team, under the authority of
our Commonwealth constitution.
A ready and resilient Army and Nation is kept ready
and resilient through its Engineers. We exist to provide
engineering solutions for our Nation’s toughest
challenges. In the last twelve months we have led from
the front - our Sappers are leaders among their peers;
innovators at the forefront of national security, military
engineering, humanitarian response, disaster relief,
capacity building, facility management and technical
design. Together, as a Corps of over 3, 500 men and
women, we continue to be a globally-engaged force
providing unmatched strength and value to others.
Defence’s operational posture is changing, our
long-term efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan are
coming to a close, and our focus is further shifting
to our region. Building partner capacity, mentoring
and interoperability with our neighbours remains
our main effort; critically important in the current
strategic environment. In the last twelve months,
we have deployed combat engineers to Timor
Leste, Vanuatu, Solomon Islands, Tonga and
Papua New Guinea, expertly aiding the delivery of
vital facilities and training. Similarly, our works and
construction engineers remain deeply involved in
key strategic infrastructure projects. This includes
the redevelopment of Lombrum Naval Base on
Manus Island and in Fiji, the construction of a
peacekeeping training facility at Blackrock Camp

and now a Maritime Essential Services Centre. In
Vanuatu, upgrades to barracks accommodation are
underway as part of a security assistance package.
These efforts by the Engineer Force have been simply
magnificent, both enhancing our reputation and
reinforcing critical relationships.
As part of the Federal Government’s ‘Closing the
Gap’ initiative, the Corps successfully concluded the
Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
(AACAP) in Jigalong, Western Australia. This year’s
project scheduled to be delivered for Pormpuraaw
on the west coast of Cape York Peninsula, has been
postponed until 2021. Future AACAP projects are
expected in the Northern Territory in 2022 and South
Australia in 2023.
Our Special Operations Engineers continue to
develop and prepare task organised specialist
technical Counter - Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear, Explosive forces to enable
Special Operations and conduct Counter Weapons
Mass Destruction missions. This includes technical
specialists in Biometric and Forensic Collection,
supporting the wider ADF exploitation enterprise
through 1 Intelligence Battalion and ADF Joint
Counter Improvised Threat Task Force. They
are building close relationships with the Defence
Science and Technology Group and the Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation,
supporting future research and development
into vital areas of Australia’s National Security.
The Corps was wholly involved in Operation Bushfire
Assist. Sappers led the way and were reinforced
when the Governor General called out the Reserve for
the first time in its history. We deployed by road and
air from across Australia to the badly affected regions
- Adelaide Hills, Kangaroo Island, East Gippsland,
the entire South Coast of New South Wales,
Queensland border, Norfolk Island, Namadgi and the
leafy suburbs of Canberra. We provided planners
and liaison officers and manned community centres.
We participated in regional recovery committees,
conducted infrastructure assessments, disposed
of livestock and refurbished local residences. We
cleared 4, 850 kilometres of roads, repaired 1, 280
kilometres of fencing, cut 240 kilometres of fire breaks
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and produced 10 million litres of drinking water.
Remarkably, for the first time on our home soil, we
worked together operationally with our Engineer
counterparts from Papua New Guinea, New Zealand,
Fiji and Indonesia.
Then, a pandemic not seen since the end of World
War One, struck our Nation. The Corps pivoted and
immediately took charge in support of Joint Task
Force 629. In the last few months, our Sappers have
been supporting bio-hazard controls, airport arrivals
and border check points across the country to
prevent COVID19.
Although challenged by these crises, our readiness
did not fail. Well done to all Sappers who responded
and continue to do so during this difficult time.
Thank you also to our families for their patience and
goodwill.
This year the Corps leadership continues to resolutely
execute, evaluate and adapt our RAE Strategy
which guides Defence in how we organise, train, and
equip our personnel; how we plan, prioritise, and
allocate resources; and how we respond to emerging
requirements and challenges. The upcoming release
of Sapper - Plan 2028, provides greater detail. The
Chief of Army’s mission for us though is clear - to
promote national interests, influence vital regions and
enable the Joint Force to live, move, fight and win our
Nation’s wars. He wants us to ‘Build Great Engineers.’
A significant ongoing effort has been advising Defence
on Plan MONASH. As a result of some outstanding
work across the Corps, the Chief of Army recently
directed an increase to our capability. In summary, this
initiative establishes from next year an additional Chief
Engineer Works unit (12 CE Works) in South East
Queensland; supports the phased growth of a future
Construction Engineer sub-unit in Western Australia,
led by 13th Brigade; establishes senior technical
and operational staff within Army Headquarters
and Headquarters 2nd Division; and elevates parttime construction engineering support in Army for
contingency requirements, joint collective training,
domestic support and regional engagement.
These decisions will assist in delivering innovative,
resilient, and sustainable Engineer solutions for
Defence and the Nation. However, there is more to be
done and I challenge each of you to continue to drive
change and support us in preparing for tomorrow.

I see the following as key objectives for Engineers,
aligned with Army and Defence initiatives. These will be
our focus for future Corps workshops and conferences.
We must be recognised as the Engineering experts
of the Joint Force Team. Experts who are innovative,
adaptive, and situationally-aware; leaders solving the
most complex problems.
We must be able to continue to support the Joint
Force commander on the optimum use and integration
of combat, construction and specialist engineering
and then aggressively execute as part of the combined
arms team for decisive action.
We must develop Engineer solutions for multi-domain
operations. I need your assistance to help us build
the future Corps structure for 2028-35. This needs
to be a mix of how we as a Corps support Army to
generate total workforce opportunities, accelerate
training transformation, optimise partnership with
Industry, leverage resources and capacity of the
National Support Base, enhance regional cooperation
and capacity, and determine what long lead-time
capabilities must be staffed and where we can accept
risk in capabilities that can be quickly industrialised.
We must divest legacy capabilities no longer fit for
purpose or irrelevant and sponsor Engineer research
and development priorities. This has already started,
including modification of our requirements for Army
Work Diving. Further, we are to build decisive points
that assist us as a Corps to synchronise future
capability outcomes, rewriting Engineer keystone
manuals and supporting the implementation of the
Objective Force 2028 structure.
Our R&D priorities include Robotics and Autonomous
Systems; Terrain Shaping capability as an alternate
to mines; and Unmanned Aerial Systems integration.
These efforts are being captured in the RAE
Modernisation Plan led by Army Headquarters.
We must further build and enhance our workforce
by ensuring all risks are considered in Army’s
implementation plans, and especially Work Force
2028. We are already taking great strides in gender
integration and talent management, the remediation
of critical and at risk trades, the implementation of
targeted direct entry and specialist service officer/
soldier options and Part-Time Force integration. I ask
that you elevate the employment of training technology,
education and certifications; and integrate skills based
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Ladies and Gentlemen Sappers are innovative and cunning - but embody the spirit of our Nation.
Sappers are professional and humble - but if threatened, will become your worst nightmare.
Sappers are courteous and helpful - but ferocious in battle and will never leave a mate behind.
Sappers have unique technical skills - but care passionately about Family and Friends.

policies, industry best practices, broadening postings
and credentialing efforts across the Joint Force.
We must achieve the mobility alignment in our Combat
Engineer Regiments. The recent Defence Strategic
Update endorsed protective mobility and breaching
capability for our combat engineers. This development
continues and has been over a decade in the making.
We need to now accelerate planning to synchronise
preparation and the fielding of this capability to Units,
including their training and education.
We must achieve ‘More together’ by ‘partnering for
impact’. Our Future is a partnered one. If you are
not doing it already, you need to reach out to Air
Force Engineers, Navy and the Defence Science and
Technology Group. Partner with Engineers Australia,
Worldskills Australia, Registered Engineers for Disaster
Relief, Emergency Management Australia and State/
Temtory Emergency Services. Seek out opportunities
to partner with Industry. Be prepared to continue to
work closely with Other Government Agencies.
We must extend Allied Engineer Force Interoperability.
Similarly, it is essential we find solutions using the
community of practise to resource, train, equip,
support and develop ready forces. The Corps has
recently revitalised our bonds of friendship with our
Five Eyes partners and the NATO Military Engineering
Centre of Excellence and promoted new relationships
with Engineers in the Indo-Pacific.
We must promote Identity, Community and History.
This is absolutely essential and I seek your support.
SME is already leading from the front and will host
‘Engineer Week’ each year, including sponsoring the
RAE Steele Cup Best Sapper Competition. The Corps
is to enable future events/milestones; some examples
include, supporting the 42 for 42 Afghanistan
Memorial construction in Brisbane, participating in
Tunnel Rat’s visits to Vietnam, commemorating 1 Field
Squadron Group Association’s memorial at Amiens
in 2021/22, celebrating the Corps 120th Birthday in
2022, and undertaking a trek to observe the 80th
Anniversary of the Bulldog-Wau Track in Papua New
Guinea in 2023. The Corps is to support the RAE

Foundation to reestablish Warrior Workforce with
Industry. The RAE Corps History Volume V 1973-2002
is to be compiled together with the RAE Foundation,
Corps Museum, Veterans and Industry. A proposal
to capture our history in Afghanistan by interviewing
recent Veterans - both serving and ex-serving - and
delivering a film project, is to be considered.
We must promote and enable Sapper Associations. I
once again encourage Sappers to join an Association
well before they leave the Army and support all
ex-serving Sappers to make the connection.
Associations perform an essential supporting
role, supporting influence and advocacy, sharing
information to the wider community and enabling
sponsorship. After our recent success, Head of
Corps will continue to sponsor a National Sapper
Association Conference each year at SME.
I congratulate our award recipients in the last twelve
months and the continued distinguished promotions
of Sappers at every level. Well done to Brigadier John
Shanahan DSC and Bar; Colonel Mick Say, DSC;
Lieutenant Colonel Glen Billington, CSC; The late
Colonel Robert Sanders, CSC; Lieutenant Colonel
Brendan Hogan, CSC; Lieutenant Colonel Clare
O’Neill, CSC; Colonel Craig Lauder, CSM; Lieutenant
Colonel George Hulse (Retired), OAM; Mr Neville
Dark, OAM; the late John (Jack) Muir, OAM; Colonel
Stephen Gliddon, CDS; Corporal Matthew Sullivan,
2019 Most Outstanding Engineer; Lance Corporal M
and Sapper N from SOER winners of the 2019 RAE
Best Sapper Competition; and the recipient of the
inaugural 2019 Brigadier General CH Foott CB, CMG
Award, Colonel John Wertheimer (Retired).
In closing, each of you can take great pride in the
significant role you have developing, enhancing and
protecting our Nation. The future will of course be
challenging for the Corps, however, we will continue
to hone our competitive edge and deliver vital
solutions. When Engineers are needed, we will be
there, now and in the future. Thank you for what you
do. Follow the Sapper. Ubique.
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Message from the Corps Regimental
Sergeant Major Royal Australian Engineers
WO1 Sean Chainey, DSM

I am pleased to report the completion of a successful
employment category review which will set a foundation for
RAE to prepare for the future. These endorsed capability
changes will continue the transformation of Combat,
Construction and Specialist Engineer effects to support
the principles of Accelerated Warfare, Army in Motion
and the strategic goals of Sapper Plan 2028. In achieving
these endorsements, I must rightly acknowledge all past
and present Sappers. At several key decision points, I
was struck by the comments of senior leaders from other
Corps, supporting our proposals based on their positive
experiences working, leading and fighting side by side
with Sappers. In my message last year I stated, “you are
all an example or a mentor to your subordinates, peers,
superiors, family and community, whether you are aware of
it or not”. I now add Corps advocate to this list.
Closely related to the previous point, I highlight the
performance in domestic and international operational
commitments, exercises and engagements conducted
by Sappers this year that have continued to build this
reputation and indeed, shape tomorrows leaders.
I acknowledge the efforts of the Reserve Engineer
Regiments and Squadrons, having just returned post
deployment to the devastating bushfires of last summer,
on almost continuous operations and supporting the ADF
COVID 19 response. It is a sincere regret that current travel
restrictions have prevented me from visiting units and
personally thank you for your efforts. I hope to resolve this
in 2021, combined with a CATC tour of all RAE units to
explain this years endorsed employment category changes.
Within the RAE, Corps recognition and farewell presentations
are governed by the Corps Policy Statements. An end
of service certificate, signed by the Head of Corps was
previously only available to a Sapper who had completed
20 years’ service. At this year’s Corps Committee Meeting
two changes were endorsed. The first amendment is to
instigate an additional unit level certificate, at the discretion
of the CO, for any member of the Corps regardless of length
of service. This change recognises that all Sappers serve
the Corps, not all choose when they depart, and the value
of their service cannot be determined by time alone. The
second change is replacing the term “End of Service to the
Corps” with “For Service to the Corps” in recognition that

many continue to serve long after they cease to wear the
uniform. The efforts of many in supporting past and present
Sappers, our history and the general Veteran community
are an enduring source of inspiration, worthy of the highest
recognition and acknowledgement. I could name champions
from RAE Associations across Australia, but this would
omit many unknown individuals, their partners and families,
working quietly out of the spotlight.
This year a bill was introduced in parliament to establish a
National Commissioner for Defence and Veteran Suicide
Prevention. It will work to identify and understand factors
and systemic issues that may contribute to suicide risk
among serving and former ADF members. The Corps is not
immune to these issues and I urge all who are struggling
with mental health to seek help from a friend, family, Padre,
help line, chain of command or any other way, just tell
somebody. Help can come in many forms, and without
judgement. Managing your own mental health should not
be perceived as weakness, rather, a strength demonstrating
personal insight and resilience. Mental health is a spectrum
that we are all on, in exactly the same way your physical
health and fitness can change over time. A mental health
concern or injury, should be viewed no differently than any
physical injury you may receive in the service of your Nation.
The age-adjusted rate of suicide for ex-serving women, is
more than twice the general Australian female average and
18% higher than males in the general population. In stark
contrast, the rate of suicide in serving men is actually 48%
lower than the general population. I do not propose to be an
expert, but this clearly demonstrates to me, the importance
of the sense of belonging to a team, family, tribe or mob
and reinforces the value of Associations and other Veteran
Organisations. It also strengthens my belief that younger
generations of Sappers need to play a greater role, and
continue the work of current members of our organisations.
Finally I would like to publicly acknowledge the efforts of
Brigadier John Carey, CSC as the RAE Head of Corps.
He will move on next year to a new position overseas but
leaves behind a very high bench mark in vision, passion and
determination for a future ready RAE built on a foundation
of honouring its past. I wish you and you families every
success into the New Year and a sincere hope that in 2021
the word, “unprecedented” is required far less. Ubique
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The Naming of the Mick Mace Club,
School Of Military Engineering

In 2019, with a generous contribution from the RAE
Sappers' Fund, SME was able to officially name its ‘golf
club’ facility the Mick Mace Club. Raymond Charles
(Mick) MM BEM, received his MM “for courage, personal
endurance and leadership in the breaching of obstacles
during the pre-assault phase of the landing on Tarakan
Island, 30 April – 31 May 1945. LCPL Mace was the
NCO in command of a demolition team engaged
in the breaching of underwater beach obstacles on
Lingkas Beach, Tarakan Island on 30 April (P–1 day).
LCPL Mace’s section was transported to the position for
the gap by LVT and, although the vehicle came under LMG
fire on touching down, LCPL Mace immediately led his
team into the water to attack the obstacles. Despite the
intermittent fire of the enemy LMG and sporadic mortar
fire falling around the working party, LCPL Mace by his
coolness and outstanding example to his men kept the
work going without pause, and blew, completed and
signposted this gap in thirty five minutes.
He withdrew his party by LVT and went to the assistance
of an LCVP party on Yellow Beach, who were unable
to reach their objective owing to the depth of the
mud. He attempted to carry a line to secure to one of
obstacles to enable the section to drag themselves to
the proposed gap but sank to their shoulders in the
mud and had to be dragged back through twenty five
yards of heavy mud. The LVT again came under mortar
fire but LCPL Mace took the vehicle to the oil pier,

and under sniper fire, led his team to the beach and
attacked the obstacle from the shore side with complete
success. By lying flat in the mud and dragging himself
along, he succeeded in reaching a line thrown from
the LVT and evacuated his team by this means. His
personal endurance, courage and leadership were wholly
responsible for the effective completion of the two gaps.
On return from Tarakan, Mick transferred to RAEME, and
later RAInf, before discharging in 1975 at the rank of WO2.
The Sappers Fund contribution of $3500 funded the
erection of a memorial and signage outside the club, as
well as family history and display medals within the club.
The construction of the memorial was completed by trade
trainees within Construction Wing.
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Land Combat Vehicle Program
The progression of Armoured Engineering capabilities
through two major projects; LAND 400 Phase 3 Land
Combat Vehicle System – Infantry Fighting Vehicle and
LAND 8160 Phase 1 Combat Engineering Vehicles, has
continued on schedule. The projects will significantly
enhance how the Corps supports close combat
operations. Both projects have achieved First Pass
Government approval and are progressing to Second
Pass. Second Pass is the point where the projects will
be seeking approval to acquire the capabilities and start
bringing them in to service. Earlier this year, Government
approved the Force Structure Plan that included both
Armoured Engineering projects. A positive outcome
from the Force Structure Plan was additional funding
being allocated to support the delivery of Land Combat
Vehicles. This places both projects in a strong position
moving forward.
LAND 400 Phase 3 has short listed two tendered
solutions; the Hanwha Defence Australia Redback and
the Rheinmetall Defence Australia Lynx. Both offerings
will undergo a testing regime towards the end of this year
and into 2021. The outcome of these tests will support
the project teams in recommending a preferred Infantry
Fighting Vehicle system for the Army to acquire.
LAND 8160 Phase 1 maintains its intent to acquire the
United States produced Assault Breacher Vehicle and

Joint Assault Bridge. As these vehicles introduce a new
capability to Army, the project team has entered into
an agreement with the United States National Training
Center at Fort Irwin, to enable Australian Army personnel
to observe United States Combat Brigade training. The
National Training Center has similarities to Australia’s
Combat Training Centre. The National Training Centre
runs approximately ten Combat Brigade rotations a year
through field assessment activities. These assessments
utilise the combined arms obstacle breach, as one
of the most difficult tactical land tasks, to assess the
performance of the Combat Brigades and certify them
ready for operations. The opportunity for Australian Army
personnel, including those from the Corps, to observe
these field activities will be of great benefit in supporting
the introduction of the capabilities into service.
Moving into 2021, LAND 400 Phase 3 will remain
focused on testing of the two Infantry Fighting Vehicles
on offer and LAND 8160 Phase 1 will commence the
committee approval process, with a Second Pass
decision by Government expected in September. Whilst
vehicles entering into service are still a few years off, the
progression of the projects is positive and the capabilities
that will be delivered to the Corps remain leading edge in
technology and their ability to provide combat engineering
support to the future land force.
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Land Capability Division
Introduction
LTCOL Simon O’Dea

RAE is well represented in Land Capability Division
(LCD) with four separate, albeit small, teams of
sappers contributing to various capabilities across
a range of Land domain programs. All have
been heavily engaged in supporting capability
sustainment, development and delivery activities
for the Corps throughout 2020, notwithstanding
the unique challenges imposed by COVID19.
From Deployed Force Infrastructure to Armoured
Engineering, Counter Explosive Hazards and Engineer
Systems (CBRND, EOD, EDD, Rescue Fire Fighting,
Combat Engineering, Dive and Engineer Support
Platforms (C & D vehicles)), the teams are working hard to
ensure that current and future materiel capability meets the
demands of an Army that is ready now and future ready.
Following is a series of articles prepared by various
sappers within the LCD team, the content of which
provides a mere snapshot of the work they are engaged
in to sustain or support Corps capability on a daily basis.
The articles provide updates on a range of efforts; some
are focussed on major acquisition projects and others
focus on enduring remediation or sustainment activities.
In particular, I commend the article on Human Machine
Teaming (HUM-T) prepared by CAPT Adam Mowat, who
is leading the Engineer Systems contribution to sensor
integration initiatives and technology-based augmentation
options for the future land combat force.
This is an exciting and demanding body of work
that is challenging the status-quo and forcing
collaborative exploration of new ideas and novel
concepts that may revolutionise the way soldiers,
and indeed Sappers, conduct their business in the
future. The article provides a foundation for further
discussion and sharing of ideas; indeed the team
will engage the Corps more intimately in 2021 to
harness the ideas and concepts that many of you have
probably already framed, and are keen to share.
Other on-going initiatives that will shape how capability
evolves over the coming year include the delivery of
training systems reviews for CBRND and, separately
for EOD capabilities. Both reviews will inform
enhancements to individual and collective training
systems, facilitate improved assurance frameworks
and provide recommendations for the implementation

of training delivery and workforce efficiencies. The
outputs driven by the reports will be reinforced by
updates to policy and, in some cases, ADF doctrine
publications (formerly joint doctrine), the need for which
has been compelled by the recent transfer of Joint
Force Integration responsibilities for C-IED, CBRND
and C-UAS capabilities from VCDF Group to Army.
Separately, LAND 8120 Phase 1 Engineer Support
Platforms is expected to progress through final approvals
on its pathway to delivering a new fleet of C and D
vehicles to the ADF – MAJ Nick Dennington provides
further information in his article. And LAND 2110-1B will
commence delivery of refreshed and upgraded CBRND
equipment to the joint force from early 2021 – again,
further information is available in an article prepared by
MAJ Arlo Meany and MAJ Charles Mansfield.
2021 promises to be as productive as 2020 despite ‘new
normal’ business practices. Key amongst the priorities
will be the continuation of the team’s work to frame a
modernisation realisation plan for the Corps. Necessarily,
this will require widespread input, not just from Corps
stakeholders, and interested parties can rest assured
that there will be ample opportunity to contribute as the
plan takes shape. Further information will be promulgated
through SO2 HOC in due course.
There is a lot going on in the capability space, and while
the following articles provide a glimpse of the work that
supports military engineering capability, there is neither
enough space nor time to report on every effort. If you
would like further information on what the team is doing
or how it does it, please reach out and engage any one of
the staff officers. We look forward to engaging with you all
as opportunity presents over the coming year. ‘Ubique’.
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Land 8140 Phase 1:
Deployable Force Infrastructure
LTCOL Doug Fox

Land 8140 Deployable Force Infrastructure will modernise
and improve the ADF’s ability to create timely, reliable
and safe Deployable Force Infrastructure (DFI) effects
(principally in command and control and logistics nodes).
This will support the Government’s intent for the ADF to be
able to lead and/or support the conduct of expeditionary
operations in a timely manner in Australia, the region and
beyond, across the spectrum of operations from conflict
through to Humanitarian and Disaster Relief (HADR).
The DFI capability comprises three closely related lines:
• Materiel Solutions: equipment and materiel held
by the ADF or an industry partner.
• Intellectual Capability: the ability to design,
deliver, maintain, evolve and recover the
hybrid infrastructure effects (using appropriate
configurations of existing host nation infrastructure,
materiel solutions and/or constructed solutions).
• Assured Industry Support: the ability to call on
industry to provide any aspects of the DFI capability
within a timeframe.

The project will be delivered in a rolling program of
several tranches over 20 years. This will increase
responsiveness to technological change and
preparedness requirements and allow integration
with future capabilities as they are introduced into
service. Tranche 1 plans to seek second-pass
Government Approval in September 2021.
L8140 will ensure Defence can deploy a ‘capable camp’
to support a force element in a field environment. The
graphic below shows in simple terms that a ‘capable
camp’ requires (and provides) power, water, shelter,
amenities (kitchens and SALS), waste disposal, and
protection as required. It needs to be scalable and
interoperable, and supported by appropriate doctrine,
training and planning tools. Not all effects have to be
achieved with Defence Materiel, and both Industry
Support and ADF ability to design and construct are also
considered a means to deliver the overall capability.
A modular, scalable (in size and comfort) approach
is adopted aligned with the NATO 250 person Camp
Standard. The 250 person camp is the demonstration
and building block of the DFI capability.
Thanks to all helping on this journey with
special thanks to 19 CE Wks.
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LAND 154 Phase 4:
Joint Counter Improvised
Explosive Device
LTCOL Craig Bury

Land 154 Phase 4 (L154-4) is delivering the next
generation ADF Joint Counter Improvised Explosive
Device (JCIED) capabilities across four Capability
Segments: Electronic Countermeasures (ECM),
Search (mounted and dismounted), Neutralisation,
and Exploitation (Level 1 for Joint Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Teams). Elements of each Capability
Segment are being delivered across three tranches.
The in-service JCIED capability was developed over
the last 20 years primarily through Operational User
Requirements and rapid acquisitions to support
offshore operations such as those conducted across
the Middle East Region. L154-4 will replace or upgrade
these capabilities, ensuring the ADF can operate in
all explosive threat environments. The project will
institutionalise JCIED acquisition and sustainment
within the Capability Life Cycle process to enable
equipment refresh aligned with technological evolution.
L154-4 adopts a Programmatic Approach for
acquisition, sustainment and overall capability
management, therefore ensuring maximum
agility to address emerging Explosive Hazard
(EH) threats. The JCIED Governance Framework
provides a high fidelity forecast (out to 4 years)
and low fidelity forecast (out to 8 years) to
scope next generation JCIED capabilities to be
acquired in each Tranche. L154-4 will transition
to LAND 8101 (L8101) over the next six years
to ensure the ADF maintains and enhances its
JCIED capability beyond the 2028 horizon.
L154-4 Tranche 1 has established two Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) cases to provide initial quantities
of next generation mounted- and vehicle-mounted
ECM to equip a Ready Combat Team (RCT). The
Project is in the final stage of obtaining Government
approval for its 2020 submission to acquire additional
next generation ECM to equip a Ready Battle Group,
a Special Operations Combat Element and to
meet Air Force requirements for an Air Task Group.
Moreover, the Tranche 2 Combined Pass aspect of
the Project’s 2020 Government submission seeks
funding to address aging and obsolescent Search,
Neutralisation and Exploitation equipment.
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Electric Counter Measures
Radio Controlled IED
Jammers for Vehicle
Dismounted Troops and
Joint Explosive Ordnance
Disposal teams

Search
Ground Penetrating Radar
IED Interrogation
Mine Rollers
Metal Detectors

Neutralisation
Explosive Ordnance
Disposal robots
tools
bomb suits

Exploitation
Cameras
collection tools
Chemical Analysers

The ADF’s four JCIED
capability segments
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Land 8120 Phase 1:
Engineer Support Platforms
– Project Update

C Vehicles – Earth Moving
197 Vehicles across 10 Variants

Tracked Skid Steer Loader
Front End Loader Backhoe

MAJ Nick Dennington

Light Excavator

Land 8120 Phase 1 Engineer Support Platforms
will soon be transitioning to the delivery and
introduction into service (IIS) phase, with new
earthmoving and material handling vehicles
scheduled for delivery to units from early 2022.
Details of the new fleets will be available from mid2021, giving user units an opportunity to inform
the integration requirements prior to delivery.

Medium Excavator
Medium Wheeled Excavator
Front End Loader
Grader
Light Dozer
Medium Dozer
Roller

The project will deliver a generational upgrade to the
ADF fleet of C&D vehicles, aligning the capability with
contemporary technology and industry best standards.
The following graphic provides a comprehensive
summary of the type of platforms that will be acquired.

D Vehicles – Material Handling
210 Veh – 6 Variants

Light Telehandler
Medium Telehandler

LAND 8120 Ph1
Engineer Support Platforms

Heavy Telehandler
Masted Forklift

Land 8120 Engineer Support Platforms (L8120)
will replace the ADF’s existing fleet of Class C
(earth moving) and Class D (material handling)
vehicles. These are employed in Australia and
deployed on overseas operations spanning the full
spectrum of conflict as well as Defence Assistance
to the Civilian Community. L8120 will consolidate
a fleet of 54 variants to a common fleet of only
19 variants and will address under-utilisation.

Fleet Composition
and Distribution

Heavy Crane
Specialist Vehicles
12 Veh – 3 Variants

HMEE
Rock Crusher
Concrete Batching Plant

Army
Logistics Operations: Material Handling
to support Force Level Logistics
Horizontal Construction: Roads,
Pavements / Hardstanding and Airfield
Construction

Airforce 15%

NSB 6%
Navy 5%
Army 74%

Medium Crane

Air Force
Airfield Engineers (AFENG)
maintain infrastructure and
engineering services on domestic
and expeditionary air bases,
including airfield damage repair.

Mobility Support Operations: Gap
Crossing and Obstacles Reduction

NSB

Counter Mobility Operations: Deny
Terrain and Construct Obstacles

Loan/Attribution pool and support
JPEU functions.

Survivability Operations: Provide
Physical Force Protection
Win Resources: Gravel and Concrete
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster
Relief (HADR)

Navy
Material Handling Support (MHS)
to port facilities and amphibious
platforms.
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LAND 2110 Phase 1B :
Chemical, Biological,
Radiological & Nuclear Defence
MAJ Arlo Meany & MAJ Charles Mansfield

Land 2110 Phase 1B (L2110-1B) will provide a scalable
and flexible joint Chemical Biological Radiological
and Nuclear Defence (CBRND) capability to enhance
the protection of ADF personnel against exposure
to toxic industrial chemicals and weaponised
CBRN agents in land and maritime domains. The
project will also deliver upgraded or new facilities
(warehousing and, where required, Mask Test
Facilities) as well as an advanced simulation system
to enhance field-based collective training.
The delivery of new equipment under L2110-1B offers a
unique opportunity to comprehensively review and update
the ADF CBRN training continuum which will simplify
individual training and better integrate CBRN scenarios in
collective training activities.

Integrator, Leidos Australia. Training packs are scalable
and will enable joint force elements to conduct a range
of CBRND continuation training up to, and including,
formation level. Operational packs will be preserved and
appropriately positioned to ensure rapid access for ADF
elements aligned with preparedness requirements.

The project is supported by agile research and
development programs and a strong habitual relationship
with the Defence Science & Technology Group which
will see the establishment of a conventional reach back
capability to enable direct engagement between tacticallevel practitioners and professional subject matter experts.

Facilities will also be enhanced at Defence establishments
across Australia, with Mask Testing Facilities scheduled to
be built (or enhanced) and equipment storage areas to be
established or integrated as required. This will ensure user
units are able to access equipment and conduct CBRND
training on a regular basis.

The equipment systems to be delivered by L2110-1B are
categorised against one of five capability pillars, consistent
with NATO doctrine:
1. Detection, Identification and Monitoring capabilities
to detect, sample and identify CBRN hazards;
2. Warning and Reporting capabilities to predictively
model and communicate the location and
movement of CBRN hazards;
3. Physical Protection capabilities to protect
personnel from CBRN hazards, including Individual
Protective Equipment (IPE) and collective protection
(COLPRO);
4. Hazard Management systems to enable
decontamination of personnel, equipment, vehicles
and the environment; and
5. Medical Support capabilities to assist in the triage,
movement and handover of CBRN casualties.
Equipment will be delivered in Training packs and
Operational packs on demand, with access to equipment
coordinated and facilitated through a Prime System

Opportunities for enhanced continuation training will
be realised through the delivery of a CBRND Collective
Training Simulation System (CTSS) that will be established
(initially) at the Combat Training Centre (CTC). The system
is mobile and may be used to support exercises around
Australia in the future, certainly once it has been properly
integrated into the training system.
L2110-1B is currently scheduled to commence delivery in
early 2021, with entry level ab-initio training establishments
set to be the first beneficiaries of the new equipment.
Subsequent materiel releases are scheduled through
2021 and all equipment will be in service by the end of
the year. Train-the-trainer training will occur in advance
of each materiel release to targeted audiences; further
information regarding conversion training for personnel
who already hold CBRN Basic Operator (or more
advanced) qualifications will be forthcoming through
separate correspondence to be released early in the new
year. In the meantime, inquiries are welcome and should
be addressed to the L2110-1B project team in Army
Headquarters at: adfcbrndprogram@defence.gov.au.
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which stakeholders have the opportunity to voice any
concerns and contribute to discussion about capability
evolutions. Further information about these meetings,
or for access to past meeting minutes, please contact
CAPT Harbour at andrew.harbour@defence.gov.au.

Military Working Dog Capability
Management Reform
CAPT Andrew Harbour

Explosive Ordnance Disposal
CAPT Andrew Harbour, SO2 Specialist Engineering

The modernisation of Army’s EOD capability has been
a focus of effort through 2021 and has seen meaningful
collaboration between Combat Support and Combat
Service Support stakeholders as well as staff from the
Defence Explosive Ordnance Training School (DEOTS).
Most significantly, Army Headquarters commissioned a
comprehensive end-to-end review of the EOD training
system to properly map the EOD requirements of
each service, inform opportunities for training delivery
enhancements and assure service-level throughput
requirements in accordance with strategic direction.
The disaggregation of the Joint Counter-Improvised
Threat Task Force (JCIT-TF) has provided further
opportunity for timely remediation of policy, doctrine
and technical regulatory frameworks, and again, Army
is leading a joint initiative to address these issues
as a priority. It is expected that the current policy
instrument (DEOP 116) will be fully divested across a
more manageable portfolio of documentary artefacts
by April 2021. This should coincide with the release
of an implementation plan for any remediation actions
recommended in the training system review.
In the meantime, project LAND 154 Phase 4 (L154-4)
recently received tranche 2 (combined pass) funding
approval from the National Security Investment
Committee which will enable the wholesale refresh
of EOD technical equipment from early 2021.
Work is already underway to confirm options for
replacement Bomb Suits and untethered initiator
sets with acquisition action to commence as soon
as replacement items can be confirmed.
The Land Combat Support Program coordinates
twice annual EOD Capability Working Groups at

Following Army’s appointment as Joint Capability
Manager for Military Working Dogs (MWD) in 2018, Army
and Air Force stakeholders have worked closely together
to implement a range of initiatives designed to improve
capability management and governance; including
simplifying business processes for the stakeholder
community and improving access to resources.
Following a body of work that was initiated by DLOG-A in
2018, a new governance model was implemented on 1
Jul 20 which has seen funding centralised and allocated
for expenditure against one of three essential business
elements; Business Element 1 – Acquisition, Business
Element 2 – Medical Care, and Business Element
3 – Materiel support. The changes mean that funding
allocated to the MWD capability can only be spent on
the MWD capability, essentially assuring a preserved
and predictable annual budget for each stakeholder unit.
It also means that the financial burden on stakeholder
units is reduced, as is the administration overhead.
Notwithstanding the impacts that COVID19 have
imposed on the conduct of normal Defence
business this year, feedback following change
implementation has been universally positive and
indications are that user units are on track to
stay within their annual budget allocations.
Another high priority MWD reform that has seen
significant progress in the last 12 months is the
establishment of a module within PMKeys that enables
MWD to be administratively managed in a similar
way to human personnel. Until now, MWD have been
administered at unit level with handlers responsible
for the transfer of files as MWD have moved around
Australia. The development of the PMKeys module
demanded significant investment both in financial and
programming terms, but now that the module has been
established, any future personnel administration system
(eg; Defence One) will include a functionality that factors
for the unique management considerations of animals.
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Acquisition and Sustainment Group (CASG) and service
user groups, who were consulted regularly through the
development of functional performance specifications
and the conduct of early product evaluations.

PMKeys now has a module dedicated to MWD management.

Indicatively, a key advantage of the revised system will
be an enhanced ability to centrally track and manage
individual animals over the course of their career enabling
better through-life management and forecasting of
future capability needs. It will also enable enterprise
visibility of individual MWD operational status (similar
to AIRN) which will significantly improve operational
planning and coordination. AHQ continue to work with
the team charged with implementing the module and
expect that the final product will be live in Q2/2021.

The new product is a non-persistent fluorine free foam
(F3) that meets all necessary performance specifications
and national standards for acceptance into Defence
service. Importantly, independent laboratory testing
has confirmed that the new product also meets
rigorous environmental standards prescribed by
federal and state Governments, making it an ideal
product for use across the Defence enterprise.
Commencing in late 2020, users of firefighting foam will
transition to the new foam product in a national effort
being coordinated by CASG. All firefighting vehicles that
produce foam will be involved in the transition process,
including Army’s ‘Truck Firefighting General Purpose’
(TFGP), otherwise known as the Striker; and the ‘Truck
Firefighting Rural’ (TFR), both of which are employed by
RAE ECN 141 Combat Rescue personnel at each of the
Combat Engineer Regiments and at 6 Aviation Regiment.

MWD stakeholders normally meet twice annually
to discuss capability related issues through the
MWD Working Group, which is coordinated and
managed by the Land Combat Support Program
in Army Headquarters. On-going reform initiatives
being sponsored by the Working Group include the
development (and evolution) of joint policy and doctrine,
the synchronisation of organisational approaches
to animal welfare (noting legislative obligations are
typically state based, not federal) and consideration
of future capability requirements including facilities.

The transition process will require each vehicle and
its on-board firefighting equipment to be subjected to
a thorough decontamination and clean to completely
remove any trace of the current in-service foam product.
E&IG will establish cleaning hubs at Tindal (NT), Townsville
(QLD), Amberley (QLD) and Richmond (NSW) to complete
the cleaning process. Army units have already been
engaged to schedule vehicle transitions at the nearest
cleaning hub. Assuming the transition program remains
on track, all vehicles should have completed the transition
to the new foam solution by the end of March 2021.

For further information regarding MWD governance
and reform initiatives, please contact CAPT
Harbour in the Land Combat Support Program
at andrew.harbour@defence.gov.au.

Further information about the new F3 product or the
transition process can be obtained by contacting
CAPT Justin Cross at justin.cross@defence.gov.au or
WO1 James Clench at james.clench@defence.gov.au

ADF Firefighting Foam Transition
to Fluorine-Free Foam
CAPT Justin Cross & WO1 James Clench

Defence is on target to introduce a new firefighting foam
into service from late 2020. Estate & Infrastructure Group
(E&IG) is responsible for delivering the new product
since their appointment as Lead Capability Manager
for firefighting foam in 2018. The introduction into
service has been heavily supported by the Capability
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Land 125 Phase 4:
Dismounted Combat Program
CAPT Adam Mowat

Introducation
The nature of warfare is evolving and responding to
‘Accelerated Warfare’ and forcing the Australian Army
to hold an enduring interest in the robotic capability.
Robotic ground and air capabilities will enable the
lethal and non-lethal force elements to achieve
Mass in their respective theatres of operation.
LTCOL Scott Holmes, of the Dismounted Combat
Program (DCP) describes Human-Machine Teaming
(HUM-T) as the “interaction between people and
machines for a specified purpose". In the context of the
close combatant environment, HUM-T describes the
partnering of advanced robotic systems with humans
to achieve tactical advantage. The system comprises
the people, robotics, AI (software), sensors, data and
the communication network that allow cooperative
interaction between nodes to achieve higher order tasks.
Current warfare is achieved predominantly through
labour intensive and ‘Mandraulic’ procedures. The
Joint and Staff Military Appreciation Processes (JMAP)
(SMAP) are labour intensive and usually commit the
entire Joint, Brigade and Battle Group Headquarter
element in a five to seven day appreciation process.
These processes are mostly product driven and
define the broad pre H hr design for battle. A
fundamental shortfall in this capability is it does
not assist the modern soldier and commander
on the ground during post H hr agility. Post H hr
Agility can be argued to be far more important than
Performance Dashboards, Influence Diagrams, Line
of Effort Diagrams and Synchronization Matrixes.
John Boyd’s OODA Loop theory (Observe – Orientate –
Decide – Act) is a critical strategy employed by coalition
forces during combat operations. This process best
takes its form during slow military planning processes
like the SMAP and JMAP process due to having three
steps prior to making a decision. Army’s Adaptive
Campaigning coined the Adaptive Cycle; Act – Sense
– Decide – Adapt (ASDA). During Post H hr Agility
the ASDA cycle is a far superior decision support
tool than the OODA loop by virtue of Acting first.
Human Machine – Teaming coupled with an
Artificial Intelligence decision support capability will
revolutionise our ability to access critical and accurate

information on the battle field ‘Post H hr’ away and
safe from adversary’s engagement areas resulting
in superior tempo. A strong argument can be made
that Post H hr Agility of Seizure and Retention of
the Initiative is far more important than Decisive
Events derived from a staff planning process. HUM-T
layered with an AI capability will give the modern
soldier significant advancements in lethality and
survivability in the modern and future battle spaces.
The HUM-T capability will enable the War-Fighter
to plan the Pre H hr Scheme of Manoeuvre with
accurate – Real Time information while achieving
Mass on the battlefield through Robotics and Data.
Human Machine – Teaming
The concept of HUM-T under Land 125 Phase 4
– Dismounted Combat Program (DCP) describes
the interaction between people and machines for a
specified purpose. In the context of the close combatant
environment, HUM-T describes the partnering of
advanced robotic systems with humans to achieve
tactical advantage. The interaction requires a network
that manages communication between machines, from
machines to people and from people to machines.
Land 125 Phase 4 DCP – (Tranche 2) will be introduced
into service commencing 2023 through to 2027.
HUM-T will enable the individual Soldier and collective
Section by linking digital data to decisions – in real
time. The exciting opportunity for the Royal Australian
Engineers is that we are developing Military Engineer
Sensors that are compatible with HUM-T, enhancing
the ability to perform military engineer tasks within the
Mobility-Survivability Battle Operating System (BOS).
The Land Operational Concept Document
acknowledges that we are An Army-in-Motion in
response to Army’s futures statement Accelerated
Warfare. “Army-in-Motion challenges Army to think
creatively and in unconstrained ways to innovate,
develop Army’s Objective Force 2028 (AOF 28) and
realise the benefits of ‘early adoption to address the
challenges posed by Accelerated Warfare and achieve
advantage over potential and emerging threats”.
The Australian Defence Force holds an enduring
interest in the robotic autonomous capability teaming
with humans. HUM-T is exploring the possibility; and
is developing the competitive strategy for the future
of land warfare being the application of HUM-T.
Engineer Systems within the Combat Support
Program, Land Capability Division has identified
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Figure 1. Conceptual HUMT-T
Section Personal Assets

HUM-T as a critical capability as part of its combat
support to the manoeuvre force in the Mobility
/ Survivability Battle Operating System.
Land 125 Phase 4 - DCP is conceptually designing
a Semi-Autonomous Combat Team (SACT); linked,
controlled and cued through a combat cloud with an
immediate locus of supervision. The SACT concept
integrates a variety of unmanned systems (UxS),
massing and increasing the capabilities at section,
platoon and combat team levels. The proposed and
conceptual capability for the close combatant within
a HUM-T section is described in Figure 1 below.
HUM-T aims to use data and machines to achieve
Mass on the battle field using the soldier as the
platform. The integration of the soldier as the sensor
with Robotics and Autonomous Systems (RAS) will
enhance the decision making ability, lethality and
survivability in the battle space while achieving Mass.
Hum-T Section Team Assets
Land 125 Phase 4 - DCP is in the process of
developing product categories within the HUM-T
spectrum. The following concepts and experimental
product exemplars are being explored:

Figure 2. Cerberus GL
Air Robots. The Air Robots will have a common
platform with the ability to support multiple
payloads. Air Robots are as follows:
Cerberus Grenade Launcher (GL). (Figure 2) Light
weight armed micro tactical Unmanned Combat Aerial
Vehicle (UCAV). This capability provides airborne
direct fire support with a 5 – Shot 40mm GL, weighs
9kg, 30 minutes flight time, thermal capability,
laser range finder and travels up to 40 metres per
second. It has a multi-threat engagement capability
at the dismounted platoon level as well providing
standard ISR support to the individual war fighter.
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Figure 3. Drone 155

Drone 155. (Figure 3) A light weight foldable drone
quadcopter with a maximum payload capacity of
15kg. 120 minute flight time with a maximum speed
of 40 metres per second. Easily carried by the soldier
with Optical Altitude Hold Technology that accurately
locks onto targets with a high definition camera that
can take pictures or video on targets. Capable of
interfacing with multiple payloads or sensors.
Drone 40. (Figure 4) A light weight foldable pocket
drone that weighs 250g with 60 minutes flight time
with 120 minute re-charge time. There are ISR and
HE models that can detect a human sized target by
day from 200m and by night out to 100m through
thermal. It is an Android based quadcopter that can
travel up to a speed of 20 metres per second.

Figure 4. Drone 40

Figure 6. MICLIC Breaching Kit

Figure 7. Route Clearance: Flail

Ground Robots. (Figure 6,7,8,9) The Ground
Robots will have a common platform with the
ability to support multiple payloads. The following
experimental product exemplars are being explored:
HDT Wolf. (Figure 5) The HDT WOLF (Wheeled
Offload Logistics Follower) is a Small Multipurpose
Equipment Transport (SMET) and is a 6x6 load-carrier
for dismounted soldiers that closely matches the
dismounted mobility of the soldier. The WOLF can carry
up to 1000kg off road with an operational viability period
(OVP) of 96 hours and has a ‘Follow Me’ function.
The HDT Wolf has an extensive inventory of
payloads across the Mobility / Survivability
Combat Service Support, Manoeuvre and
Offensive Support BOS’s. Payloads specific
to the Military Engineers are as follows:

Figure 8. Backhoe / Loader

Figure 9. Lightweight Expeditionary Bridge
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Figure 5. HDT Wolf

Marauder Low Speed Electric Vehicle (LSEV). The
concept of the Marauder is a LSEV primarily use for Fire
Support, ISR and re-supply. It is an electric independent
4WD with an un-laden weight of 1000kg. All terrain
suspension with a range of 200km on road and 80km
off road. It can be manned optionally and is capable
of remote piloting. It has a light weight armour system,
air transportable with a re-charge time of 4 hours.
War fighter Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV).
The UGV will primarily be used when it is dangerous,
inconvenient or impossible for a soldier to be used.
All up weight (AUW) is 500 kg and can carry a 250 kg
payload. It has a climbing angle of 50 degrees and
has an OVP of 24 hour continuous work. It has way
point navigation, 360 degree low light cameras and
collision avoidance and accepts Remote Weapon
Stations supporting direct fire weapons systems
including; 50 calibre HMG 7.62mm, 5.56mm LMG
and 40mm AGL. The UGV can be configured for
CASEVAC, fire support, logistics and breaching tasks.
Digital Soldier Infrastructure (DSI). The conceptual
DSI will significantly contribute to the situational
awareness and C3 and tempo of the SACT. The DSI
ensemble will include an end user device for C3, heart
rate monitor to life support monitoring, a body worn
camera and HoloLens (Smart Glasses) for ISR and C3.
The DSI will be integrated into a wireless network.
Tactical Data Fusion. Athena Artificial Intelligence (AI) will
offer near time target evaluation using AI. Athena will be
thermal and night vision compatible, incorporate lawful
targeting decision support with rules of engagement

and high value target cueing. Capable of autonomy
with reports and returns and will interface with multiple
platforms and user interfaces. Athena AI and its User
Interface (UI) will support input from a variety of weapon
systems, models and blast effects. It will enable video
feed input for display on end point devices targeting
remote sensors and widgets for weapon selection,
target prosecution and collateral damage assessment.
Capable of an AI decision support system, geographical
and spatial analysis and recognises HVT matrixes.
Data Network. The network will synchronise a multiplatform, layered, self-organising, persistent field of sensors.
The concept of the physical infrastructure, communications,
systems and spectrums are continually being developed
and enhanced. The body of work will continue into 2021.
Proposed Future Capability For Military Engineer
Hum-T Sensors. Conceptual Military Engineer
Sensors and Payloads being proposed for Land 125
Phase 4 DCP (Tranche 2) platforms are as follows:
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle – Military Engineer Sensors
Aerial Ground Penetrating Radar (AGPR) Sensor. A
geophysical sensor that uses radar pulses to image the
subsurface from a UAV platform. The Military Engineer
application of this sensor would detect unexploded
ordnance (UXO) in manoeuvre corridors and UXO
and other metal obstacles in enemy complex tactical
obstacles. Athena AI would produce three dimensional
geo-spatial mapping with grid references of IEDs on
manoeuvre corridors and Enemy Tactical Obstacles.
Information can then be sent to three dimension printers
or to the UI of the command teams or soldiers.
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Aerial Geo-Spatial Terrain Mapping (GSTM) Sensor.
A GSTM sensor adapts to the growing importance of
geo-spatial data to plan military operations in deliberate
planning and during post H-hr agility applications.
The GSTM would generate topographic maps of the
Area of Operation. Athena AI would layer information
on Areas, Structures, Capabilities, Organisations,
People and Events (ASCOPE). Athena would also
overlay relevant Political, Military, Economic, Social,
Information and Infrastructure (PMESII). The military
application of this sensor would enable AI to rapidly
and continuously feed Intelligence – Preparation of
the Battle Space (IPB) cycles enabling the access
to critical intelligence pre and post H-hr to feed
tactical actions through digital intelligence based data
on the complex human terrain in the battle space.
Information can be gathered and shared to UI of the
combat soldier and within the digital soldier network.

Aerial Combat Medical Supply Payload (CMSP).
The Combat Service Support function is providing medical
support, supplies and trauma care to the combat soldier
on the battle field. Combat Medics are inherently attached
to the forward fighting echelons and have the enduring
risk of requiring medical re-supply while dislocated
from their parent units within the Close Health Support
Companies and Battalions during sustained combat
operations. Aerial resupply is usually conducted via
opportunistic CASEVAC platforms and through precarious
road surface resupplies from the rear echelons. The
CMSP creates speed and tempo during medical resupply
to the forward fighting echelons with a 10kg medical
payload being delivered to the geographical 12 figure
grid reference into the hands of the combat medic.

Aerial Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear
(CBRN) Sensor. A CBRN sensor will be a UAV based
aerosol collector and detector of harmful substances
in the atmosphere. The sensor will be equipped
with four modalities with the same payload that can
detect chemical, biological radiological and nuclear
substances during the same flight. Athena AI would
assist the pathology of Chemical Agents (CA), Toxic
Industrial Materials (TIMs, and Biological Agents (BAs).
Multiple UAVs with the same CBRN payload can
swarm and formulate contaminate plume modelling.
The military application of this sensor would enable
digital autonomous intelligence led operations to
combat CBRN threats from behind containment lines
and away from the CBRN environments and hazard
zones. Information can be gathered and shared
to UI of the combat soldier at the lowest level.

Human Machine-Teaming Concept

Aerial CBRN Personal Decontamination Station
(PDS) Payload. An aerial administered PDS would
assist in the decontamination of soldiers forward
of the containment line by removing or neutralising
contaminants that have accumulated on personnel.
Each payload will carry up to 5kg of decontaminate
capable for forward decontamination of a five soldier
manoeuvre group. It is critical to the health and safety
of soldiers that immediate decontamination is executed
and this capability would reduce the hazards waste
being retrograded back through formation PDS’s.
Furthermore, it will enhance the survivability of the
combat soldier in vicinity of the forward line of troops.

The concept for Unmanned Ground Vehicles and SubTerrain Sensors and Payloads are under construction.
Concepts from the wider Corps welcome.
Creating the HUM-T information Rich Environment will
continue to develop in 2021. DCP has partnered with
Combat Training Centre (CTC) to establish a Combat
Application Lab (CAL) to review selected RAS technology
within challenging and immersive tactical environments.
The partnership seeks to deepen understandings
of emerging technologies by leveraging extant CTC
capabilities including the exercise methodology
and schedule, free-thinking complex war-fighter
environments, evidence collection planning and systems
and the Contemporary Operating Force (COEFOR).
CAL is an appropriate environment in which emerging
RAS technology can be applied to develop disruptive
and innovative tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP).
The approach is practical and seeks to learn by doing
exploiting the benefits that can be gained from closer
partnerships between end-users and integration partners
Engineer Systems AHQ is responding the challenges
of Accelerate Warfare by seizing every opportunity to
explore the ability to modernise the Royal Australian
Engineers. We invite the widest participation across
the Corps to assist in the modernisation and
integration of new and emerging technologies.
For additional information on HUM-T and Military Engineer
Sensor / Payload integration with HUM-T. CAPT Mowat
can be contacted at Combat Engineer Systems AHQ CSP
LCDIV. Mob: 0477 065 728.
Email: adam.mowat@defence.gov.au
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Directorate of Officer Career Management – Army
MAJ John Leathley

It has been excellent to observe the Corps grow
and develop during what has been an incredibly
challenging year. Maintaining awareness of the
tireless and demanding work demonstrated
by our Corps during OP Bushfire Assist and
the efforts of those involved in the COVID Task
Force has been motivating. Our return to our
near region to re-commence projects as well
as conducting barracks and field training has
further reinforced the capacity, adaptability and
professionalism which our Corps provides to Army.
The challenges of 2020 accelerated significant
changes to the Career Management Cycle and
associated engagement. The conduct of interviews
nine months prior to receiving posting orders is
a change which we all are now accustomed to.
This process enables DOCM to have a deeper
understanding of the demands of the portfolio in
order to develop a robust plot for the execution
of PACs, selections and main round postings.
Our engagement method and aims have been
aligned with developments in online platforms
and reflective of domestic travel restrictions. This
has been demonstrated through the overhaul of
the DOCM website, the summary of key points in
the quarterly messaging and videos to reinforce
key messages which enable you to undertake the
best possible preparation prior to your interview.
I encourage you all to visit the DOCM and CA
RAE websites, the resources available to you
will provide you an excellent insight into potential
opportunities and allow a better understanding of
career management. DOCM will continue to refine
its engagement and we welcome your feedback
in order to maintain our engagement purpose to:
• enhance individuals understanding of career
development opportunities
• allow CM-A to understand individual needs
through career guidance interviews
• understand unit needs through engagement
with the chain of command
• inform the workforce of capability
needs, career management trends,
keys changes and developments.

Our Corps is in a healthy position in terms of
numbers. At LT, MAJ and LTCOL we are maintaining
our commitments to both Corps and all-Corps
liability whilst sustaining positive numbers. At CAPT
however, we have a small number of vacancies,
yet in comparison to other Corps our vacancies
across the board are far less significant in terms of
deficiencies. Growth demonstrated by the approval
of the RAE capability establishment review will require
a delicate balance been enabling Corps liability to be
filled to ensure capability is provided to Army, whilst
slightly reducing our presence amongst all-Corps
positions. This balance will be supported by the
continual motivation displayed by officers at RMC
who request to join the Corps and the throughput of
officers from ROBC. The significant competition to
join RAE results in an excellent cohort of intelligent,
enthusiastic and competent junior officers.
The Corps continues to maintain strong
representation in demanding roles across a wide
range of all-Corps responsibilities including tactical
to operational HQ, capability roles, staff positions
and training establishments. We have excellent
representation within the office of the Chief of Army,
Defence Force School of Languages, DSOTEC
and overseas postings including Sandhurst UK,
the US and the near region. I continue to manage
a small number of Corps and all-Corps deployment
opportunities. With the number of deployed positions
continually reducing, these opportunities are hard
to come by. If and when they do, your chain of
command is essential in supporting your release.
It is a privilege to be the career advisor and I
have thoroughly enjoyed my first year in the role.
Your positive attitude, coupled by a desire to
seek challenging, rewarding and developmental
roles is motivating. Congratulations to those
who have achieved significant career milestones
this year and thank you for your support and
feedback with the recent changes to the career
management cycle and engagement. Please
maintain your honesty when discussing future
career aspirations and personal circumstances. I
am looking forward to our future engagement and
providing continuity in this role until January 2022.
I wish you and your families all the best for 2021.
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Soldier Career Management Agency – RAE
CAPT Ben Turner, WO1 Scott Middlemis, WO1 Darren Parsons

The 2020 CMC closed at the end of September this
year with the release of the second round postings
and the commencement of engagement for CMC22
per the updated CMC timeline. The RAE Team would
like to take the opportunity to thank the unit command
teams on a successful year and for support whilst
transitioning to a remote engagement strategy under
the constraints of COVID-19. Additionally, the team
would like to thank the wider RAE community for their
engagement and patience throughout 2020 and for
their professionalism in taking an active role in the
management of their careers.
Promotion Advisory Committee (PAC) selections
are now occurring in the first quarter of the
Calendar year, followed by competitive selections
for SM, All-Corps and O/S Positions. Guidance
regarding these changes were released in February
and all soldiers should review this information to
understand how this affects them and their careers.
It is expected remote engagement will continue
to be used more routinely. Therefore all soldiers
should seek to ensure SCPTs are up-to-date and
submitted through their Chain-of-Command to CMA
as these are vitally important to ensuring personal
expectations are effectively managed.
WO2 Portfolio

Career Advisor: CAPT Rob Hudson

Congratulations on a strong year by the WO2 portfolio
in Corps and representational appointments, in the All
Corps environment and overseas. We congratulate
the SGTs for a strong performance at TR WO2 PAC
and those who join the WO2 portfolio in CMC21.
2021 SSM and O/S posting appointments:
1 CER – WO2 Luke Burden
1 CER – WO2 Blake Pascoe
2 CER – WO2 Christopher Mikulec
2 CER – WO2 Jamie Smith
2 CER – WO2 Ian Hallt
3 CER – WO2 Eron Sage
3 CER – WO2 James Thomas
6 ESR – WO2 Stephen Wilson
DCP PNG – WO2 James Tollan
DCP TL – WO2 Colin Walker
UK RSME – WO2 Thomas Jesser
AS Army O/S, USA – WO2 B

Combat Trades – ECN 096, 432 and 141

Career Advisor: WO1 Glen Donaldson

Engagement across the Combat Trade portfolio has
been key to our success and I thank each and every
one of you for your continued support.
ECN Updates
In September 2020, DSCM-A introduced a video
presentation highlighting the complexities of the
portfolio. Please review this presentation which can
be found on the DSCM-A SharePoint site.
ECN 096 remains a healthy trade although
significant risk has been identified at the SGT rank
band for the number of vacancies forecasted over
the next few years. It is encouraging to see Units
identifying members to be promoted and managing
performance to ensure we close the gap into the
future. It is equally encouraging to see DFR hitting its
targets as the ECN 096 SPR, is oversubscribed.
ECN 432 remains healthy, although the significant
risk to the trade remains the training liability and
the training opportunities through the EOD MOD
2 Course being run at DEOTS. We have sought to
rectify a number of vacancies this year by running
an additional EOD course out of 6 ESR. I would
like to thank 6 ESR and the Engineer Systems
team at AHQ for supporting this outcome.
ECN 141 remains healthy across the entire
portfolio. The one risk identified, that will affect
us in the future is the level of experience of the
individuals within the portfolio. The portfolio remains
inexperienced based on “time in rank” for suitable
candidates that we are seeking to present to PAC.
Careful management of this capability and our
people is critical to the trade’s future success.
Opportunities
This year we sought opportunities for our
members to attend the Defence Force School of
Languages in order to study a language. Seven
members were successful in their application
and will see them posted to DFSL in 2021.
We have also selected 2 CPL’s to post to the School
of Armour in order to establish an Engineer footprint
within their organisation as we look to introduce
the L400 fleet of vehicles across the corps.
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Calendar Year 2021

12 CEW will undertake a similar role to its sister unit
19 CEW, with manning achieved over a three year
period and based in Enoggera, QLD. The Directorate
will be stood up in Jan 2021, and based in the ACT,
to provide direct access to AHQ, IPDIV and DFAT,
with the responsibility of providing management and
technical assurance over both 12 and 19 CEW.

I have been posted in January 2021 and I would like
to use this opportunity to thank all those personnel
whom have supported me throughout my tenure.
I will handover to WO1 Matt Dickson whom is
appointed as the Career Advisor for ECN’s 096,
432 and 141 from January 2021. I ask that
you provide WO1 Dickson the same level of
engagement that you have afforded me over the
last 12 months to ensure he is able to communicate
and balance the service need, your career
development and your personal preferences.
Lastly, I would like to congratulate those members
who promoted within the portfolio in CMC 2020
and those we seek to promote in CMC21. Your
promotion formally recognises your outstanding
achievements and ongoing success. Well Done!
Construction Trades

Career Advisor: WO1 Darren Parsons

The following numbers were presented to:
TR SGT PAC
ECN 270 – 5 Mbrs
ECN 374 – 5 Mbrs
ECN 385 – Plumber(3), Electrician(2)
TR WO2 PAC
ECN 270 – 4 Mbrs
ECN 374 – 6 Mbrs
ECN 385 – 4 Mbr
In my third and final year at CMA, I’ll take this
opportunity to say, ‘Thank you,’ for your support
over the period. You all understand that career
management is not a black and white science
and I have sought to manage the portfolio for the
betterment of the Corps and the ADF.
The future for the Construction elements of the RAE
is on an upward trajectory. As one of the only Corps
to have approved growth without offset, we are
being recognised and expanded as a force multiplier,
especially within the International Engagement
space, through Plan Monash.
Plan Monash was developed to provide a
coordinated and achievable workforce through
the re-raising of 12 Chief Engineer Works
(CEW), previously based in Mendi, PNG, and
the raising of the Directorate of Infrastructure
Engineer Operations from Jan 2021.

A substantial amount of effort has been afforded to
the management of all Construction Employment
Categories, with three of the four categories
previously listed as Critical (ECN’s 072, 125, 270)
being recognised and elevated from critical status
onto a watch list. The ECN 374 Building Supervisor
stream will carry some risk at the SGT level, but will
be closely managed by CMA.
A wider advertising campaign and successful
recruiting for the ECN 270 stream will see it
achieve 95% manning by Dec 2020, with a
waitlist ready for the 2021 courses. Furthermore,
targeted opportunities for a number of suitable
trainees, from each ECN 096 IET course,
will continue to build the base trade.
Plan Perun saw our trained and experienced vertical
trades grow by 13, which is a great outcome, given
the experience of those members. Our revised
RCC/RPL process for the vertical trades has been
successful in ensuring our non-RAE tradespeople
transfer more efficiently.
The ADF’s Land Survey capability resides within
the RAE and achieved DFRT endorsement, with
the ECN 393 going live on 3 Oct 2020. The Long
Term Schooling serial of an Advanced Diploma
of Surveying will start in Jan 2021 with several
members waitlisted in preparation to attend.
My successor within the CMA will be WO1
Kelvin Baulch and I’d hope that the open lines of
communication continue throughout his tenure.
I’ve been afforded the opportunity to be the Senior
Works Manager for 12 CEW in 2021, a role that I am
looking forward to greatly, noting the importance of
the unit and its potential.
To everyone promoting, separating, transferring or
moving, I offer my best wishes and congratulations.
To each of you and your families, good luck for
the future and stay safe in these trying times.
Just remember, you have earned the right to be
called SAPPER, a member of Her Majesty’s Royal
Australian Engineers. UBIQUE.
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•
Colonel Ahmad Mostafa

RAE Writing Prize Winners
The purpose of the Colonel Ahmad Mostafa RAE
Writing Prize is to encourage excellence in writing and
support future planning efforts for the Corps.
The prize encourages authors to present new thinking about
how the Royal Australian Engineers will tackle the diverse and
difficult security challenges of the 21st century. No issue is too
big or too narrow as long as it aims to make the Corps, Army
and Joint Force stronger. Authors may be critical and challenge
conventional wisdom, current policies, and practices.

•

The winning authors are:
1st Prize Winner
Essay: Burning Carts – How Do We Know When Radical Change Is Required
Author: Captain Katherine Higgins
CAPT Higgins is a Civil Engineer who has commanded a composite construction troop on
AACAP 19. Whilst posted to 3 CER, she has been involved in the planning and execution
of numerous training exercises and deployments to deliver combined arms effects
2nd Prize Winner
Essay: Is The CER ‘Future Ready’ – Are We Preparing To Fight
‘The War’ At The Cost Of Being Able To Fight Any War?
Author: Major Ben Jankalns
MAJ Jankalns is a Civil Engineer who has commanded at all levels in Combat Engineer Regiments
and fulfilled staff roles in Construction, Training and Headquarters across his 20 year career
3rd Prize Winner
Essay: How Will The CER Enable The Amphibious Task Group To Combat Threats In 2030
Author: Captain Claye Wilcox
Captain Claye Wilcox is a Non-Technical Officer who has commanded troops at
3 CER and the School of Military Engineering. In 2020 he has lead the Regiment
in the modernisation of Tactical Engineering Recon in support of the Joint PreLanding Force in the Amphibious Environment and formation reconnaissance.
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RAE Writing 1st Prize Winner

Burning Carts – How Do We Know
When Radical Change Is Required?
CAPT Katherine Higgins

Introduction

Tooth vs Tail

Logistical readiness is a function of total organisational
performance and efficiency. There are two fundamental
branches of logistical readiness: Logistics on operations
and logistics conducting training and maintenance.
Both of these branches link directly to the procurement
and acquisition process, national economic capabilities
and military capability management. The procurement
and employment of a logistical capability has a direct
effect on the combat and combat support elements that
the Australian Army can deploy in the battle space.

In 2016, Lieutenant General Angus Campbell, asked his
senior logisticians to lead a ‘revolution’. He identified that
the balance between Army’s combat elements ‘teeth’
and its logistic element ‘tail’ had gone awry. There had
been a lull in the evolution of the logistics capabilities
and Lieutenant General Campbell called Army’s senior
logisticians to reinvigorate a stalled logistical process
[1]. It was an encouragement for Army’s own senior
logisticians to find innovative ways in which we could
enhance our capability without growing the land force.

The Army of today has been physically increasing
the size of its logistics assets so that they are larger
and heavier than ever before. This decision has led to
significant issues with logistics and governance and
the requirement for detailed time-consuming planning.
The rigidity of employing complex capabilities today is
having direct effects on the readiness of the Australian
Army. Instead of being an enabling capability logistics
planning is rapidly becoming the main effort.

Logistics today can draw its roots from Ancient Roman
and Greek wars [2]. There are several examples through
history of commanders reshaping their logistic force
structure so that the combat element was more flexible.
In the early campaigns of Greek warfare commanders
would execute short campaigns as their ability to sustain
their force relied on slow ox drawn carts. When the Greek
commander Xenophon became stranded in Cunaxa in 401
BC he gave the order to burn all his ox carts and wagons.

Deployed military logistics is essential to the sustainment
of a force. The moment an Army begins to consider
owning the initiative, the importance of logistics
capacity and capability is elevated to become a
combat function. Throughout history commanders
have been reshaping their logistical force structure
in order to become more mobile and therefore
increase their adaptability to the changing threat.
Logistics is critical to the deploying the force and to
building the everyday readiness of the force. At the
tactical level, the fundamentals of logistics directly
affects the majority of elements that define readiness
across the services—personnel, equipment, and
supply readiness. This in turn directly affects the
ability of the services to meet the recurring needs
of ongoing deployments and generate the forces
needed for war. It is time for logisticians and
planners to look to the future and reinvigorate and
transform Army’s logistics capabilities accordingly.

The first thing which I recommend is to burn the
wagons we have got, so that we may be free
to march wherever the army needs, and not,
practically, make our baggage train our general”
— Xenophon, 401 BC.
This is now known as the march of the 10,000 out
of Asia. Xenophon took decisive action to greatly
increase his speed and mobility and thus managed
to retreat the 4000 km from Cunaxa to Greece [3].
In 358 BC, Phillip, the King of Macedon, took further
radical change to reinvigorate his logistics system.
Phillip sold all his oxen and replaced them with lighter
and nimbler horses. Oxen were slow and struggled
to traverse difficult terrain, whereas horses were more
mobile. When Alexander the Great commandeered the
army 20 years later he took further action. To reduce his
supply chain, he increased the burden on the individual
soldier and reduced the number of non-combatants
accompanying the army. He could now move with
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greater speed, be highly mobile and sustain the force for
a longer period of time [4]. They revolutionised what the
force looked like so that the combat elements and the
CSS elements could work harmoniously and efficiently.
Funding has always played a significant role on the
capability that an Army can employ. Army’s direction
and funding is drawn from the Australian Government
and has therefore has endured significant transformation
over the last forty years. Throughout the 1980s and the
1990s a series of governmental reviews encouraged
the Army to cut its support capabilities (tail) to fund its
combat capability (teeth) [1]. A direct implication that
came from this cut in funding was the atrophy of Army’s
organic logistic capability through the commercialisation
process [5]. When the Australian Army took a lead role
in INTERFET in 1999 the new commercialised method
of conducting logistics was put under the microscope.
‘We succeeded in East Timor but our logistics engine
was under extreme pressure most of the time’
— General P. Cosgrove, Commander INTERFET34 [6]
The positioning of combat elements in the battle
space was determined by logistical sustainability
rather than providing a tactical outcome. In a
performance audit into the management of Australian
Defence Force Deployments to East Timor it
was recommended to endorse the resurgence of
organic logistical capabilities [7]. The assumption
that commercialised logistics arrangements could
substitute for deployable land force logistics capability
was reported as having failed. Logistics was causing
significant friction in the battlespace and therefore
call signs were placed in locations that enabled them
to be sustained. These locations had no tactical
advantage to the commander and provided an adhoc solution to the larger logistics problem [8].
Commanders should be cautious of committing too
many assets to combat elements and limiting the
resourcing that logistical elements have to support if
they want to achieve mobility in the battlespace.
The Australian Army went through a period of revolution as
it restructured and enhanced its tail based on the lessons
that had been learnt in East Timor. When the Australian
Army deployed in 2006 to the Solomon Islands it was
remarked by Brigadier Mick Slater “that we have largely
solved the deployable logistics problem since 1999” [9].
The commitment in the Middle East led to another
revolution of logistics assets to support and maintain
continuing operations. The L121 fleet of vehicles

suffered multiple design changes to enhance the
vehicles protection. Lessons learned from IEDs
generated a bias for protection at the expense of
mobility. The L121 fleet was a victim of this bias and
is subsequently larger and heavier than any fleet
purchased before. This has significant implications at
the tactical level as planners are required to come up
with adaptive and innovative solutions to problems.
There are significant capability, doctrinal, logistical,
governance and conceptual problems that are repeated
throughout military operations. When logistic operations
fail the blame is inevitably placed on the perceived
incompetence of the logistic unit or the inflexibility of
the system [10]. Despite all the effort that is undertaken
in understanding problems, from operational analysis
in the field to experimentation in the barracks, such
issues seem unresolvable. Meaningful change in Army’s
logistics is possible, and should be unrelentingly pursued;
anything else is a shirking of professional responsibility.
To avoid changing Army’s logistics now would leave not
only Army’s logisticians unprepared for future wars, but
will likely compromise Army’s efforts elsewhere [1].
Engineering and Logistics
The Asia Pacific region is considered the most
disaster prone region in the world and it is within
the Australian Backyard [11]. The Defence Strategic
Update 2020 states that the ‘Government will also
continue deepening our alliance with the United States
and strengthening our regional engagement across
the Indo-Pacific, including through the Pacific StepUp, and increase the Australian Defence Force’s
ability to respond to natural disasters, including within
Australia’ [12]. The most recent natural disaster that
called upon engineering assets to be deployed with
the maritime force was OP COVID 19 ASSIST. Multiple
factors were identified that hindered the capability that
was to be deployed and key issues were identified
regarding the deployability of logistical capabilities.
One example of this is the Water Purification and
Distribution System (WPDS) that is held in Specialist
Troop, 25 SPT SQN. This asset is regularly requested
for disaster and HADR responses. To produce potable
water the system requires a significant amount of
chemical solutions. These chemicals are currently
procured through the army logistics system and
evidence has shown that by the time the chemicals
reach the Squadron preparing to deploy, they are
only useable for another three months due to their
short shelf life. In the case of OP COVID 19 ASSIST
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the WPDS system deployed with half the required
chemicals, because they were unable to be procured
or sourced within the 40 day lead up time.
Further, the WPDS is legally only allowed to be transported
on a HX77 integrated load handling (ILH) trailer which
can only travel on preapproved routes. This creates
problems when deploying the system by road, air and
sea. When deploying it via road the system can only be
transported along routes that have a governmentally
approved National Heavy Vehicle Regulator permit. When
deploying via sea the Navy will argue that they cannot
transport vehicles with trailers. The issue lies with the
LCM8, it cannot transport a L121 vehicle with trailer and
therefore significant professional mastery of the operator
is the only thing that will successfully enable the WPDS
to reverse backwards down a narrow corridor, on a
rocking ship, and disconnect its trailer onto a LCM8.
Training a member to drive a HX77 with ILH trailer
takes a total of 10 weeks. When you add the WPDS,
it takes twelve weeks to be able to train a singular
member to deploy with a critical Brigade capability.
Deploying equipment like this is by no means
impossible, however, it does require significant
planning and the locations and resources to actually
train can be heavily restricted. The WPDS must go
on an ILH trailer, it must be driven by a HX77, the
driver must have spent ten weeks training on the
vehicle and trailer, they must go on permitted routes
and the chemicals must be delivered on time.
There are numerous capabilities with complex logistical
requirements and large training liabilities within 25 SPT
SQN. The Dry Support Bridge (DSB) requires members
who are 45M qualified and crane qualified, and it is
unable to be driven on roads that do not have a standing
permit. The Husky cannot deploy without a waiver,
requires Protective Mobility Vehicle - Medium licence to
drive and is required to be deployed on a S-liner float.
A High Mobility Engineering Excavator is required to be
deployed on a Heavy Equipment Recovery and Plant
Trailer (HERT), which can only be towed by a HX77.
The logistical and training burden of maintaining these
capabilities within Australia and during the readiness
cycle is a significant issue. In 2019, a five day exercise
was abandoned at the last minute because there
was a 30 m segment of civilian road that separated
the Defence base and the Defence training area.
This strip of road did not have a permit. The exercise
had to be cancelled and the readiness of 6 Engineer
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Support Regiment suffered. This is a governance
issue however it demonstrates that the current fleet
of vehicles that we have for transport and logistics
is ill-suited to the current and future environment of
HADR deployments within Australia and overseas.
The readiness of Army and its capability is suffering due
to inability of units to deploy key assets during training.
Tactical level solutions are having to be sought and
exercises often revolve around the logistical requirements
of the equipment. Significant innovation and revitalisation
is required across Army to ensure that as a force we are
able to train and that we do not make the same mistakes
that were made prior to the deployment into East Timor.
Sometimes, lighter is better
The Australian Army must be able to respond to
regional disasters and therefore it requires a fleet of
vehicles that enable its response. The vehicle fleet
needs to be physically lighter and smaller in order
to be deployed legally on Australian roads without a
permit and with minimal friction in the future operational
environment. As stated earlier in the essay the Australian
Defence Force must increase our ability to respond
to natural disasters both regionally and domestically.
The best way to do this is procure a fleet of vehicles
that enables sustainment of the combat element
and is able to deploy anywhere from the streets of
Melbourne to the cyclone ravaged cost of Vanuatu.
On OP TOWNSVILLE ASSIST in 2019 the legacy fleet was
required to traverse along narrow roadways, as the L121
fleet was predominantly limited to movement on main
routes. The L121 fleet was not suited to this domestic
HADR event due to their size and weight, and was heavily
supplemented by an aging, but more lightweight legacy
fleet. Until units such as 3 CER are able to employ a
lighter fleet of vehicles, expectations need to be managed
within the Australian Government and the Headquarters
of the Australian Army; the Combat Engineer Regiment
of 2020 cannot provide the same support to HADR
operations as the Combat Engineer Regiment of 2019.
A smaller and lighter vehicle fleet would enable
training to be conducted on complex equipment
without the requirements for a significant amount of
lead planning. This would increase the proficiency
of the members on the equipment and the overall
readiness of the force. Within 25 SPT SQN the
supplementation of L121 vehicles with physically
smaller vehicles would enable us to deploy with relative
ease on any naval vessel, conduct short notice tasks
in unknown locations and conduct flexible training.
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The financial cost of this level of change would be
significant. The cost of procuring the L121 fleet was
$3.386 billion [13]. If we do not undertake radical change
to prepare for the future of regional stability operations
then we as commanders are doomed to repeat the
logistical errors that hindered the success of past
Australian deployments. It is therefore recommended that
the current fleet of L121 vehicles is supplemented with
a fleet of vehicles that enables the mobility and speed of
the force it is supporting, rather than incapacitating it.
Conclusion
What leads a commander to the decision to burn
all their carts and give them the speed and mobility
they require in order to achieve mission success?
The Australian Army should by no means set fire to
their current vehicle fleet. It should however innovate
solutions to ensure logistical flexibility in the current
and future threat environment and not linger on the
restrictive vehicle requirements of past conflicts.

Logistics is imperative both on operations and while
conducting training. The Australian Army has to ensure
that we do not stall on the specific requirements of
the last conflict and instead that we create a capable
and adaptive ‘tail’ to manoeuvre with. 2500 years
ago Xenophon refused to be governed by his heavy
logistic entourage. He burnt his carts which enabled
him to maintain speed, mobility and sustainability in
the battlespace. Phillip used innovation to enhance
his own capability without growing the land force. In
East Timor a reliance on contractors led to combat
elements being slaves to their logistical requirements.
In the Middle East the protection placed on the
equipment led to the current vehicle fleet being
heavier than ever before. In 2019, I couldn’t cross
a road to conduct training because of the weight of
those vehicles. The Australian Army and its members
must not allow the deployment and innovation of
logistics capability to stall and must continue to strive
for total organisation performance and efficiency.
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Future threats: Is the CER ‘Future Ready?’ Are we preparing to
fight ‘the war’ at the cost of being able to fight any war?
MAJ Ben Jankalns

Foundation warfighting is driving the Army forward but is
it on the right path? From Thucydides through Clausewitz,
the nature of war has remained relatively constant, it is still
waged because of fear, honour, and interest, and remains
an expression of politics by other means (TRADOC G2,
2017). However, through technological evolutions and
revolutions, the character of war has fundamentally
changed and yet strategic thinking by Australia is yet
to contemporise. This paper will argue that traditional
strategic thinking is rooted in an industrial-era cold-war
mindset and is currently underprepared to effectively
address the changing character of war and evolution of
warfare into the contemporary information-era, epitomised
by Unrestricted Warfare (Liang & Xiangsui, 1999).
Clausewitz described war as “an act of force intended
to compel our opponent to fulfill our will” (Clausewitz,
1976). Over the years, the term ‘force’ has been amended
to ‘violence,’ altering Clausewitz’s original definition
of war. This updated description was apt for the time
where the meaning of violence aligned with the standard
dictionary definition - “the use of physical force so as to
injure, abuse, damage, or destroy” (Merriam-Webster,
2019). However, societal expectations have changed
over the intervening years. The current collective societal
acceptance of the definition of violence is more aligned
with the World Health Organization’s definition – “the
intentional use of physical force or power, threatened
or actual, against oneself, another person, or against
a group or community, which either results in or has a
high likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological
harm, maldevelopment, or deprivation” (WHO, 2002,
p. 4). Considering the technological advancements
since the time of Clausewitz, this definition reinforces
the notion that the nature of war is enduring within
the original musings of the famed Prussian.
In the early 1900s, technological advances in ammunition,
explosives, metallurgy, combustion engines, and
communications ushered in a new era of warfare. The
launching of the HMS Dreadnought in 1906 revolutionised
naval warfare, leading to an arms race in the build-up to
World War I (Gardiner, 1984). This set a precedent for the

next century about societal perception of military might.
Fuelled by the inherent political advantages of building
large and complex systems by indigenous companies and
labour, the construction of highly capable and expensive
weapon systems and platforms has shaped strategic
thinking of how warfare should be conducted, and by
association, what constitutes military dominance.
The same level of technological revolution is currently
happening and yet the necessary strategic shift that arose
a century ago is being met by fierce opposition. The
commitment to immense procurement programs spanning
decades has restricted western nations, including and
especially Australia, to continue preparing to fight a 20thcentury centric cold war in the 21st century – a time which
is characterised by the advent of “perpetual war” (Love,
2010). Previous conflicts have enabled time to reflect
on lessons from the last war and look at developing the
next “Dreadnought,” but that luxury no longer exists. The
perception that “war” and “peace” are mutually exclusive
and that the conduct of “warfare” is primarily a military
function is no longer accurate. Instead warfare has been
commercialised, enabling adversaries to bypass the military
component of war and target a society’s way of life.
The previous industrial-era enabled nations to build
entire sovereign industries around the development
of military might, but that function has been replaced
today by the commercial sector. Private companies are
developing multi-use technologies that will fundamentally
impact how war is waged. Technology which use to be
solely in use by advanced guided weapons systems
is now commercially available in hobbyists’ drones.
Cyber capabilities once the domain of state intelligence
agencies is in daily use by actors such as violent extremist
groups through to disgruntled individuals. In the future,
Australia and its allies cannot rely on technological
dominance; instead they should expect that non-state
actors or an adversary with less ethical applications of
warfare will hold the technological edge. The tools of
contemporary war have been commercialised by the
information-era, and yet traditional strategic planning
is still conducted with an industrial-era mindset.
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Post-WWII, strategic thinking was focussed on the
three critical domains of warfare; ground, sea, and air.
Technological advances in the 1960s paved the way
for the inclusion of space and cyber into the warfare
domains; and yet with even more economical, societal
and technological advances in the latter half of the 20th
century, those domains have not evolved. The informationera now includes two more domains that government and
military strategists need to address - perception and time
(Dana, 2019). The problem military thinkers have is that
you can’t create a kinetic effect on perception or time, but
the conduct of kinetic actions will undoubtedly affect them.
Furthermore, in an increasingly connected 21st century,
perception is policy and policy shapes strategy. How does
the modern Army control the narrative when the narrative
is what the loudest voice says it is? In other words, if the
most significant military power on earth dominates all five
accepted domains of war but the new two are in favour of
insurgents, who is the victor in this scenario? Debatably,
the current situation in Afghanistan is a testament to this.
In 1999, Colonels Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui of
the Chinese Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) proposed
that warfare in the modern age will no longer be
primarily a skirmish defined by military means – or
potentially even involve the military at all. In their book,
they speculated forms of warfare which transcended
traditional Clausewitzian notions of war and into
a realm of Unrestricted Warfare (Liang & Xiangsui,
1999). Colonel Liang further states, “the first rule of
unrestricted warfare is that there are no rules, with
nothing forbidden.” Barno and Bensahel also postulate
that due to the emergence of today’s cyberspace,
“the internet dominates all aspects of global trade,
economics, communications, and even societies. And
that makes Unrestricted Warfare even more relevant
today than when it was published — because waging
war without limits is now simpler and easier than even its
authors could have envisioned” (Barno & Bensahel, 2016).
As a global wake up call, Al-Qaeda gave the world its first
authentic look at Unrestricted Warfare. September 11,
2001, fundamentally changing the strategic landscape
of the world as a whole, bringing transnational terrorism
into crisp focus with the largest mass casualty event in
history (Post, 2004). Televised for the world to watch as it
happened, 9/11 re-shaped the West’s perception of their
own security. From this incident, the Global War on Terror
was born and the Western governments, especially their
militaries and intelligence communities, commenced their
commitment to a state of perpetual war (Love, 2010).

General Rupert Smith declared that war had shifted to be
‘amongst the people’, and that ‘war no longer exists’ as
a ‘battle on a field between ‘men and machinery’ (Smith,
2006). From the lens of the industrial-era, General Smith
is correct; the paradigm has shifted to be ‘amongst the
people.’ However, when viewed from the perception of
the information-era, the enduring nature of war continues
on a field between men and machinery. The difference
is that the field is not necessarily a physical geographic
location and those machines do not always deliver a
kinetic effect, but their impact is no less catastrophic
and strategic in nature. Except, when coupled with
Australia’s industrial welfare of the emerging Defence
sector and what the west believes military might to consist
of, then it becomes apparent which type of war we are
preparing for and which one we will be unprepared for.
The US National Intelligence Council predicts that the risk
of armed conﬂict will rise during the next two decades
because of new technology advances, new strategies,
and the evolving geopolitical context (US NIC, 2017).
The Council further assesses that “conﬂict parties will
presumably seek to disrupt critical infrastructure, societal
cohesion and governance functions of their adversaries
rather than simply focus on defeating enemy forces
on the battleﬁeld.” War of the 20th century was one of
physical and kinetic actions; tomorrow’s war will include
cognitive processes beyond that of what humans can
achieve. Artificial intelligence, unmanned platforms, and
additive manufacturing will evolve the character of war and
conduct of warfare as much as the impact of battleships,
planes, and tanks did throughout the industrial-era.
The arms race continues for the development of more
kinetic and lethal machines of war, heavily influenced
by political industrial welfare and nationalist agendas of
respective governments. We are preparing to conduct a
war ‘amongst the people’ in a digital age with strategic
policy and military equipment designed to conduct warfare
in an analog era. ‘Weaponization of social media’ (Singer
& Brooking, 2018), compressed strategic warning times
(Burr, 2019) and the state of perpetual war (Love, 2010)
make our current strategic thinking and reliance on
conventional procurement processes obsolete. Traditional
strategic planners are currently blinded by pre-conceived
notions that the challenges raised by globalisation and
the associated threats will develop according to their time
frame and that they can dominate all the contemporary
domains of war within the current global order.
But globalisation, coupled with the 21st-century
connectivity explosion, has also led to a widely
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accepted and mostly adhered to rules-based global
order. This adherence comes with inherent obligations
by nation-states, at least by those who wish to abide
by it. According to Australia’s Minister for Defence,
Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds, a rules-based
approach to global order means the following:
“…actively upholding international law; reinforcing,
not undermining, the work of multilateral institutions;
acting responsibly and transparently in assisting
other countries; enforcing sanctions in response
to rogue behaviour; not misusing technology
under the cloak of deniability, and punishing
terrorists discriminately.” (Reynolds, 2019)
To offset the challenge to this order, particularly by a
resurgent China, Australia has refocused its efforts into
the Indo-Pacific region. The 2016 Defence White Paper,
2017 Foreign Policy White Paper (particularly chapter
7, ‘Pacific Step-Up’ plan) (Foreign Policy White Paper,
2017), and the 2018 Defence Industrial Capability Policy,
supported by regional-specific institutions such as
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and
international partnerships such as the ANZUS Treaty
and Five Power Defence Arrangement, all contribute
to maintaining the current global status quo and
protecting Australia’s national and regional interests.
Adding to the complexity of Australia’s strategic
environment are the non-human factors influencing the
region. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) special report, 2°C of warming in
Southeast Asia by 2040 could lead to a significant loss
of crop production, resulting in catastrophic effects on
the region’s food supply (Burke, Hsiang, & Miguel, 2015).
Littoralisation by the region’s population places them at
higher risk due to rising sea levels. The flow-on effects
would lead to increased migration and urbanisation by
the more than 800 million people that are projected
to be effected under the carbon-intensive scenario
(IPCC, 2018). Is Australia’s military might postured and
equipped for the transnational issues caused by climate
change and mass migration in our immediate strategic
operating area? Will our new, hi-tech and significantly
heavier Land 400 and 121 vehicles be adequate for full
spectrum operations in a region that may be decimated
by climate change within the next 30 years?
Furthermore, the threat of transnational crime and
terrorism is an enduring one (ASEAN Secretariat,
2006). Within the South-East Asian region, the threat
has been summarised effectively by Gunaratna:
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“The contemporary threat of terrorism within Southeast
Asia is national, regional and global in nature. The
threat groups are operationally and ideologically
linked and derive support from segments of their
vulnerable communities. The current and emerging
threat cannot be eradicated by any single state. Due
to globalisation, threats that were once international
now trickle down to regional and domestic levels.
Although there are groups with national agendas,
increasingly, Southeast Asian terrorists operate
across borders and link up with groups who possess
regional and global agendas” (Gunaratna, 2018).
As a prime example, on 23 May 2017, the Islamic State
Philippines (ISP), with an estimated 300 Islamic State
fighters led by Isnilon Hapilon, seized the city of Marawi by
capturing or destroying key locations and infrastructure,
crippling the ability for security forces to respond effectively
(Gunaratna, 2017). Among the jihadists were several
hundred fighters from Mindanao, a locally based group
known as the Maute group, up to a similar number from
Hapilon’s own Abu Sayyaf group (ASG), and reinforced by
numerous foreign fighters from the immediate Southeast
Asian region and further abroad (Fealy, 2017). The order to
attack was reportedly directed by Abu Bakar al-Baghdadi,
the leader of IS Core in Syria (Westcott & Yang, 2017).
Instead of a rapid counter-terrorism operation by the
AFP to clear the militants, the world watched a violent
recreation of the Middle Eastern ISIS conflict rearing its
head in Southeast Asia (Ariffin, 2018). What eventuated
was a five-month-long conflict which cost the lives of
978 militants, 165 AFP personnel, and 87 civilians;
not including over 1500 injured and nearly 1.1 million
displaced (Brimelow, 2017). The siege included dozens
of veteran foreign fighters from Saudi Arabia, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Yemen and Chechnya (Gunaratna, 2017).
Coupled with a strong social media presence and
propaganda operation being supported by IS Core, the
ISP militants were able to maintain adequate support
and recruitment right up until the end. President Duterte
declared that Marawi had been fully liberated on 16
October 2017 (Baxendale, 2017). The Battle of Marawi
now has the distinction of being the most extensive urban
conflict in modern Philippine history (Franco, 2018).
So on reflection of the challenges and issues, Australia’s
key conflicts over the past six decades have been counterinsurgency related (Vietnam to Marawi) (Arreguin-Toft,
2001); the region faces unprecedented threats from
climate change, undocumented migration, transnational
crime and terrorism, and economic and political influence
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(ASEAN Secretariat, 2006); the world’s most populace
region is being profoundly affected by urbanisation and
littoralisation (Brown, 1999); and the Government wants
a more capable, agile and potent future force to achieve
the Strategic Defence Objectives (Australian Government,
2010). Adding to this, the region also has the most
massive threat to the current rules-based global order;
a threat that can control perception and has plenty of
time; a threat that is embracing commercialism and is on
the way to achieve parity in the other five domains (The
State Council Information Office of the Peoples Republic
of China, 2019). What is the Australian Army’s response
to this problem and long term commitment as part of the
Integrated Investment Portfolio (IIP): mechanisation.
Supposedly, the key determining factor for a conventional
forces’ capability is the ability to conduct a mechanised
combined arms obstacle breach. Australia trains and
provisions for this, going so far as to re-structure the
Combat Brigades and Combat Engineer Regiments
to be able to achieve this. It is the unit through to
formation measure of success for combined arms.
The question remains why? The 2016 Defence White
Paper, the Strategic Defence Objectives, even the
Minister for Defence when giving a speech about war
in 2025 does not mention this requirement. The 2020
Defence Strategic Update (Department of Defence,
2020) redefines the Strategic Objectives to Shape,
Deter and Respond with credible military force; but this
is from an ADF perspective, not just a Land Force.
Arguably, Australia and its allies have not fought a
battle that required a fully mechanised capability since
Korea; but as stated, we have fought six decades of
counterinsurgency campaigns and face a future hybrid
threat. Do we train for those, no, that would go against
the concept of Foundation Warfighting. Are Australia and
the west so wed to the idea that they need a sizeable
mechanised force to display power (Mack, 1975), that
even the concept of updating Foundation Warfighting to
the current reality of “hybrid warfare” is unfathomable?
When did increased lethality and force projection of

our combat systems evolve into increased armour and
reduced off road mobility in our immediate strategic area?
The mechanism is in place to prepare for this future type of
hybrid warfare. The US, with minor support from Australia,
has developed the Decisive Action Training Environment
(DATE). This updated construct provides the opportunity
to test the Joint Force against a near-peer adversary in
a myriad of scenarios that could be encountered in the
full spectrum of operations. Yet we choose not to do
so. Exercise Talisman Sabre 19 provided an excellent
opportunity to test the DATE construct and incorporate
current and relevant threat scenarios – commercial-offthe-shelf drone swarms, sophisticated radio-controlled
improvised explosive devices, chemical warfare agents,
hybrid enemy forces, etc. Instead the scenarios were
reduced in complexity to what we can win against rather
than what we would face in contemporary conflict. The
‘war’ was scripted to achieve the required training outcome
– a mechanised combined arms obstacle breach.
While the nature of war in all its forms is enduring, without
fully comprehending the additional domains of perception
and time, Australia will remain vulnerable to the changing
character of war and the impact of “unrestricted warfare.”
Traditional strategic thinking requires a revolutionary
overhaul from its industrial-era cold war mindset to
effectively address the character changes and evolution
of warfare into the contemporary information-era.
Mechanisation of modern forces will undoubtedly assist
in achieving mission success in “the war,” but will it help
us to succeed in any war? This hubris, even arrogance,
will likely be tested in the coming years, and as per the
strategic shock after 9/11, the war machine of the west
will need to scramble to adapt to a contested, congested
and possibly contaminated environment, one which
we have not prepared for. Combat Engineers are agile,
adaptive and lethal force multipliers, but is that enough to
enable the future Joint Force? Supposedly we are ‘Future
Ready,’ but which future are we ready for; the one we
are preparing to fight or the one we will probably fight?
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RAE Writing 3rd Prize Winner

How will the CER enable the Amphibious Task Group
to combat threats in 2030?
CAPT Claye Willcox

The release of the 2020 Defence Strategic Update,
and the 2020 Force Structure Plan, was a significant,
but necessary, action by the Australian Government in
order to protect national interests in an everchanging
strategic environment. As outlined in these documents,
the Indo-Pacific region is amid the most consequential
strategic realignment since World War Two . At all times,
the world is in an enduring state of competition, rather
than simply being at peace or at war. This is referred
to as the Competition Continuum. This describes an
environment in which all instruments of national power
are applied in order to achieve political objectives in
the interest of national security . The selection and
application of the appropriate instrument(s) are pivotal
in order to achieve the desired outcome against that
state’s perceived threat(s), without unduly escalating
to, or toward, armed conflict. China is assessed as the
primary state actor which will threaten Australia’s national
interests in 2030, with significant tension continuing
to build between Australia and China through the
Coronavirus Pandemic Inquiry, Australia’s unwavering
alliance with the United States, in general and on
specific points, such as freedom of navigation within
disputed areas and China’s increasing involvement
within the Indo-Pacific region, to name a few. Threats
from non-state actors, such as the resurgence of
Islamic Extremism within the Philippines , as well as the
increasing frequency of natural disasters and, therefore,
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR)
missions, will also not only challenge the capabilities of
the Australian Defence Force (ADF), but may provide
competitors within the region opportunity to gain an
advantage from the situation if an appropriate force or
reaction is not employed in a timely manner. Whilst the
Royal Australian Engineer (RAE) Corps will be acquiring
new equipment in order to enhance the provision of
mobility, survivability and counter mobility support in the
land environment, it is critical that the Corps is able to
project capability from the Royal Australian Navy’s (RAN)
Amphibious platforms due to the importance of maritime
operations in this region of geographical focus. This
essay will focus on the means through which the Combat

Engineer Regiment (CER) will enable the Amphibious
Task Group (ATG), specifically through analysing
the current capabilities provided, the deployment
of Technical/Specialist Engineering assets and the
deployment of recon/Combat Engineering elements.
The diverse range of capabilities generated and
maintained by the CER are primarily focussed on
providing support to a supported commander or, in
missions such as HADR, in conducting a RAE lead
mission within the land domain. Whilst capabilities
such as the construction of floating support bridges,
watermanship and Army Work Diving (AWD) are
conducted on or in the water, the CER does not have
a dedicated amphibious force or regularly focus on
ensuring that elements within the Unit are specifically
trained in order to enable interoperability with the RAN
and/or the ATG. Within a permissive environment,
this is not an issue which detracts from the ability for
RAE personnel or equipment to be embarked upon
a RAN Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD), as they will
not be required to perform any tasks until they have
been inserted onto land. Even in a semi-permissive
environment, ATG assets such as the dedicated
Amphibious Infantry Force, 2 RAR (Amphib), RAN
Clearance Divers (CDs) and the Army Beach Team (ABT)
are capable of enabling the lodgement of forces onto
land in order to conduct operations, without the added
assurance provided by RAE support. Within an uncertain
or hostile environment, however, infantry recon patrols
should be augmented by tactical Engineer recon in order
to conduct technical recon in support of the Joint PreLanding Force (JPLF) and to answer priority information
requests (PIRs) for multiple different stakeholders.
These stakeholders include, but are not limited to,
Commander of the Landing Force (CLF), Commander of
the Amphibious Task Force (CATF) and, importantly, the
Commander of Combat Engineer elements if embarked.
Engineer intelligence collected during the recon enables
the Combat Engineer (CE) elements to commence
battle procedure and planning, in order to enable the
provision of efficient and well informed mobility support
to the Ground Combat Element (GCE) (Army forces
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embarked on board for the conduct of land operations
from the ship). Regardless of whether the operating
environment requires RAE personnel, Recon and/or CE
elements, to be employed to enable the lodgement of
the GCE, the capabilities able to be provided by RAE to
the ATG increase once a foothold has been secured.
In accordance with the 2020 Defence Strategic Update,
all Defence planning is to be guided by the three
strategic objectives of “Shape, Deter, Respond.” A great
advantage held by the RAE Corps and, specifically the
CERs, is that the capability provided ranges the entire
spectrum of operations. Whilst RAE is a Combat Support
function and is therefore usually the supporting force,
an Engineer Task Group (ETG) able to be deployed on
a LHD at short notice, from Australia or forward-staged,
to respond to an imminent natural disaster within our
region is a significant asset to the ATG and critical to
support Australia’s strategic objectives. For example,
if such a force is projected from a LHD to assist with a
natural disaster in Papua New Guinea (PNG), this would
contribute to the shaping of the environment, as well as
working to deter PNG from aligning with a competitor
in the region, such as China. As such, it is almost
certain that the CER will enable the ATG to combat
threats in permissive environments during periods of
cooperation and/or competition within the region.

In an uncertain and/or hostile environment, the JPLF
and GCE should have Engineer Recon and CE elements
in their order of battle (ORBAT) respectively. To enable
these forces, as well as answer PIRs and generate
tempo for higher commanders, a minimum of two recon
pairs with an Engineer Recon Officer and/or Senior
Non-Commissioned Officer should be attached to the
JPLF. Tactical tasks conducted may include, but are not
limited to, assessment of beach landing sites, back of
beach areas and exit routes, infrastructure assessment,
gap crossing assessments (ability to support Assault
Breaching Assets due in 2024) and limited CE tasks
required to enable the maintenance of momentum of
recon efforts. Engineer intelligence collected by these
elements will inform any required actions from the CE
element attached to the GCE in order to provide the
required mobility support. A CE Troop, minimum, should
be attached to the GCE in order to provide sufficient
support. Due to the possible emergence of non-state
terror groups within the region, such as Islamic Extremism
in the Philippines, non-combative operations (NEO)
and other forms of stability operations may become
prevalent in 2030. Once again, consideration must be
given to the space required to embark Engineer Assault
Bridging vehicles and Armoured Engineer vehicles on
the LHD. The inclusion of these vehicles may occur at
the expense of other equipment types or vehicles.

The key issue which is presented when considering the
employment of the ETG as part of the ATG, however,
is the size and amount of equipment required in
comparison to the space available on the LHD. Where
no possibility of a change of task exists to respond to a
threat prior to returning to Australia, this issue is negated
as it is unlikely that a GCE will be embarked. If there was
a possibility, however, that the ATG may be required to
respond to a threat due to a change in situation, it is
probable that a GCE would be embarked. Due to space
restrictions, consideration must be given to whether
members within the ETG are able to conduct Engineer
recon tasks and CE tasks in support of the JPLF.

As the ADF becomes focussed on the Indo-Pacific
region, it is almost certain that the frequency at which
CER elements are embarked on the RAN LHD(s) will
increase. The deployment of CER assets will enhance
the capability of the ATG in all operating environments
and will enable the completion of missions in order to
achieve the Australian Government’s intent to shape,
deter and respond. The mission, operating environment
and the available RAN platforms for deployment of the
ATG will determine the composition of the JPLF and the
GCE, however, the CERs should expect one or more
capabilities/elements to be deployed in order to enhance
the capability of the ATG regardless of situation.
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School of Military Engineering
LTCOL Bradley Heskett

When the Combined Arms Training Centre (CATC) reflect on
2020 it will be how they worked their mission while managing
domestic response challenges. The School of Military
Engineering (SME) is no different and our staff’s ability to
work through and innovate under these constraints has been
impressive and in the finest tradition of Australian Sappers. To
recognise the achievements this year, this review will be along
four themes: Support to Operations, Training Transformation,
Land Combatant Continuum and Our People.
Support to Operations
SME has delivered an important contribution to domestic
operations and will continue to with the new Army mantra
of preparing more teams to support the Joint Force, for
more tasks, in more places, more of the time. In 2020,
Operationally SME has provided support to Operation
Bushfire Assist (Op BA) and COVID 19 TF.
From early on SME assumed the role of trainer for the
soldiers attached to the Op BA. Through use of chainsaw
qualified instructors, SME delivered flyaway teams to upskill
attached soldiers and provide point of need training. As
a model, this minimised impact on SME’s core mission
while enabling a very important domestic operation and as
such may inform how SME can continue to contribute in a
sustainable way moving forward. Instrumental to this training
and broader advice to Army were Combat Engineering Wing
staff CAPT Matthew Wall and WO1 Robert Oltvanji.
COVID 19 TF has also presented some opportunities for
SME, which is uniquely located in Sydney. For a period of
a month, Holdfast Troop, which contains both Trainees in
holding awaiting the next Initial Employment Trainee Troop
and those undergoing rehabilitation, were force assigned to
provide support to the NSW Police at key ports throughout
Sydney. We continue to be prepared to provide collective
support in this manner for the upcoming Reduced Training
Period over Christmas. Key to this support was Holdfast
Troop Commander, LT Tiana Stevens.
SME also took to take an active role to supporting individual
augmentation into key staff appointments. An example of
this was LT Ben Kingham, who served as Battle Captain
of JTF629. He was instrumental of the day to day running
of operations and was one of two officers trusted with
planning for the drawdown of ADF support within NSW.
Training Transformation
Training Transformation was a significant focus for all staff
here at SME, accelerated through the challenges faced
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by Army in COVID-19. The delivery of different methods
of training for RAE’s trained force has been spearheaded
by Construction Wing and Specialist Engineering Wing,
supported by a dedicated Blended Learning Team within
the Headquarters. All improvements have been designed to
improve the quality of training overall, with a view to maximise
time at home for the trainee and transition to a trainee
lead approach. While much is still to be done, significant
advances and achievements have been met by a responsive
staff producing excellent results in trying conditions.
Transformation has been enduring over the last two years
at Construction Wing, following a challenge of scalability
in 2019. Scalability response has continued to mature
with some exciting and much needed initiatives within the
construction trades. The endorsement of a trade training
trial which would see in-service candidates offered their
trade training facilitated in one location at SME; alignment
of military competencies to civilian counterparts to enable
Army to borrow ; recognising those personnel in defence
with trade qualifications through PMKeyS to enable
concentration of dormant capability if needed. This is
about giving command a greater understanding of what
capabilities are actually under their command; provision
of trade assessment now undertaken at SME rather
than ASEME, accelerating the timeframe for review. All
are examples of breaking down barriers and reimagining
ways to solve the problem of scalability. Shifting Subject 4
Construction Courses to civilian accreditation appropriate
to rank (from SPR to WO1) ensures point of need training
and enables Defence to leverage trade experience and
RTO delivery, where there are a range of packages that
can be delivered through distance. This also enables
Army to recruit to all ranks based on vacancies. Military
contextualisation is still critical and this will continue to be
facilitated by SME through a partnered model. This ensures
that when soldiers are away from home on a Subject 4
course it is for a reduced time and focused on outcomes
that can only be delivered by the military residentially.
As the delivery agent of specialist engineering capability
for the Corps, as well as the Combat Engineering
Subject Courses, COVID 19 travel restrictions imposed
a significant challenge for Specialist Engineering Wing.
While ab initio and critical trades were enabled through
COVID, travel was restricted and risk accepted by Army
for the trained force to transfer DTR into future years. To
add further complexity, much of specialist engineering is
vocational training that is unique to RAE, with no civilian
counterpart to leverage content from. Still, efficiencies
were identified and an example was the Subject 4
Sergeant Course, which shifted much of its content online,
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giving earlier access. The training pause provided an
opportunity for training modernisation and transformation,
involving a variety of delivery methods and leveraging
technology where possible. This culminated with a
virtual delivery of Engineer Operations Officer Course.
This involved both Trainees and Supporting Directing
Staff remotely accessing content and delivering their
assessments through ADELE (U). A special mention to LT
Sarah Smith, who following graduation from RMC-D in
mid-2020, facilitated much of the blended learning content
and upskilling of SEW staff.
Another key initiative to support post course learning,
continual improvement and relevance, each SEW Cell
has established a Professional Military Education Portal,
containing training materials for courses, online discussion
forums and access to contemporary academic articles.
Noting the engagement we have within the region, this
provides an ongoing opportunity to further strengthen our
relationships with our neighbours.
Much innovation has occurred in training transformation
across Army, which is still at varying speeds and levels of
maturity. To assist SME once COVID-19 hit, a Blended
Learning Team was raised, comprised of experienced
trainers and educators in the part-time force. Their primary
role was to assist in being linked into the innovations being
generated in Army and informing SMEs efforts. Within SME
we have found that individuals with a bent to technology
and modernisation have come up with very clever and cost
effective solutions to educating and this has also greatly
helped to not only train through COVID-19 but to also
inform more efficient and effective methods moving forward.
Land Combatant Continuum
Innovations along the Land Combatant Review are
definitely a priority for SME over the coming years. SME
will seek further integration into the Land Combatant
Continuum through increased focus on combat
behaviours and providing increased exposure to combined
arms within our suite of combat engineer courses.

For Initial Employment Trainees, through the realisation of
the new Combat Engineer Learning Management Plan
(LMP), combat behaviours will be increased through the
introduction of Army Combative Program Level 2 and
the inclusion of Tier 2 dismounted enhanced combat
shooting. In support of this, the learning outcomes are
increasingly being delivered through scenario based training
that incorporates combat behaviours. Additionally, further
development of Light Urban Explosive Breaching capability
and range safety, utilising the new Urban Breaching
Range facility on Holsworthy Training Area, will allow future
integration with the combat shooting continuum. The
new LMP will see enhanced focus on Explosive Hazard
Reduction and expanded Chemical Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear Defence package. Key to this shift in focus and
delivery, Combat Engineer Wing is being supported through
the integration of RAINF instructors. The desired end state
will be a more lethal Sapper, which is more connected and
aligned to their combat arms partners.
Regimental Officer Basic Course has undergone a review
for execution in 2021, focussing on producing Engineering
Officers with increased managerial and supervisorial tools
and has generated efficiencies to integrate troop level
engineer serials within Exercise GAUNTLET STRIKE. The
opportunity for junior RAE Officers to gain contextualisation
to the capability of the combat arms and offer mobility,
counter mobility and survivability serials within this
activity will set a foundation for more enhanced training
experiences upon reaching their unit. It will also provide the
other combat arms with greater understanding of how RAE
can support in a combined arms team. Key to review has
been CAPT Jillie-May Reading who has used her training
experience and knowledge of running two consecutive
Regimental Officer Basic Courses to facilitate the review.
For Subject 4 Combat Engineer courses, desire is to
vertically nest these courses to build greater engagement
and learning experiences across the ranks, while also
creating opportunity to fall in on existing and developing
combined arms serials within CATC. This will see in the first
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semester of the year the Regimental Officer Basic Course
and Subject 4 Corporal align some of their training together
and then provide the opportunity to participate in Exercise
GAUNTLET STRIKE. In the second half, having Subject 4
Sergeant and the second Subject 4 for Corporal will conduct
a similar alignment and gain some exposure to Engineer
MROC will be ensure greater contextualisation for educating
our combat engineers. With the introduction of new
programs intending to deliver a number of varying armoured
engineer platforms, opportunity exists to develop increased
understanding across ranks and the combined arms teams.
SME intends to align Subject 4 for Warrant Officer with at
least one of the Warfighters within Module 3 of the Combined
Arms Officers Course. This will provide time with ‘future
teams’ and offer greater insight into the tactical and logistical
considerations within a combined arms environment.
Finally, SME will undergo a change in organisational
structure for 2021, leveraging the PSC US Army Officer
who has mechanised engineer and Decisive Active
Training Environment (DATE) experience. Engineer Tactics
Wing will be re-raised under his command, which will
oversee and ensure that tactics are being delivered across
the Combat Engineer continuum is aligned and also
embedded into the broader Combined Arms continuum.
This Wing will oversee the delivery of all Combat Engineer
subject courses as well as the Regimental Officers Basic
Course. This prioritisation will see an increased effort
and focus on realising the efforts to be made from RAE
individual training within the Land Combatant Continuum.
Our People
Some great achievements over the past 12 months that
are worthy of mention here. Three personnel, WO1
Colin Leggett, CPL Snowden (twice) and LT Sorrensen
have all submitted posts to the COVE that received
such positive reviews that had them receive a limited
edition COVE Coin. The fact that only 100 are provided
each year, goes to the prominence and impact their
ideas have had on the broader Defence community. I
encourage you to take the time and review their articles.
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We have had 35 instructors undergo the necessary
requirements to achieve the Military Instructor Badge in
2020. An achievement that ensures that our instructors
continue to improve on their own professional mastery
and education. I note that from 2021 Army has instituted
a Military Instructors course that aims to improve the
methods and aspirations that will continue to evolve our
instructors into facilitators. Key to transforming how we
train will the upskilling our instructors and ensure that
they are getting support with where possible contracted
course content managers and education specialists.
With respect to Long Service, I want to make special
mention to those that have received Long Service
medals and clasps. SME is fortunate to continue
to have WO1 Frank Franolic, the recipient of a
second federation star this year, directly from COMD
2 Division. He continues to assist in Standards
and provides a great example of enduring and
effective service to all Sappers who serve today.
WRT significant postings following SME, special
mention goes to MAJ Kevin Hamilton, proceeding
onto Australian Command and Staff College in 2021,
MAJ Ricky Schmidt heading to a key RAE project role
in AHQ and the Adjutant who assumes command
on 23 Support Squadron. I further note that one of
our senior soldiers, WO1 Mark Grigg, is assuming a
Professional Military Education role at HQ FORCOMD.
Finally, full understanding and integration as desired by
HOC has not been realised with our like-minded partners
across the globe. Opportunity to benchmark, share our
ideas and continue to work together is an aspirational goal
of mine in 2021 should international travel be accessible.
Conclusion
Some great initiatives and achievements have occurred
in 2020, despite the challenges of COVID-19. SME
is poised to continue to improve the standard of
training and education within RAE in 2021.
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Specialist Engineer Wing
MAJ Ricky Schmidt

2020 has provided excellent opportunity to redesign
and modernise the way combat engineer training is
delivered for the Corps. This has included extensive
redesign of instruction methodologies to leverage
the benefits of blended learning through the ADELE
platform, as well as planning from 2021 to integrate
elements of the subject courses and Regimental
Officers Basic Course to allow future-teaming before
combined arms integration. SEW’s specialist cells
have done an excellent job in understanding and
implementing the intent of Army’s Future Ready Training
Strategy and training transformation initiatives, which
will greatly enhance RAE’s capability in future years.
Tactics & Promotions (T&P) Cell
CAPT Sam Gaukrodger and his excellent team did a
great job adapting to the restrictions brought about
by COVID-19, setting to work redesigning training
programs and content to maximise virtual and
distance learning options. This initiative saw a partiallyvirtual Subject 4 SGT Course Phase 1 and a fully
virtual Engineer Operations Officer Course. The path
forged by the T&P team is likely to provide a model
for future training, which will continue to be honed
through contracted training transformation support.
Chemical, Biological, Radiological
& Nuclear Defence (CBRND) Cell
CBRND Cell has been hard at work redesigning the
CBRND training continuum across the Joint force in
preparation for the ‘survive to manoeuvre’ capability
that Land 2110 Phase 1B will begin to deliver from
December 2020. This great work, led by FLTLT Mark
Taylor and WO2 Luke Burden, includes integration of
new systems and rebalancing of learning outcomes,
but most notably the development of CBRND
Operator and CBRND Instructor Basic courses.
The development of this training is an important
step in helping ADF realise the goals of L2110.
Force Protection (FP) Cell
WO2 Jamin Nest and the FP team have worked
extremely hard over the last two years to completely
modernise RAE’s Search, Mine Warfare/Explosive
Hazard Reduction (EHR) training (and doctrine) through
the entire continuum. Those who have undertaken this

training over this period have regularly commented it is
some of the best training they’ve done and is a credit to
the FP team. Their work has also allowed a narrowing
of the gap between EHR and Explosive Ordnance
Reconnaissance qualifications, resulting in a five-day
gap training package to be trialled in December 2020.
Demolitions Cell
The School will finally have an Urban Breaching
Range facility built by the end of November 2020
at DEMS 1 on Holsworthy Training Area, which
will allow modernisation of light urban explosive
breaching training in 2021, with an aim to integrate
this element with combat shooting training. Most
important will be the training of safety staff to
facilitate employment of this skill on a dynamic
range. We thank our QMSI, WO2 Josefa Draunidalo,
for his work over the last two and a half years and
wish him all the best as he returns to the UK.
Watermanship & Bridging (WAB) Cell
The WAB team, led by WO2 Greg Waddell, have
done an excellent job with institutionalising the training
for the Dry Support Bridge capability delivered by
Land 155, including assisting delivery of an exported
suite of DSB courses with 2 CER this year.
Special mention must also go to SGT Gordon Hartley for
his outstanding multimedia skills, creating some excellent
bridging videos and animations which will continue to
enhance WAB training for many years to come, both for
students on course and those in units conducting revision.
Explosive Detection Dog (EDD) Cell
WO2 Cam Elliott and the EDD team were some of the
quickest this year to reskill in blended learning and
develop some excellent electronic training packages,
particularly maximising use of H5P functionality
in ADELE. This initiative allowed the paused EDD
Supervisor Course to continue virtually for a period,
without which the Corps would not have four new
EDD Supervisors graduating at the end of 2020.
I thank all the officers, warrant officers, NCOs and
soldiers of SEW for their fantastic work throughout
2020. 2021 will continue to bring much uncertainty and
require significant adaptability, but I have no doubt the
Wing is now much better positioned to provide Future
Ready combat engineer soldiers and officers for Army.
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Combat Engineer Wing
MAJ Nigel Hinde

Combat Engineer Wing had a successful year throughout
the tumultuous times of Bushfires and COVID 19 while
training over 350 sappers and Sapper officers. CEW
started off the year earlier than expected in response
to Op Bushfire Assist, establishing a team to deliver
Chainsaw training to both SERCAT 5 and SERCAT 7
personnel of the Army in Sydney, Canberra and Adelaide.
2020 has proved to be a year of delivering exceptional
training while testing and injecting concepts to improve a
collective combat mindset in preparation for the Military
Engineer / Combat engineer IET courses scheduled to run in
2021. CEW has delivered over nine ab initio courses; seven
of which have been IETs. CEW trialled and implemented
the new CBRN Operator course, with introduced PDS
and EDS capability to the trainees as well as a 9mm pistol
qualification (with the help of SOER). CEW also had the
opportunity to introduce all-corps skillsets to complement
the suite of combat mindset behaviours through the training
and qualification in Army Combative Program level 2.
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Military Engineer / Combat Engineer (ME/CE)
RAE IET course
The Training Management Board reviewed and approved
the proposed IET course which as of 2021 will see
the delivery of a two phase Military Engineer / Combat
Engineer RAE IET course, streaming ECNs down
two main training pipelines. The course will deliver
contemporary qualifications with the development of
combat mindset and scenario based training with the
support from Specialist Engineer Wing, to allow for the
improved learning at the grass roots level. Some of the
new courses and initiatives include Army Combative
Program level 2, 9mm, GLA and Mag 58 qualifications,
Enhanced Tier 2 Dismounted shooting package, CBRN
Operator course and a revised search, Explosive Hazard
Reduction and a demolitions training package.
Additionally, the ADF Centre For Mental Health
and Open Arms will enhance the values, ethics
and mental resilience for our young and diverse
workforce through an enhanced curriculum
based on previous data and IET surveys.
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RAE ROBC
The ARA RAE ROBC commenced the year with a
total of 51 Officers strong, which included international
Officers from Fiji, Malaysia, New Zealand, Papua
New Guinea and Tonga. Seven RAAF Airfield
Engineers were also included as part of the first two
components of the course, gaining invaluable exposure
to a combined-service environment and reinforcing
interoperability between all our partnering forces.
Training offered by the School of Military Engineering
focused on realistic foundation warfare scenarios
that prepared the Officers to effectively lead and
adapt within a combined arms environment. Their
abilities were tested on EX KOKODA; the culminating
exercise for the ROBC; where they constructed
and operated out of a Forward Operating Base
(FOB) for three and a half weeks conducting
mobility, counter-mobility and survivability tasks.
At the completion of the course many posted directly
into their gaining units to assume their positions as troop
commanders. A select few were fortunate enough to
attend the Mechanised Regimental Officer Course (MROC)
and Australian Defence Range Qualification (ADFRQ)
courses, whilst others moved directly into an operational
role within the COVID 19 TF, utilising the command and
leadership qualities they had learned on the course to
assist in the ADF’s response to the global pandemic.
Best wishes to the 2020 ROBC and we congratulate
LT Nyssa Whiley and LT Charlie Cox as the students of
merit for their overall exceptional performance throughout
the course. John Holland, a proud engineering partner
to the RAE, kindly continues to support the course
and provided the two student of merit awards.
While COVID 19 restricted the usual external support from
interstate Units, there was indispensable commitment
from within NSW and ACT. The RAE ROBC immeasurably
benefits from the experiences and support of other
seasoned RAE Officers who bring to life the TEWTS
and exercise scenarios with their military knowledge
from operational experience and major exercises.
The RAE are a forward leaning Corps and continually
strive to invest into our Junior Officers’ development,
subsequently creating the future leaders of the RAE.
With the dynamic nature of training and an ever changing
Army, the ARA ROBC has been under review to find
efficiencies by restructuring the learning outcomes,
condensing the training days into a streamlined and
focused package. These efficiencies will see opportunity

for a combined arms tactical training exercise with
other TEs under the CATC banner; with the intent of
improving the Officers’ understanding of interoperability
and the RAE’s role in a Combat Arms Environment.
The Army’s greatest capability is its people. Without
the support and dedication from so many during
such a tumultuous time many things would not have
been possible and CEW would like to give sincere
thanks to the following for their commitment.
Notable contributions to CEW
The Army’s greatest capability is its people. Without
the support and dedication from so many during
such a tumultuous time, many things would not have
been possible and CEW would like to give sincere
thanks to the following for their commitment:
• FORCOMD, SOER, 19 CE Works and IPDIV for
support during the Tactics block and EX KOKODA
and EX BARDIA with directing staff and drivers.
• 5 ER for support during EX KOKODA and the ARes RAE
ROBC with directional staff and the drone oeprations.145
Sig Sqn and 6 AVN for support during EX KOKODA and
EX BARDIA with drivers and signals operators. Without
their commitment to the TEWTs and field exercises, ROBC
and IET training would not have been the success it was.
• CAPT Jillie-May Reading, has completed her third
year within CEW of which two years have been as the
Course Leader leading, instructing and mentoring the
over 115 Engineering Officers and has had significant
collating and authoring a Learning Management Package
Amendment Request (LMPAR). CAPT Reading’s
professionalism and dedication to the development
of Junior Officers has been exemplary and her work
will have a positive and long lasting on the Corps.
• CAPT Natsen Sawasi departs CEW after three
years of excellent dedication to SME, and has
been involved as the RTF treasurer and IET Troop
Commander utilising his love of bushcraft and field
skills to enhance training. CAPT Sawasi will post as
the OC Field Engineer Wing within the Arms and
Services Company at Goldie River Training Depot.
• Lelaine Nieass has been a fundamental part of CEW,
arguably the longest serving member of the wing having
served for 10 years as of 16 November 2009. Lelaine
has been a fundamental part of managing the Wing
administration over the decade, including educating many
a fresh sapper in personal administrative responsibilities,
entitlements, pay, leave, categorisation and recognitions,
awards and farewells. Lelaine has been a pleasant
and essential part of CEW, an enduring presence
which is ever helpful and dedicated to the mission.
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Construction Wing
Headquarters

WO1 Colin Leggett

Construction Wing (CW) is responsible for the delivery and
management of the vast majority of the ADF’s horizontal and
vertical construction training. Although COVID 19 has thrown
several spanners and many hammers in the works, it has
been a busy year with training and development continuing
for the construction trade training continuum, coupled with
the necessary review and transfer of courses to ADELE(U).
The Wing has continued to provide support to the School
and wider Army through provision of instructors on
courses such as ROBC and WEFPEC, and subject matter
experts for Land 8120 and 8140 projects. Construction
effect has been delivered through Internal Works Requests
and on-base jobs such as the installation of a set of stairs
at SOTEC and various works at the Corps museum and
Victoria Barracks.
Throughout the year the Wing has invested time and
resources into training transformation, examining and
proposing methods to increase training efficiency and
throughput whilst maintaining quality. Resultant lines of
effort emanating from this investment have proven positive,
including the exported trade training concept to Sydney
based RTO and GTOs; an approved and funded trial will
commence in 2021. Another positive line of effort was
the proposal to raise construction trade proficiencies.
These proficiencies will allow the capture members
across all Corps with applicable civilian construction trade
qualifications; taking up of this offer will be voluntary. The
members who do submit their qualifications for assessment
will form a resource pool should a sudden increase in
construction effect be required in times of emergency or to
bolster trade numbers for a particular period.
The Wing staff have worked tirelessly throughout 2020,
dealing with COVID-19 restrictions and an increased load
across the board; I would like to thank you all for your
continued efforts. Although Construction Engineers, we are
still human and have required external support to enable
us to achieve some of our outcomes. Two personnel who
are providing support are PTE Rachel Paterson, a MMT
from 19 CE Works and CAPT Martin Newlin from AHQ;
thankyou both for the great assistance you have provided
to date. IRT internal manning support, CW has managed to
entice and transfer three SERCAT 5 members back into the
construction trades as SERCAT 7; SGT Jason Moon (Plant
SGT), CPL Michael Haggerty (PLT FMN/INSTR) and CPL
Heath Beazley (Carpenter Foreman).
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Training, Development and Governance Section

WO1 Colin Leggett

Like all TEs, CW has been transferring their suite of
courses to the ADELE platform whilst still delivering face to
face courses. The transfer to on-line training has enabled
many lessons to be reviewed, with content delivery
adjusted to meet the changing demographic of the
younger generation of soldiers.
In-line with DG TRADOC’s vision of working with external
industry partners, CW is (re)developing Subject 4 CPL and
SGT Construction courses, combining the currently three
types of course at each rank; Core, BES and Civil. These
courses, like the Subject 4 WO2 and WO1 Construction
courses already underway, will be based on current
industry practices, competencies and legislation, and
be delivered by a civilian RTO with Army representatives
providing military contextualisation.
Due to limitations within the current initial trade training
framework Training, Development and Governance
Section (TDGS) has been investigating the feasibility of
utilising external RTOs and GTOs to decrease the large
backlog of in-service trade transferees. Through the use of
external organisations a greater number of tradespeople
can be trained, whilst providing an ability to surge
numbers where required. The proposal has received both
approval and funding from DG TRADOC; trial courses for
each trade will begin in 2021.
Construction Trade Assessments (CTA)
SGT Richard Pepper

In mid-2019, AHQ tasked FORCOMD to transfer
responsibility for the conduct of Trade Assessments
for civilian qualified construction trades to CATC;
subsequently CW was tasked to do this. The aim of the
Construction Trade Assessments (CTA) conducted at SME
is to evaluate an applicant’s trade transfer evidence IOT
establish the overall suitability for transfer or recognition as
target trade.
The applications cover personnel wanting to join either
as SERCAT 5 or SERCAT 7, serving members who
wish to trade transfer, and members who request their
qualification is recognised as a proficiency.
The following is a basic explanation of the assessment
process method:
a.

Comparison of applicants UOC against current
UOC delivered by ASEME.

b. Identification of gap training requirements as per
target trade.
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c.

Length of time and subsequent cost for the
conduct of gap training.

d. Level of overall risk.
e.

A Board of Studies is held and approval
granted/denied by the TRGWO.

f.

Results of the assessment are
then forwarded to CATC.

To date this year there have been 27 applicants
who have applied to join or transfer into the Corps
as their target trade, and 11 applicants who have
applied to have their qualification recognised for a
proficiency. Currently eight applicants have accepted
their respective offers, with a majority posted to
units after completing minimal gap training.

meet current doctrine and converting it to a suitable
format for ADELE before uploading courses online
in their current form. Courses can now be delivered
with the students remaining in their unit location and
are delivered by a mixture of webinars and directed
learning. This is not without issue (mainly surrounding
IT), but the team is working through and solving
issues as they occur and as courses are delivered.

Construction Management Troop (CMTp)

Whilst the team is delivering a course, support is
required from students’ units to fully release them
for the course duration, as well as for some practical
elements/assessment during the course. The uptake
and feedback from students and units has been
very positive and it will hopefully become a more
developed and permanent solution reducing nights
away from home for students in busy units.

Construction Management Troop has had a turbulent
year in delivering courses due to the uncertainty and
restrictions surrounding COVID. The initial courses
were held face to face as normal at SME, however
with the increase in travel restrictions an opportunity
to lever ADELE to deliver online courses presented
itself. Sterling effort by WO2 Miller, FSGT Clarke and
SGT’s Michalk and Morganite was provided in the
capture of existing course materials, updating it to

This year the team has enabled two sessions of the
Subject 4 CPL, SGT and WO2 courses, as well as
a session of the Works Manager course. We have
supported the ROBC, Weapons Effects and Force
Protection Engineering Courses, and various other
elements of SME training delivery. We were also privileged
to support the training for four international students,
one each from Fiji and Malaysia on the first CPL and
SGT courses; and look forward to the return of our
international guests when the travel restrictions are lifted.

WO2 Greg Buckley

SUBJ4 CPL RAE Construction Course Session
0046, 03 February – 13 March 2020.
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Trade Training Troop (TTTp)
LT Joe Sorrensen

Trade Training Troop (TTTp) has continued its commitment
in developing the ADF’s Construction Trade Capability
in 2020, by facilitating On-the-Job Training (OJT) for
the Electrician, Plumber and Carpenter trainees, while
also preparing for an increase in trainees in the next 12
– 36 months. At its peak, TTTp reached 110 trainees,
consisting of 25 Carpenters, 39 Plumbers and 46
Electricians, managed by seven trade foremen and three
trade supervisors. It is evident that the ADF is continuing
to push for construction trade growth, particularly with the
upcoming establishment of 12 CE Works and ongoing
partnership work in the South-West Pacific region.
Trade Trainees were lucky to not have been effected by
COVID-19 restrictions within the Sydney area, allowing
them to continue conducting their On-the-Job Training
component of their Trade Certificates. Construction Wing
and TTTp have continued to work hand in hand with
multiple Building Trade Experts (BTEs) within Sydney,
allowing trainees to conduct countless jobs on sites
ranging out to the Central Coast, Canberra and Jervis
Bay. Trainees have been exposed to excellent training
and experiences in order to develop their trade skills
and knowledge, fulfilling their competency requirements.
Unfortunately, as a result of COVID-19 restrictions, Trade
Trainees were unable to support the annual Ex HARI’I
HAMUTUK in Timor Leste and Ex PUK PUK in Papua New
Guinea in support of 1 and 3 CER, respectively.
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improving tracking, oversight and management of their
trades. COVID-19 put a looming cloud over the construction
industry in NSW early on, but all of our trainees managed
to adapt to the new restrictions admirably and continue
their training, with minimal disruptions. Even throughout
the pandemic, we were able to recruit several new Building
Trade Experts to focus on specialty areas of the trade.
As a result of this year’s efforts, five ADF Plumbers,
including four for Army and one for RAAF, have posted to
units across Australia, with four more posting soon. We
have received 13 trainees from ASEME this year, adding
to our now 29 plumbing trainees placed with various
contractors across the Sydney area. This will ensure there
is a steady stream of highly experienced plumbers prepared
to operate in various environments for years to come.
On top of managing the trade trainees, the plumbing cell
has also expressed a keen interest in providing knowledge
and advice to the LAND 8140 project. We have been
answering key questions from stakeholders, developing
example designs of ablutions and camp set-up, as well as
general advice on plumbing within a deployed environment.
Training packages are currently in early development to train
ADF Plumbers on the equipment, once it enters service.
The TTTp Electrical Cell has managed 53 Electrical
Apprentices conducting OJTs throughout the Sydney area.
Of the 53 Electrical Apprentices, eight have completed their
trade and posted to 6th Engineer Support Regiment. As of
October 2020, the Electrical Cell is managing 45 trainees.

The Carpenter Cell started 2020 running full pace and
have not looked back. Our apprentices have been busy
working with their BTEs, completing their required skill sets
to enable them to post as qualified carpenters in the ADF.
In our minimal spare time, we have assisted multiple units’
self-help tasks within Holsworthy Barracks. These tasks
have ranged from constructing new exterior stairs and
replacing a deck for the School of Special Operations, and
installing six pull up bars for 2 CDO. Our biggest request
has come from the Forces Commander, to refurbish the
cellar of his current residence inside Victoria Barracks. The
cellar refurbishment includes constructing a Lazy E Bar
and improving storage, working within the restrictions of
Heritage conversation of the 1840 Sandstone Bungalow.

Throughout the year, TTTp conducted two Basic Field
Power Generator courses, two Intermediate Field Power
Generator courses and one Advance Field Power
Generation course. The two basic and intermediate
courses were taught over two separate weeks which
included the use and maintenance requirements of
the 1.3kW, 2.0kW, 2.5 kVa and 16 kVa generators.
The advanced course was taught over seven weeks
comprising of two parts. Part one consisted of the
operation and maintenance of all in-service generators up
to and including the 120 kVa. This teaches the trainees the
required skills to design, set up and maintain camps with
the fleet of in-service generators as advanced field power
distribution system operators.

As with the rest of Army, this year has been a year of
new challenges and unprecedented situations for TTTp’s
Plumbing Cell, with new staff and ongoing staff in new
positions, it was initially a steep learning curve. The still
relatively new Skills-Tracker system was updated to
streamline On-the-Job-Training for the plumbing trainees,

For part two of the course, the trainees conducted
nationally accredited training as an accredited service
provider - level two (ASP2) with our industry training
partner, NECA (National Electrical and Communications
Association). The trainees gained qualifications such as
installing and maintaining LV underground and overhead
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services, testing of connections to LV electrical networks
and solving problems in energy supply network equipment.
In line with the ADF’s training transformation push, the
Advanced Field Power Generation Course was converted
to a blended learning construct within ADELE(U).
As a reminder to the trainees that they are still expected to
be soldiers and aircraftmen/women in the Army and RAAF,
they once again completed their annual exercise, Ex
TRADIE ASSAULT. With the challenges faced in 2020, Ex
TRADIE ASSAULT was conducted within the Holsworthy
Close Training Area over a week period, supported by
SME staff. The objective of the exercise was to revise,
test and build on the trainee’s basic military skills within a
section level competition framework. Deploying up to 100
trainees in the field environment, the exercise consisted of
a Fire Team navigation activity, leading into various corps
specific and Infantry Minor Tactics serials within a stability
operations scenario. Training serials and skills tested
included CBRND, route and building searches, route
denial, force protection, tactical obstacle emplacement,
fighting patrols, VCPs and the new simulated Range
Practice shoots, culminating in an all arms call for fire.
Additionally, in line with the stability operations scenario,
the trainees were provided an opportunity to conduct
technical trade work at Camp Holdfast within a simulated
tactical field environment, commencing a short and long
term remediation plan of the FOB/Camp.
Camp Holdfast is 100% owned by SME and presents
an excellent opportunity to conduct basic to technical
construction works, including HESCO barriers and other
force protection measures by all employment categories
within the Corps. TTTp have identified that Camp Holdfast
is currently underutilised as a training facility/asset and, as
such, deserves a refurbishment and completion with the
potential for expansion. Ex TRADIE ASSAULT saw trade
trainees work with ‘civilian contractor’ role players within the
overall scenario, conducting refurbishment works including
underground electrical and plumbing works (external to
existing base infrastructure and services), besser block
walls with in-built electrical services, a purpose-built
firing platform and general FOB security/force protection
measures including HESCO barriers. In the future, we
expect opportunities to construct additional guard towers,
HESCO walls and solar input. Overall, the exercise was
successful and different to the historic TRADIE ASSAULT
exercises, normally conducted in the Majura Training Area.
In summary for 2020, TTTp received a total of 41
trainees from ASEME and graduated five plumbers, eight
electricians and 11 carpenters.

Civil Training Troop (CTTp)

LT Ben Kingham and WO2 Gavin Williams

Whilst the COVID-19 pandemic affected a large number of
cells at SME, Civil Training Troop has continued strongly in
2020 continuing to deliver C&D vehicle training throughout
the year. There has been a large influx of personnel
to the troop, with LT Ben Kingham taking command,
SGT’s Moon and George assuming course leader roles,
and CPL’s Griffith, Snowden, Haggerty and Thompson
beginning their time at SME as instructors.
It was with sadness and certainly well wishes that we
farewelled SGT Aaron Hession and CPL Gavin Tunstall
who both have transitioned to civilian life and we wish
them all the best in their new endeavours. Aaron will not
be lost entirely to us though and will assist with future
courses in a SERCAT 5 capacity.
Due to the border closures and travel restrictions, the Soils
Technician and all bar one of the C6 Crane courses for the
year were cancelled. It is hopeful that 2021 will allow for a
greater number of courses to be run, otherwise there will
be significant loss to the Civil trade within Defence. The
Civil Construction Plant Course (CCPC) has continued
strongly throughout though, with only 1.5 days lost due to
the pandemic that shuttered the world.
This year has seen the 2 x CCPC’s run with a total of
36 trainees deemed competent, this included our first
international trainee from Malaysia, 5 x RAAF trainees, and
30 Army plant operators; who have been sent to various
units around the country.
This year has been a testament to the professionalism and
drive of both staff and trainees for their ability to handle
the disruptions to their lives caused by COVID. Many of
the trainees were unaware setting off on course that they
would be restricted to base and unable to see family,
some for 11 months due to subsequent IET courses. All
members conducted themselves to the highest standard
and should be proud of all they have achieved.
There has been a strong recruitment campaign run on the
current IET courses by SM CTTP, WO2 Williams whose
sales pitch of slow vehicles, slow BFA’s and less combat
engineering has garnered a great deal of interest. Large
numbers of IET’s continue to express an interest in joining
the plant mafia and this has been well supported by CW
and SCM-A, who are seeing a resurgence in the plant trade.
This campaign will fail to ease the problem without a greater
level of retention in the trade, which is haemorrhaging its
experienced members at an alarming rate.
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Trainee Rehabilitation Wing
CPL Benjamin Morritt

The Trainee Rehabilitation Wing (TRW) facilitates the
rehabilitation of Initial Employment Trainees from all training
establishments within the Australian Regular Army. The
majority of trainees are referred for complex or long term
injuries, predominately musculoskeletal injuries.
Formed in 2003, the TRW was originally positioned
within the confines of the old School of Military
Engineering (SME) precinct in Moorebank. In 2011,
the TRW received a specially designed $26 million
dollar upgrade and was relocated adjacent to
the Holsworthy Health Centre (HHC) for ease of
medical support and appointment attendance.
Initially holding 38 trainees in January 2020, the TRW is
currently at 56 trainees, as at October 2020. The TRW
staff compromise of RAAMC, RAINF, RAOOC, RAADC
and AAPSYCH personnel. This vast increase in trainees
has required the TRW staff to readily adapt and overcome
the challenges that have arisen throughout the year, whilst
facilitating staff PD and career courses.
With a combination of military lessons, daily physiotherapy
classes, hydrotherapy, twice daily PT and psychosocial
activities, the TRW endeavours to facilitate a balance
between the physical and mental wellbeing of trainees.
Mental wellbeing is a prioritised element of rehabilitation at
the TRW. As a result of physical restrictions, trainees are at
times confronted with uncertainty regarding rehabilitation
timeframes, the possibility of medical discharge, their
ability to support their family and the disappointment of
being left behind from their peer cohort.
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The TRW battle rhythm has seen the implementation of
a number of psychosocial activities ranging from monthly
excursions, external guest speakers, research papers and
presentations, ‘learning to serve’ activities like volunteering
at the animal shelter and providing support to the Riding for
Disabled Association. These activities are designed to provide
trainees with an outlet outside of the TRW environment that
focuses on aspects beyond their rehabilitation. Additionally
the TRW ties in closely with units on Holsworthy Barracks
to facilitate training opportunities and exposure to alternate
corps. From conducting search training for the Explosive
Detection Dogs to supporting exercises by acting in an
enemy party capacity, the TRW trainees are actively engaged
throughout their rehabilitation program.
2020 has been an unprecedented year as the TRW sought
to navigate the evolving complexities of COVID-19. With the
closures of gyms across the nation, the TRW was required
to adapt and become self-sufficient, providing trainees with
individualised training programs and equipment to mitigate
the impacts on rehabilitation. The staff and trainees are
commended for the resilience they displayed whilst being
isolated from family and friends throughout what is already a
challenging rehabilitation process.
Despite these challenges, the TRW has managed to
successfully contribute to the rehabilitation of 36 trainees
throughout the year. Of these 36 trainees, 9 were reallocated
to an alternate corps and 18 were returned to their original
training establishment in order to continue with their initial
employment training. 2020 continues to present challenges,
uncertainty and change; however the TRW continues to rise
to challenge of providing long term and complex rehabilitation
for the next generation of Australian soldiers.
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Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron
CAPT Nick Lines

Introduction
2020 has presented complexities that have required units
to adapt their processes in order to conduct activities and
maintain capability. Despite the restrictions on travel and
the limitations of social distancing, the Littoral and Riverine
Survey Squadron (LRSS) has managed to achieve a
number of key milestones, these include:
• Support to Operation Southern Discovery.
• Transfer of Command from SME to the 10th Force
Support Battalion (10 FSB).
• Support to Navy Infrastructure Group.
• The development of our people.
Operation Southern Discovery
Operation Southern Discovery is Defence’s support to
Australia’s Antarctic Division. It is a tri-service operation,
which Army supports with topographic and infrastructure
surveys of Davis Aerodrome and Infrastructure. LEUT
Colin Davidson, a hydrographic surveyor and LRSS’
only Royal Australian Navy Reserve member, deployed
October 2019 and returned March 2020. In May 2018,
the Australian Government announced its intention to
construct a paved runway near Davis Station. With the
project now in a planning phase and the environmental
assessment underway, LEUT Davidson and his team
refined the terrain model developed over previous
years. The Australian Antarctic Division now have a full
feature survey of the proposed runway footprint, the
aligned access roads and infrastructure. The Davis
Aerodrome will provide year-round access to Antarctica,
it will boost capability, improve scientific activities and
maintain Australia’s long-term interests in the region.
Transfer to the 10th Force Support Battalion
LRSS provides unique capability to Army, it conducts
hydrographic and topographic survey, engineer and
geospatial analysis of roads, rivers, estuaries, ports and
beaches. With the ongoing development of the Australian
Defence Force’s amphibious capability, the demand for
littoral and riverine geospatial intelligence (LRGI) and
engineer analysis to support planning is growing. It
was identified that in order to centralise, enhance and
sustain the amphibious capability LRSS should move
to the 17th Sustainment Brigade. On 1st July 2020,
command of the LRSS was transferred to the 10 FSB.
10 FSB provides close and general combat sustainment
support to Army and elements of the ADF, including the

Amphibious Task Force. The transference of command
is not a new concept for LRSS, in fact this is the sixth
command change in its 60+ year history. This new home
provides opportunities for growth and development,
integration with amphibious capabilities and opportunities
to support operational tasks, the future is bright.
Support to Navy Infrastructure Group
An ongoing task for LRSS is the conduct of hydrographic
and infrastructure surveys in support of Navy Infrastructure
Group. The ever present effects of weather, tides and
propulsion systems of large vessels can cause damage
to port infrastructure and changes to the sea bed. These
effects over time can cause a build-up of silt, affecting the
depth, shape and consistency of the bottom, which in turn
can render the port unusable. In order to manage berthing
locations, regular surveys must be conducted to identify
the need for preventative maintenance, such as dredging.
This year LRSS conducted infrastructure surveys of HMAS
Penguin and Chowder Bay, as part of Exercise Harbour
Swan 20. The ‘Z Boat’, a semi-autonomous surface
watercraft fitted with both a multi beam echo sounder
and a light detecting and ranging system was used. This
small, agile and capable piece of equipment enabled
the survey to be conducted quickly and accurately.
Development of our people
As a primarily Army Reserve sub-unit, of a full-time
in demand and operationally focused unit, LRSS has
had the opportunity to rapidly develop its people. This
included CONFE requirements such as the Soldier
Combat Ensemble, EF88, Combat First Aid and
Combat Shooting. The backbone of the squadron is
its junior non-commissioned officers, in recognition of
this fact and his development and professionalism CPL
Dave Doherty was promoted during 2020.An essential
element of the LRSS capability are the Army Reserve
specialists. These specialists bring to the squadron
their civilian qualifications, experience and expertise
which cannot be developed within Army. Through the
Specialist Service Officer scheme these qualifications
and experience can be recognised. Two of LRSS’
hardest working and highly qualified members have been
accepted into the Specialist Service Officer scheme.
Conclusion
LRSS had another busy year with the focus being the
integration in to 10 FSB, the development of our people
and deployable capability. With the acquisition of cutting
edge sensors and processing programs, the creation of
20 new reserve positions and the planned replacement
watercraft, LRSS is set for a busy and exciting 2021.
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1 CER chainsaw teams during OP
Bushfire Assist in the Adelaide Hills

1st Combat Engineer Regiment
Someone out there expected the rollercoaster that
has been 2020, but it wasn’t Nostradamus, it wasn’t
the Mayans and it wasn’t 1 CER. 2020 has been a
year to test our resilience and readiness. Not many
anticipated the scope and duration of support required
to the Australian people during OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST,
yet at very short notice our people deployed to three
separate JTFs and showed a burning desire to provide
meaningful disaster relief in the wake of the bushfire crisis.
In particular, 1 CER brought its specialist capabilities to
bear to conduct route clearance, hazard mitigation and
support to struggling communities. Not only did this
provide invaluable support to the Australian people in
their time of need, it also demonstrated that 1 CER is
well equipped and prepared to deploy at short notice.
The advent of the COVID-19 pandemic followed
close on the heels of the RTU from OP BUSHFIRE
ASSIST. Whilst the NT felt far less impacts than our
southern brethren, it did bring our best laid plans to
a coughing, spluttering halt. 1 CER responded to this
test positively in its application of distance education,
training and maintenance of personal fitness. This
first wave of training focussed on developing tactical
acumen and communications skills through Tactical
Exercises Without Troops (TEWTs) conducted by all
ranks. The Regiment maximised the use of online tools,
a command post exercise, and simulation exercises
to support this training and will look to leverage the
lessons learnt in the future. During this time, considerable
effort was applied to revise the way we train, meaning
the second wave of exercises were conducted with
meaningful blank and live fire training across the NT.

Community engagement objectives were balanced
against the need to protect vulnerable communities in
the NT. Following careful planning and risk mitigation,
1 CER executed an engagement activity in the
communities of Ramingining and Milingimbi in East
Arnhem Land. This was very successful and built
upon the relationships between 1 CER, NORFORCE,
RAAF and the communities, whilst providing an
opportunity to test 1 CERs ability to operate in an
austere environment. RAAF maintained their sterling
support record with a joy flight for the contingent
to the halfway mark before returning to base and
requiring 1 CER to seek alternative transport options.
1 CERs capstone event was the successful execution of
Ex HARI’I HAMATUK in East Timor, albeit in a modified
form. The Baucau Construction Project involved
construction maintenance, vehicle maintenance, plant/
equipment repairs, mentoring of F-FDTL engineers,
cooks, medics, signals and quartermaster, PT mentoring
team, and cultural visits. The successful execution of
this annual International Engagement activity is a huge
achievement and demonstrates the importance of our
partnership with East Timor and the commitment of
planners and commanders across both nations.
Finally, the end of 2020 marks a changing of the guard
with a new CO and RSM. 1 CER owes a huge thank you
to LTCOL Scott Jamieson and WO1 Russell Peel for their
professionalism, excellence and leadership. 1 CER is in
a better place as a result of your efforts and will only go
from strength to strength with LTCOL Sam Padman and
WO1 Bill Lynch at the helm in 2021. As always, 1 CER
remains ready for whatever 2020 has left to throw at us.
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2nd Combat Engineer Regiment
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Stimson

The Sappers of the 2nd Combat Engineer Regiment have
been at the forefront of some of the Nation’s toughest
challenges in 2020. The Regiment supported relief and
recovery efforts in response to the tragic bushfires in the
early part of the year, and then the ADF’s contribution in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Concurrently, the
Regiment has continued to generate engineer capability,
integrate in combined arms teams, work with our
international partners, and modernise our force in what
has been a complex and dynamic environment.
Throughout 2020, 2 CER remembered our fallen Sappers,
marking the 10th anniversary of the combat deaths
of Sapper Jacob Moreland, Sapper Darren Smith and
Explosive Detection Dog Herbie, as well as the eighth
anniversary of the combat death of Sapper James Martin.
Their legacy and brave actions continue to resonate
throughout the Regiment and are a constant reminder to
us all of what it truly means to serve. 2 CER also mourned
the loss of Corporal John Delaney on 03 April; we continue
to remember John as a mate, as a husband and a father,
and as a courageous, passionate and dedicated Sapper.
As we approach the end of 2020, I reflect on the
commitment, professionalism and dedication of all
members of the Regiment. However, our service would not
be possible without the support of our friends, our families
and our community; I thank all who have enabled and
supported the Regiment throughout this challenging year.

Regiment Overview
Major David Brazenor

Like many other units of the Royal Australian Engineers,
the start of 2020 saw the majority of the 2nd Combat
Engineer Regiment deploy at short notice on Operation
BUSHFIRE ASSIST 19-20. Most of our personnel were
recalled from leave and some had not yet marched-in to
the Regiment. The speed and willingness of our personnel
to return to work early or accelerate their posting
highlighted our members’ sense of duty and our strong
readiness culture.
2 CER formed a Task Group and deployed to southern
NSW and the ACT as part of Joint Task Force (JTF)
1110. The task group comprised of between 200-480
personnel at any one time, with personnel from the 7th
Combat Service Support Battalion (7 CSSB), 6th Battalion

the Royal Australian Regiment (6 RAR), 2nd/14th Light
Horse Regiment (Queensland Mounted Infantry) 2/14
LHR (QMI), 7th Combat Signals Regiment (7 CSR), 1st
Regiment Royal Australian Artillery (1 RAA), Headquarters
7th Combat Brigade (HQ 7 CBT BDE), 6th Engineer
Support Regiment (6 ESR), 65 Squadron Royal Australian
Air Force, 2nd General Health Battalion, and the 1st
Close Health Battalion. Key enablers included heavy plant
(bull dozers, graders, loaders and excavators), chainsaw
teams, medical specialists, Protected Mobility VehicleAmbulance, water purification & desalination, combat
rescue, public affairs, chaplaincy, civil-military co-operation
specialists and engineer assessment teams.
In addition, 2 CER also deployed the 7th Combat
Engineer Squadron (7 CE SQN), as part of a 7
CSSB led Task Group, to northern Victoria under
JTF 646. Lieutenant Jack Hirst and Captain Kieran
Rooney write more about the contributions of their
squadrons in their respective sections of this article.
Having only returned from Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST
in mid-March, 2 CER’s training program had to again be
revamped in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. This
saw the postponement of scheduled training, courses
and community/family engagement activities. In order
to protect our people, our families and our mates,
and ensure the maintenance of capability, most of the
Regiment dispersed and were subsequently required to
work from home from early April to late May.
To keep our people engaged and connected during
these alternate work arrangements, 2 CER developed
and implemented an online training platform in ADELE(U)
named 2 CER ALL. In the 7 CE SQN section of this article,
Lieutenant Joshua Paynter writes more about this initiative.
In June, the Regiment executed a graduated
return to work. This saw the recommencement
of individual and small-team collective training
within the local area, focussing on building our
base in individual and specialist skills.
In August, 2 CER was scheduled to deploy on a
regimental field training exercise in Canungra to focus on
refining the application of RAE tactical tasks at the section
and troop level. Shortly before the exercise, 2 CE SQN
were tasked to support the hotel quarantine compliance
program in Brisbane as part of Operation COVID-19
ASSIST. Upon arrival at Canungra, 2 CER was further
tasked to provide an additional troop, which was provided
by the 24th Support Squadron (24 SPT SQN). 7 CE SQN,
along with RHQ and elements of OSS, remained in the
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field and were able to achieve collective training across a
range of the RAE tactical tasks.

2nd Combat Engineer Squadron

Nestled among this training was 2 CER’s participation
in the suite of 7 CBT BDE exercises incl Ex DIAMOND
DAWN, DIAMOND DUSK and DIAMOND CATALYST.
These exercises encompassed a series tactical exercises
without troops (TEWT) conducted at the combatteam, battle-group and brigade level as well as a FTX.
2 CER provided combat engineer planning staff to HQ
7 CBT BDE, as well as to other battlegroups based
on 2/14 LHR (QMI), 6 RAR and 8/9 RAR. 2 CER also
provided force elements to support Combat Team level
warfighter exercises. This training has been instrumental
in maintaining and refining our core skills, including the
application of the Military Appreciation Process, which has
proven to be an effective tool for 2 CER in many settings.

Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST 19-20

While 2020 has limited our ability to train across the
full breadth of RAE tactical tasks, it has afforded ample
opportunities for individual growth and development,
particularly in the areas of resilience, perseverance and
above all, our adaptability. With 2021 fast approaching,
the last quarter of 2020 saw a shift in focus to preparing
the Regiment for possible responses to the HRWS,
domestically and within our region, while continuing to
support Operation COVID-19 ASSIST.

LT Jack Hirst

On 08 January 2020, 2 CE SQN deployed as part of
the 2 CER TG on Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST 19-20.
2 CE SQN formed a composite squadron, consisting
of personnel from across Army and RAAF and assisted
the Snowy Valleys Local Government Area in southern
NSW. The Squadron was warmly welcomed by local
residents upon arrival in Tumut, where the Squadron
was based at the local basketball court for the duration
of the deployment. 10 Troop soon deployed forward to
Tumbarumba while 11 Troop were detached to Cooma
to integrate with a company sized element based on
the 6th Field Supply Company of 7 CSSB. Later in the
deployment, the Squadron extended its support to Bega,
Lake Conjola and Shoalhaven areas.
With the bushfire threat still present, the first task was
to prevent any further damage to the pine plantation on
the eastern side of the Bondo State Forest. This pine
planation represented a substantial portion of the area’s
economic security. The Squadron constructed 6 km of a
larger fire containment line that was built in collaboration
between the Forestry Corporation, the NSW Rural Fire
Service, Hume Forests, and private contractors.
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Chainsaw teams were deployed across the region to
assist in the clearance of fallen debris from roads and
farmer’s fence lines, while transport operators supported
the Department of Primary Industries in transporting large
quantities of stock feed and water to isolated properties
whose supply had been impacted by the crisis.
It wasn’t just the physical contributions of debris
clearance, fence repair, fire-break construction and
resource transportation that that were having an impact.
Throughout the deployment the Squadron found ways
to support and engage with local businesses, schools,
sporting clubs, and charities. Many were on a first name
basis with the staff at the local bakery, a mainstay in the
community, which was relied upon for the daily coffee or
morning tea run. The bakery showed their appreciation by
delivering a tray of leftover treats at the end of each day,
which was always enjoyed. The Squadron also managed
to round up a cricket team to play a few matches against
some of the local teams. This included an Australia Day
‘big bash’ style charity match against the Tumut team
which raised almost $3000 for the NSW Rural Fire Service.
Over the course of the deployment, 2 CE SQN
conducted hundreds of tasks including the distribution
of over 303 tonnes of stock feed and 115,000L
of stock water, the clearance of 80km of roads
and 70km of fence lines, the felling of 685 trees
and the construction of 12km of fire breaks.
The members of the 2 CE SQN group are deservedly
immensely proud of their contribution to the national
response to this 2019/20 bushfire crisis. It practiced the
Squadron in its ability to conduct humanitarian assistance
and disaster relief operations, and its ability to integrate
with and provide aid to the community.
The COVID-19 affected period
After returning to the unit in mid-March, the Squadron
conducted refit to fight prior to taking some much needed
leave. It was during the leave period that the impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic were beginning to emerge.
During the work from home period, the Sappers and
JNCOs of the Squadron undertook the six week
program developed by the Officers and SNCOs of 2
CE SQN. Furthermore, they studied a range of case
studies in order to broaden their comprehension
of the historical application of military engineering.
This included the failed reserve demolition of the
Ludendorff Bridge over the Rhine River in WWII,
which highlighted the importance of attention to
detail and the strategic implications of a failed

reserve demolitions in a warlike setting. The junior
officers and senior non-commissioned officers also
undertook professional military education on topics
including decision making, military ethics, leadership
and new and emerging capabilities. These PME
activities, conducted virtually, resulted in some
robust and intellectually stimulating discussion.
Return to work training and courses
The Regiment’s graduated return to work provided the
opportunity for 2 CE SQN to further develop individual
and small team combat engineering skills. To support this,
the SSM set out to provide facilities that would enable
hands on training in this space. An unused grassed area
adjacent the main hard stand in the 2 CER compound
was eventually approved to be turned into what is now
known and the 2 CER Individual Skills Training Area. The
soldiers of the Squadron took great pride in constructing
this area, which boasts a small house for urban breaching
practice, an array of obstacles and bailey panels to
practice demolitions, a chainsaw testing area, a search
lane and used car for search training, and a mud model
pit. This area will serve as useful, easy to access facility for
training years in to the future.
Operation COVID-19 ASSIST 2020

SGT Daniel Jarrett

In August 2020, 2 CE SQN was called upon to support
Operation COVID-19 ASSIST 2020. Initially, this
consisted of the provision of three Combat First Aiders
who deployed to Victoria as part of a larger contingent of
CFAs assisting state authorities with COVID-19 testing.
The remainder of the Squadron was assigned to
support the hotel quarantine compliance program
for Defence members travelling into Queensland.
The Squadron Headquarters and four eight-person
sections, under 10 Troop headquarters, conducted
this 24/7 operation in one of the Brisbane CBD hotels.
The sections rotated through eight hour shifts where,
working closely with Queensland Health, they received
personnel, delivered supplies, facilitated medical
testing, conducted welfare checks, and escorted
quarantined personnel for their outdoor breaks.
Bolstered by members from 24 SPT SQN and 6
RAR, the 2 CE SQN remit extended to a further
two hotels resulting in a quarantine capacity of
600 personnel. Having put nearly 2000 people
through quarantine across the three hotels
over a two and a half month period, 2 CE SQN
handed over the task on 16 October 2020.
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7th Combat Engineer Squadron
Squadron Overview
CAPT Kieran Rooney

skills at the individual and collective level. Coupling
this skill fade was the requirement to inculcate a
mechanised culture that would allow the Squadron
to fully and effectively integrate with 6 RAR.

Like the rest of the Regiment, the 7th Combat
Engineer Squadron started the year with a short
notice deployment on Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST
19-20. Departing on 09 January 2020, the Squadron
deployed to the fire affected Northern Highlands of
Victoria with a Task Group based on 7 CSSB. This
task group included personnel from 8/9 RAR, 22
Engineer Regiment and 5th/6th Battalion, Royal
Victoria Regiment. A key accomplishment for the
Squadron was the clearance of the historic Riley’s
Ride Track, an integral component of the Man from
Snowy River Festival held every year in Corryong.

LT Josh Paynter, 13 Troop

This deployment, while an extraordinary and a
meaningful experience for all those deployed, greatly
impacted the Squadron’s training program that would
have seen a planned progression in RAE tactical task
training over what was supposed to be a RESET year.
Furthermore, due to the contingency force element
(CONFE) requirements carried by the Squadron since
October 2019, the Squadron had not conducted any
combat engineer training in almost over six months.
This left a skill fade in foundation warfighting soldier

The time spent on Operation BUSHFIRE ASSSIT 1920, and the disruptions of the COVID-19 pandemic,
presented a unique challenge for the maintenance
of core combat engineering skills. To tackle this
problem, 7 CE SQN developed a six week online
training program for 2 CER sappers and JNCOs to
revise the fundamentals of engineer doctrine, tactics,
techniques and procedures that that underpin select
RAE tactical sub-tasks. This became a central
component to the 2 CER ALL space on ADELE(U).

Following the work from home period, the Squadron
executed a ‘warm start’ training program in May,
culminating in a field training exercise in August. This
activity, Exercise LIGHTNING WALK, focused on the
provision of section-level mobility, counter-mobility and
survivability effects. This successful completion met the
milestone for the Squadron to be ready to integrate with
mechanised and motorised combat teams during Ex
DIAMOND CATALYST in October at SWBTA.
7 CE SQN’s online training program
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The structure, content and assessments were developed
by the Junior Officers and NCOs of 7 CE SQN, instilling
a strong sense of ownership over this training. The
Blackboard Collaborate ‘virtual classroom’ was utilised
to facilitate the delivery of lessons. These platforms
allowed members to ‘tune in’ on their personal electronic
devices, from home, and engage with each other and
their chain of command. The program, along with a
monitored PT run program, gave consistency and
structure in an otherwise difficult time for training.
The key outcome from a command perspective was
the confidence that all ranks had refreshed their
knowledge base to a good level. This allowed for a
rapid transition back to practical collective training
as soon as COVID-19 restrictions allowed.
Remembrance Services
LT David Longmire

This year was the 10th anniversary of the combat
deaths of SPR Jacob Moerland and SPR Darren Smith.
SPR Smith and SPR Moerland, along with Explosive
Detection Dog (EDD) Herbie, were killed in action
on 07 June 2010, as a result of wounds sustained
when an improvised explosive device detonated
while serving as part of Mentoring Task Force 1 (MTF
1) in the Mirabed Valley of Uruzgan Province.
To mark this sombre occasion, a commemorative
service was held at the 2 CER memorial dais on 07
June 2020 in Gallipoli Barracks. The small service
was attended by close family of SPR Smith and SPR
Moerland, members of 2 CER, and the Commander
of the 7th CBT BDE, Brigadier Jason Blain, who was
Commanding Officer of MTF-1 at the time. The service,
which was limited in size to 20 attendees due to
COVID-19 restrictions, was filmed and subsequently
disseminated for those that could not attend.
The following month, on 29 August 2020, a small
memorial service was held on Gallipoli Barracks
and in Canungra Field Training Area, to mark the
occasion of the eight anniversary of the combat
death of Sapper James Thomas Martin. Sapper
Martin was killed in action at Patrol Base Sorkh
Bid, Afghanistan, while deployed with the 3rd
Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment in 2012.
Sapper James “Marto” Martin was 21 years old.
The Regiment will continue to honour the life, service and
sacrifice of its fallen sappers. They and their loved ones
will always be a part of our Regimental family.

24th Support Squadron
Major Braden Theisinger

Almost all of the Squadron deployed on Operation
BUSHFIRE ASSIST with composite support troops
attached to both the 7 CSSB TG in Victoria and the
2 CER TG in New South Wales. Each was enabled
with combat rescue, plant, water production and
construction support. Most of the remaining hierarchy
was split between the two task groups’ reinforcing
headquarters and reconnaissance elements.
With the Regiment transitioning from Operation
BUSHFIRE ASSIST to the onset of the COVID
pandemic, minimising density and working from
home became the new normal. The Squadron still
ensured that essential operator maintenance and
equipment husbandry continued, meaning there was
little change to the tempo of the squadron, working
hard to stay ready for whatever was to come next.
Amongst the restrictions and mitigations, through
the hard work and creativity of commanders and
staff at all levels an effective period of training was
progressed through the middle of the year, with
critical individual and small team skills remediated,
ready for collective training to resume.
And resume it did, with a beautifully executed deployment
to Canungra Field Training area for a regimental exercise,
immediately followed by an even smoother redeployment
of the Squadron in preparation for tasks in support
of Operation COVID-19 ASSIST and international
engagement activities commencing later in the year.
Construction

LT Michael Bailey

On return from Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST, the
troop began the development of a deployable modular
building. Designed with rapid deployment in mind, using
steel pile footings in place of a conventional concrete
slab. Basic in design, the structure can be fitted out
with power, water or additional capabilities as required
by a supported unit. The delivery phase of the project
saw a trial construction conducted in the Plant Training
Area by the Trade Section in order to polish the design
and construction procedures for future builds.
Exercise Coral Sapper
Captain Taya Cropper

The last quarter of 2020 provided an opportunity to 2 CER
to re-engage the strong friendship between the Australian
Army and the Republic of Fiji Military Forces (RFMF). 2
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CER was tasked to support RFMF in their refurbishment
of the Force Training Group (FTG) facilities in Suva, Fiji to
enable the conduct of NCO courses in 2021. To support
the RFMF in undertaking these works, 2 CER deployed
a works captain and a mixed section of Sappers, led by
CPL Young, including combat engineers and tradesmen
from 2 CER and 6 ESR. Following stringent quarantine
and testing both in Australia and Fiji the 2 CER contingent
is currently busy in Suva sharing skills and proudly
upholding the reputation of the Australian Sapper.
Combat Rescue

SGT Matthew Barnes

A crew led by SPR Cahill (now LCPL) gained
unique experience during Operation BUSHFIRE
ASSIST 19-20 when they were first responders
at the site of a C-130 crash near Cooma.
Following the wind down from Operation BUSHFIRE
ASSIST 19-20, Combat Rescue troop continued their
evolution as a lighter more agile element that can be

where they’re required, when required. Now equipped
with lightweight rescue equipment, they continued to
hone their vertical rescue and HAZMAT response skills
with valuable integrated training with local medical units.
Combat Rescue Troop was called upon once again for a
different challenge late in the year, attached to 2 CE Sqn
with reinforcement from across the squadron to stand up
additional hotel quarantine compliance efforts in Brisbane.
The troop is now gearing up for another high risk weather
season and support to 16 Aviation Bde, Plan Palisade
with Multi Role Helicopter high altitude training.
Dry Support Bridge

Lieutenant Joshua Roberts

2020 has seen Specialist Troop continue to build and
refine the Dry Support Bridge (DSB) capability. The DSB
is a mechanically deployed bridge that can span a 46m
gap or two 28m gaps. Over the month of June, the DSB
Section conducted a concentration of bridge builds. The
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team had not built the bridge since attending the initial
course in 2019, hence; they were eager to get back on
the tools. Following a crawl-to-walk progression, training
began in the 2 CER compound, escalating to the 2
CER plant training area and culminating in the Enoggera
Close Training Area. The builds were conducted by
day and night, and in the context of both low and high
threat scenarios. During August, the Regiment’s first
Dry Support Bridge (DSB) Course was conducted
with instructor support provided by School of Military
Engineering (SME) and 6th Engineer Support Regiment
(ESR). Without this support the conduct of the course
would not have been possible. At the time of writing,
the Regiment is planning for the DSB to be deployed to
Exercise DIAMOND CATALYST in SWBTA in October.

of the chainsaws!!!), with ‘the rest of’ the equipment
and vehicle fleets looming in the background. The
challenges of line-of-supply, warranty and contractually
obliged out-sourcing works are, these days, expected
and forecasted for as best as possible. However, when
COVID-19 hit it blew everything out of the water.

Water purification

This resulted in a ‘Business As Usual’ approach, with
rather unusual business practices. In workshops,
social distancing was achieved through shortening the
timeframes in which co-operative work was required,
combined with high standards of hygiene. Independent
craftsmen, boffins and yardy’s achieved their tasks in a
spread-out and well-spaced workshop with plenty of
good humour and patience, achieving a massive output
of maintenance. Main-Q found solutions where needed
– Ammo Tech’s turned to any task required, warehouse
experienced an unimaginable level of work and rose
above the occasion, and RIS successfully coerced
squadrons into more stocktakes than they’d ever seen.

Lieutenant Joshua Roberts

Another key capability that 24 Support Squadron
continues to build upon is the Water Purification and
Desalination System (WPDS) – Light and – Medium
variants. Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST 19-20 saw
Specialist Troop’s two WPDS-M units, and their operators,
establish a water purification point near Brogo Dam
in NSW. This supplemented Bega Valley Council’s
drinking water supplies, which had been impacted by
increased contaminants entering the dam from the
bushfire ravaged catchment area. In total, 4,700,000 L
of potable water was produced for over 3000 people.
In August, the Squadron conducted a course in the
WPDS-M. This course culminated in the deployment
of that system to the Port of Brisbane, allowing
participants to practice the production of potable water
from a salt water source. The WPDS-L will deploy
to SWBTA in October as part of Exercise DIAMOND
CATALYST. Training like this enables the Regiment to
remain prepared for possible future tasks, including
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief Operations.

Operational Support Squadron
Captain Rheanna Vehlow

Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST 2019-20 resulted in
strained support liability which had more than doubled
in size by the operation’s end. Maintenance and supply
were both pushed to breaking point. But the world didn’t
stop (nor should it) and OSS rolled up their sleeves and
worked their magic! Maintenance of key war-fighting
capabilities was prioritised, closely followed by combat
engineering equipment and supply (won’t anybody think

OSS was initially caught up in the ‘lock-down’ and
‘working-from home’ arrangements everyone else
was subject to, adjusted to ADELE-U learning, revised
troop training programs and professional development.
However, it was quickly identified that for 2 CER to
have any kind of capability ready for the 2020/21
High Risk Weather Season, the OSS workforce would
be required to adapt, improvise and overcome.

A silver lining is the preparation this gave the soldiers
of RAAOC for the impending amalgamation of
trades to ECN 104 Distribution Operator – back to
being a jack of all trades. Naturally, the understaffed
RACT cell were working non-stop and our drivers
were crucial to 2 CER’s movements and individual
training objectives. Admittedly, it was a challenge
to maintain social distancing with co-drivers and
passengers, but guidance was followed, windows
were rolled down and wheels kept turning.
The stand-out contributor to success of OSS this year
has been team-work. Whether it’s in the small teams
and sections, working with the Squadrons or indeed the
reinforcing support from 7 CSSB or other units of 7 CBT
BDE, the common-goal of getting through COVID-19
whilst being better prepared on the other side has shown
that team-work does, indeed, make the dream work.
Every individual has willingly supported one another,
understood that we’re all in this together and has kept
in mind the bigger picture – a true indicator that OSS is
as ready as ever to make sure the Sapper’s get to do
the dirty, dangerous and demanding work they so love.
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3rd Combat Engineer Regiment
LTCOL Paul Pembroke

As 3 CER moved along the Road to Ready in 2020,
it was also confronted with significant challenges
along the way. As appears to be tradition for 3 CER,
as units around the country stood down over the end
of year, the unit was required to stand up an element
in support of a whole-of-government response to a
National Emergency – OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST 20.
Recalled from leave, 3 CER personnel were amongst
some of the first to respond to the bushfires that
devastated the South Eastern coast of Australia. Members
from across the Unit, joined forces in a multi-national
effort to support the people of Australia. Under Joint Task
Force 646, 3 CER personnel, headed by 16 CE SQN,
combined with the PNGDF Kumul Force 17 to establish
Task Group DINGO based out of Regional Victoria. On
arrival and reception, TG DINGO was immediately put to
work in support of the recovery efforts for Regional Victoria
– clearing roads, building fences, establishing critical
infrastructure and, delivering resources and supplies to
disconnected communities. But the tasks didn’t stop
there. On one occasion, TG DINGO combined with the
elements of the Fijian Defence Force and Civil Authorities
to build a Medium Girder Bridge (MGB) to replace one
destroyed during the fires, and opening access to a
previously restricted area at the Buchan Caves Reserve –
putting our critical engineering skills to the test. TG DINGO
also provided significant support to the local community,
from hosting Australia Day activities for the people of

3 CER supported the
conduct of Ex BROLGA RUN,
implementing and participating
in some critical Breach training.

Omeo to visiting the local Kindergarten. After 6 Weeks, TG
DINGO’s support to the community culminated and the
men and women of the contingent returned home. The
success of TG DINGO demonstrates the readiness culture
of 3 CER, but also its ongoing and prosperous relationship
with the PNGDF. The ability for the Task Group to integrate
so quickly is a direct reflection of the professionalism of the
PNGDF, but also of the relationship that has been fostered
between 3 CER and the PNGDF over many years.
Regardless of its operational commitments, 3 CER
remained committed to its Readiness requirements, starting
the year off with a bang – literally. Members not committed
to OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST 20 started 2020 with Ex DINGO
CRAWL. Completing shooting and demolitions serials, and
other SQN level training the members of 3 CER readied
themselves for any contingency. 18 CE SQN in particular
continued their mechanised development, conducting
simulated complex obstacle breaching which would
benefit them later in 2020. Through March 2020, SQN level
training was emphasised and all sub-units saw significant
training through the FURY series of exercises. Notably,
25 SPT SQN put its myriad of capabilities on display,
demonstrating the scope of its support to the Combined
Arms Team. 16 CE SQN, on a quick turnaround from OP
BUSHFIRE ASSIST provided direct support to the Canadian
Armed Force’s, providing search training prior to their
deployment in to Iraq. But as the year looked to be back
on track, 2020 presented a new challenge – COVID-19.
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Like all units across the Army, COVID-19 presented
a significant challenge to 3 CER, but also significant
opportunities. Initially, 3 CER was required to cancel
significant training activities, in order to achieve COVID
SAFE requirements, but the cancellation of these
activities provided the unit an opportunity to focus
internally and develop a plan to maintain readiness. The
first step – professional military education (PME). With
members of the unit physically dislocated from work,
an emphasis was placed on PME. Sub Units, and the
Unit initiated a heavy PME schedule for individuals which
was embraced and saw some significant personnel
development. Secondly, when able to, the Unit returned
to small team training, with junior commanders provided
the opportunity to develop and train at the lowest level.
Slowly, the unit returned to a semblance of normalcy
prior to significant commitment to Exercise BROLGA
RUN 20. The last step that the unit was able to develop,
was the significant courses period which is in place for
the back end of 2020. Individual courses, from the Army
Combatives Program (ACP), to Driver’s and Equipment
courses fill the end of year 2020, and enable the unit to
go in to 2021 better qualified and prepared than ever.
As I write this, 3 CER is preparing its personnel
to support the whole-of-government response to
COVID-19. Personnel from across the unit are readying
themselves and their families for this deployment, eagerly
awaiting their call for support. COVID-19 will continue
to be a challenge for our Nation, but as always 3 CER
stands ready to meet the challenges it presents.
The key standout activity for the unit was Exercise
BROLGA RUN 20. Exercise BROLGA RUN 20 was a
significant combined arms training activity for the 3rd
Brigade and for 3 CER. The activity, aimed at the Combat
Team level saw, members from the unit participate
and facilitate across three different Simulated Training
Exercises (STX) focused on HADR, breaching and a

Above left: 3 CER Sappers supported exercises and
activities, from TFTA to Tully. This Sapper providing
Explosive Hazard Reduction in support of RAInf ROBC.
Above right: 3 CER provided direct support to Op BFA.
TG DINGO combined elements of 3 CER with our PNGDF
partners in support of national recovery.

CT Assault. 3 CER provided support to eight Combat
Teams from across the brigade, as a part of the larger
combined arms team. Sappers across the Regiment put
their skills on display – from search, explosive hazard
reduction, breaching and demolitions, the sappers of
3 CER provided the direct enabling support to the 3rd
Brigade. 3 CER also facilitated the Breaching STX lane
for the Brigade. The activity, focusing on a Complex
Tactical Obstacle Breach, significantly tested the CTs
and the engineers who were in support. The obstacle,
included a minefield, tetrahedrons and a CAT 2 Wire
fence, which our Sappers breached explosively in Real
time – training that proved incredibly rewarding for all
personnel involved. The exercise culminated in a Live
Fire demonstration of the combined arms assault,
demonstrating the teamwork, professionalism and
strength of the 3rd Brigade Combined Arms team.
As always, the most important part of 3 CER is its people,
and tragically this year we had to farewell one of our
best – 8586958 CFN Matthew Harrison. On the 8th of
September this year, after a significant battle with Cancer
CFN Harrison passed away, and was farewelled by the
unit on the 18th September in accordance with the family’s
wishes. Whilst not a Sapper by trade, CFN Harrison
demonstrated the values and qualities all Sappers,
soldiers and people should aspire to hold. His strength
and courage throughout his battle with cancer was a
testament to his quality, and the Unit will miss him deeply.
CFN Harrison will remain always a member of 3 CER.
As 3 CER moves in to 2021 it will continue to prepare,
and be ready for any contingency. Command of
3 CER will be handed to LTCOL Ken Golder in
January 2021 and I wish him luck for the future.
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16 Combat Engineer Squadron
MAJ Ben Jankalns

16 CE Sqn commenced the year the same way it
did last year, by rapidly responding to a National
Emergency. Demonstrating excellent dedication to
duty, the entire Squadron was recalled from leave
only days into the new-year, and in under a week,
supported by members from the Regiment, 3 Brigade
and 100 members of the Papua New Guinean Defence
Force, we deployed into the fire ravaged areas of
East Gippsland in the Victorian Alpine Region. Here
commenced the exploits of Task Group Dingo.
For almost two months, a reinforced 16 CE Sqn
provided tailored engineering support to local and
state agencies, but more importantly, to the Victorian
community. Amongst multiple accolades the Task Group
received, the most prominent was being awarded
Freedom of Entry to the East Gippsland Shire.
On return from Victoria and within hours of farewelling
our PNGDF counterparts, 16 CE Sqn welcomed the next
entourage of international visitors, this time from our sister
Regiment from the Canadian Armed Forces. 30 members
of 2 CER (Canada) journeyed from a -40C Canadian
winter to a 30C+ Townsville summer to take part in a
purpose designed High Risk Search exercise, Exercise
Dingo Fury. The exercise gave all involved the opportunity
to test our interoperability with a coalition partner, compare
TTPs and practically demonstrate why 16 CE Sqn is the
premier High Risk Search squadron in FORCOMD.

Above: Australian, Papua New Guinean, and Fijian Sappers with
Victorian Forestry staff after an MGB build at Buchan Caves, VIC.
Right page: Constructing a Sanga during some deliberate Force
Protection training. Setting the foundations for the future.

The exercise came to a rapid conclusion with the
notification the Canadians needed to be home within
days due to the developing crisis brought on by
COVID 19. What started as an extremely busy year
with two international engagements, one operational
and one exercise, came to a grinding halt with the
onset of COVID restrictions. This period brought on
new challenges across the organisation but once
again, the members of the Squadron stepped up
and performed. With excellent initiative by the junior
leaders in the Squadron, we sought to use the time
to take a tactical pause and focus on developing
smarter sappers, the future leaders of our Corps.
With the eventual easing of state restrictions, the
Squadron tackled its next challenge, the complex
combined arms activity, Ex Brolga Run 20. Through
the provision of engineer support to Battle Group
Coral, as well as the design and execution of the
breach and BNS component of the 1 RAR STX
lane, 16 CE Sqn demonstrated why we are an
integral part of combined arms operations.
As we welcome the incoming OC, MAJ Hugh
McKeown, I know that the Sappers and families
of 16 CE Sqn will continue to meet any challenge
2021 has in store. It has been an absolute
pleasure commanding the best Combat Engineer
Squadron in Army. Follow the Sapper.
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18 Combat Engineer Squadron
MAJ Will Harper

The focus for 2020 was the continued mechanisation of
the Squadron, dismounted engineer reconnaissance and
mounted breach. With the fleeting opportunities available,
the Squadron made significant head way in each of the
focus areas, culminating in 21 Troop supporting a combat
team live fire deliberate breach of a complex obstacle.
Mechanisation. Building on the good work undertaken
to enhance the mechanised skill and culture in 2019,
the sub-unit had its first hit-out in March in the wet
conditions of Townsville Field Training Area for Exercise
DINGO CRAWL. Throughout the activity, the Squadron
had many opportunities to prove the capability of the
M113AS4’s mobility in wet and muddy conditions.
The exercise provided multiple bogging incidents for
vehicle crews to refine their recovery skills and the
resulting vehicle maintenance. After learning some hard
lessons, the Squadron successfully integrated vehicles
into breaching serials, culminating with a Squadron
complex obstacle breach to create two lanes.
During Exercise BROLGA RUN Combat Engineer
Troops integrate into Battle Groups Kapyong and
Eagle (including 23 Troop, traditionally a dismounted
organisation). This was the first opportunity for Troops
to provide engineering support to the combined arms
team and to integrate their vehicles into combat team
formations. Although stood up at short notice, the
exercise was beneficial for all involved, providing a
stepping-stone for mechanised activities in 2021.
Engineer Reconnaissance. To support the conduct
of breach activities, it became readily apparent that the
Squadron needed to upskill in the long time neglected
area of tactical engineer reconnaissance. The first
opportunity to address this was during Exercise DINGO
CRAWL. With the advice and guidance of Battle Group

Kapyong’s Reconnaissance Patrol Commanders, all
troops executed a dismounted reconnaissance by night
of a complex tactical obstacle. With no second look
at the obstacle prior to the reduction, the conduct of
the reconnaissance became critical in the successful
achievement of the task, of which all Troops were.
With the lessons learnt in the conduct of tactical engineer
reconnaissance during Exercise DINGO CRAWL in the
back of mind, Troops escalated the requirements of
reconnaissance further during Exercise BROLGA RUN. Not
only were the Troops focusing on the obstacle, there was
a requirement to assess the terrain on the approaches to
and along the axis of the proposed lane within the complex
obstacle, in conjunction with the broader combat team
collection plan. This was a valuable activity in progressing
the capability within the unit and highlighted its importance
across the broader Brigade. With the inclusion seeing data
transfer of reconnaissance imagery and the use of drones
to support its execution, there is plenty of potential to
advance tactical engineer reconnaissance into the future.
Mounted breach. As the Armoured Engineer Squadron of
the Combat Engineer Regiment, the Squadron focussed
on the mounted breach. As a natural progression in training
from Exercise DINGO FURY, the Squadron took the lead
on the planning and providing support to the execution of
the 3 CER Breach Lane. The lane formed part of the only
collective combined arms training activity for 2020, Exercise
BROLGA RUN. From a Combat Engineer perspective,
the Lane was designed to test demolitions skills against
a variety of targets (Anti-tank minefield, tetrahedrons and
CAT 2 wire fence) and mounted vehicle manoeuvre in
very complex terrain, within a combined arms team. As
combat teams cycled through the activity, the proficiency
and tempo of the Combat Engineer Troops improved
significantly from where they were at the start of the training
year. The efforts towards mounted breach, combined with
the focus on engineer reconnaissance has continued to
set a strong foundation for the introduction into service of
the platforms being delivered under LAND 8160 Phase
1 – Combat Engineer Vehicles and LAND 400 Phase 3 –
Mounted Close Combat Capability in the coming years.
In addition to the above priorities, the Squadron has
been busy revising force protection, development of
the 3rd Brigade Combative Centre and the execution
of various courses to gain individual competencies.
The Squadron will continue to build on the solid
foundation achieved in 2020, progressively undertaking
increasingly complex training activities to ensure we’re
prepared for the future Combat Engineer Regiment.
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CR Troop conducts personnel rescue serials

25 Support Squadron
MAJ Phil Hermes

25 Support Squadron has once again lived up to
its namesake as the workhorse of the Regiment.
The Clydesdale Squadron has had a turbulent but
rewarding 2020, and has continued to provide essential
specialist engineering support to the Brigade and the
Joint Force despite a fluid COVID-19 environment.
The year started earlier than planned. The “Black
Summer” 2019/20 bushfire season required a significant
number of personnel to be recalled early from leave to
either plan for or deploy on OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST. This
operation saw 25 Support Squadron Combat Rescue
Operators, Plant Operators and Combat Engineers
deploy in support of Task Group Dingo, led by 16 Combat
Engineer Squadron, and the Amphibious Task Group.
The specialist engineering support provided was vital to
the recovery of hard-hit areas in Victoria and New South
Wales. As a first year Officer Commanding, this operation
was my first exposure to the readiness culture of the
Squadron and the Regiment, and I was humbled by the
attitude and understanding of the recalled personnel and
their families. While leave can be re-credited and money
can be reimbursed, the opportunity cost of missing time
with family and friends can’t be repaid, so I am truly
thankful for the sacrifice and service of those involved.
Above: SPEC Troop and CR Troop conducting training
with 5 Avn Regt. CR Troop is mounted in the Chinook,
providing survivability support.

Meanwhile, 2IC CAPT Pete Walsh planned and executed a
complex technical reconnaissance to Vanimo and Bewani,
on the Papua New Guinean and Indonesian border, in
preparation for Exercise PUKPUK 2020. The multiple FOBs
investigated by the team throughout the border region
offered excellent opportunities for partnered construction
and training with our Papua New Guinea Defence brothers
and sisters, and the beachside camp location was a
very welcome bonus. The recon team started hearing
the phrase “COVID-19” more and more frequently as
the trip progressed, and it wasn’t long after returning to
Australia that the virus caused widespread deaths and
hospitalisations, international travel bans and border
closures. Exercise PUKPUK was regrettably cancelled
for 2020 due to these restrictions, and the Squadron
remains postured to resume the exercise next year.
The COVID-19 pandemic impacted more than just
Exercise PUKPUK. While the Regiment proceeded on
dispersed battle preparation and working from home
arrangements, 25 Support Squadron received a short
notice warning order from Headquarters 1st Division
to prepare for an amphibious deployment to the near
region on OP COVID-19 ASSIST. The Squadron’s
selection for this operation is another nod to the readiness
culture of the Regiment, and an acknowledgement of
the excellent performance of the Squadron on past
HADR missions. This prior HADR experience was on
full display when the seemingly-impossible deadline for
stores procurement, packing and vehicle sea preparation
was achieved with time to spare. This achievement
was largely due to the long hours and efforts of WO2
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Dan Thorne (SSM), SGT Matt Allen (CONST TP SGT),
LCPL Colquhoun and his Trade Section, WO2 Mark
Bell (SQMS) and CPL Nathan Harmon (FRT COMD)
and their team, and CAPT Katie Higgins and SGT Luke
Scriven (SHQ OPS). The deployment was cancelled
shortly after as the near region thankfully remained clear
of any major COVID-19 outbreaks, however the efforts
of all those involved was a credit to the Squadron.
With cancelled exercises and operations came
opportunity. The Troop Commanders and Section
Commanders were quick to capitalise on their newfound
freedom of action by designing and executing realistic
and forward-thinking training programs. Construction
Troop delivered numerous construction projects at MSTA,
TFTA and on Lavarack Barracks, including route repair,
sentry points and the new slab at CrossFit Dingo. They
enhanced interoperability with the combined arms teams
and the Joint Force through partnered training with 65
Squadron (RAAF), 10th Force Support Battalion and 2nd
Cavalry Regiment. Specialist Troop exercised their full
breadth of niche capabilities, with the exception of the
elusive Dry Support Bridge which remained grounded
due to ongoing maintenance requirements. The Route
Clearance Package supported partnered training with
the Canadian 2nd Combat Engineer Regiment, and
the Water Purification and Desalination System team
conducted joint training with 65 Squadron and deployed
the system aboard both of Navy’s LHDs. The Explosive
Detection Dog section trained with and supported a range
of stakeholders both within and external to the Brigade,
including the Combat Teams on Exercise BROLGA
RUN, 1st Military Police Battalion on their promotion

courses, and 5th Aviation Regiment. Combat Rescue
Troop are now enjoying their new title, their trade having
been revised and restructured from Army Emergency
Response to better reflect the enhanced survivability
support they provide to the Joint Force. Accordingly,
their training this year has had more of a combat focus.
They have conducted extraction training on the full
spectrum of Brigade vehicles, as well as personnel rescue
serials with 5th Aviation Regiment and the Aero-Medical
Evacuation teams from 1st Close Health Battalion.
The Squadron is in a great position as we posture ready for
High Risk Weather Season. The end of year course period
has allowed us to rectify significant qualification shortages,
particularly on the L121 vehicle fleet. Further, the additional
time in barracks as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
has been a welcome relief for many who have spent years
deployed. My thanks go out to the family and friends of
our Squadron for your ongoing commitment and support
to our mission – we couldn’t do this without you. Finally,
congratulations from myself and the SSM to the following
members for their significant personal milestones: from
Construction Troop, CPL Tim Thomas was promoted, SPR
Dylan Booth married his partner Natasha, and SPR Justin
Haidar and his partner Breanna are expecting their second
child. Specialist Troop’s LCPL Corey Peters was promoted
and married Olivia, and from Combat Rescue Troop CPL
Brad Wilson and Nicolla had their second child, Harley
Wilson on 10 January 2020. Best wishes to all members
of the Clydesdale Squadron over the Christmas break.
Construction Troop conducted significant counter-mobility
and survivability training throughout the year. Here, they are
demonstrating position development to HARDROCK 3X
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Operational Support Squadron
MAJ Andrew Lawrence

Operational Support Squadron (OSS) has had a busy
year within the READY phase of the FORGEN cycle,
complicated by COVID-19. OSS started the year with a
recall of key logistic planning personnel in response to a
National emergency, with further OSS members recalled
and attached Task Group Dingo, commanded by 16 SQN.
16 SQN was tasked to support the Victorian bushfires
and deploy from Townsville to East Gippsland in the
Victorian Alpine Region. Logistical planning to move the
force, PMV’s and equipment was made in conjunction
with 3BDE HQ and 3CSSB, who got the force to Victoria
within a week’s time, with WO2 O’Conner (TOCWO)
marching into the unit early to command the convoy. This
was the second time within two years OSS personnel
were supporting the community during a natural disaster.
Soldiers being recalled from leave with their families from
all over Australia within 24hrs was a humbling experience.
Their attitude and willingness to support others at the
detriment of their time with families after a very busy
2019 showed their dedication and service to the REGT.
Exercise Dingo Fury saw the whole Squadron deploy into
the Townsville Training Area focusing on all Corps soldier
skills and achieving ATLS 3C. The SQN commenced
support to 18 SQN who deployed early and focused on
linear replens and recovery operations. The SQN was
co-located with 16 SQN and 2 CER Troop (Canadian)
within FOB Hadrian. Whilst the main focus was providing
logistical support to 16 SQN and 25 SPT SQN, OSS
soldiers integrated with 16 SQN and 2CER to provide
force protection during their High Risk Search tasks.
This was a great opportunity for OSS soldiers to
learn how the engineers conduct their missions and
show how they employ their equipment. Providing
Force protection and enemy party missions were a
great way to focus on All Corps Soldier skills and the
interoperability between logistic and engineer soldiers.
As the High Range Training Area is a black hole for
phone communications, we were hearing whispers of
something called COVID-19 with regular visit from the
S4 and REGT HQ staff. Upon return from field, the SQN
quickly conducted a refit-to-fight then proceed into
weeks of isolation or ‘working from home’. The soldiers,
who definitely don’t have DREAMS tokens, were tasked
with numerous ADELE courses, lesson preparations
and PME whilst in isolation at their home locations. This
presented an opportunity for OSS as the CE SQNs
couldn’t use (and break) their equipment. With a selected

OSS continue to provide critical logisitics
support, both in barracks and out field.

few individuals at work, OSS were able to reduce work
hours within Workshops and repair the SQNs’ equipment.
As the year progressed, OSS shifted their focus to
standing up courses as the training calendar came
to a crushing halt. The opportunity for driver, trailer,
weapons, HRWS and first aid courses were quickly
stood up to replace the field training scheduled. Once
the COVID-19 restrictions started to ease, the next
challenge was the BDE exercise Brolga Run which was
a complex combined arms activity run through three
different STX Lanes. OSS provided logistical support,
sentries and enemy party for the 3CER Breach STX Lane
over the four week period as various 3BDE Combat
teams went through. This was a great opportunity for
OSS personnel to further increase their knowledge of
not only how engineers operate during a breach, but
how combat teams conduct an assault on target.
As OSS looks to close out 2020, the focus is now on
preparing the REGT for the ‘Ready to Ready’ in 2020/21.
The remainder of the year is focused on conducting
courses, support to RBG, ARE and COVID Task force.
Next year OSS will support the CE SQNs through
several field exercises to ensure the REGT is prepared
for Exercise Talisman Sabre. The end of this year see’s
my tenure as OC OSS come to a close. After two years
in the job, I am extremely thankful for the support and
dedication of all OSS soldiers, seniors and officers.
These two years have been a great experience and more
than anything I have enjoyed my time within 3CER.
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The Regimental Signals Section
CAPT Oscar Foong

The Regimental Signals Section (RSS) has seen many
changes and challenges this year with new leadership,
eight new Sappers marching in and four who marched
out. There has been tremendous learning on the job,
courses delivered, the introduction of new equipment,
and the building of tight-knit friendships. Thrown into
this year were bushfires and the COVID pandemic
that resulted in the RSS sourcing new equipment and
adapting its support. The benefit of these turn of events
is that the RSS, as it currently stands, is flexible, welltrained, fully-equipped, streamlined and organised.
The level of support requested of the RSS has
been busy and continuous. A common theme
across the Unit this year, and in particular within the
RSS, has been the concurrent provision of flexible,
tailored support. In January, the Regimental Signals
Officer (RSO) was recalled on his birthday to plan
communications for the 3 CER task group deployed
to the Victorian bushfires. All members posting into
the RSS observed that the pace of work in the first
quarter was fast and furious and that there were many
long, exhausting days in the lead up to activities.
In March, Regimental Signallers embedded into Squadron
exercises at Townsville Field Training Area. In two
weeks, they learnt on-the-job the Battle Management
System (BMS) and EPLRS radio configuration. The
spread of COVID into the South-West Pacific meant
that Regimental Signallers were also on standby to
deploy. The section sourced extra laptops and satellite
phones and prepared by training members of the Unit
on the operation of high-frequency and satellite radios.
During COVID flexible work arrangements, the RSS
developed a more comfortable rhythm focussed
on consolidating individual skills and equipment
organisation. The Unit’s pool of information technology
– including laptops, mobiles, satellite phones, data
storage devices, DREAMS tokens and teleconference
machines – were expanded and upgraded. Many
outdated and obsolete equipment were returned while
brand new tablets, headsets, phones, printers and
projectors were incorporated into the RSS custodianship.
The RSS facilities also gained WHS, security and
cosmetic improvements with the installation of new
lockable compactor shelves, the establishment of a
Unit 3D printer workgroup and makerspace, and the
removal of a termite infestation in the vault area.

Once COVID restrictions lifted, the Unit oversaw
the breaching activity for Exercise BROLGA RUN
during September. This tailored Brigade activity
required orders to be delivered through BMS and the
coordination of demolitions safety through multiple
voice nets. The set up and maintenance of BMS,
tactical data and satellite communications from the
Exercise Command Post to the Unit duty room was
continuously supported by Regimental Signallers.
Following BROLGA RUN, Exercise VITAL PROSPECT
saw the RSO’s involvement in establishing BMS at
the battle simulation site and manning EXCON shifts
in collaboration with Regimental Operations staff. As I
write this, RSS is delivering a suite of communications
courses in October which will qualify over 100 members
of the Regiment in Basic Combat Communications
modules for dismounted and mounted operations.
But there’s no rest yet. Regimental Signallers will be
involved in supervising communications during the
Vann Cup 48-hour challenge, rolling out command
post systems during the November DINGO HELIUM
shakeout, and conducting hand overs with incoming
members. The Regimental Signals Section will retain
continuity in the RSO and Regimental Signals Sergeant
but will lose four out of five Sappers going into 2021.
It is with great pride to see the hard work of Regimental
Signallers delivering excellent results for the Unit –
they passed their stint at the RSS with flying colours
– and I must humbly thank them for their efforts and
attitude. It has been especially rewarding to see the
personal and professional growth of each individual.
My congratulations to Sappers Turner and Van
Moolenbroek; panelled on Subject One for Corporal
this year, and whom will be soon promoted to JNCO.
Recognition must also be conferred to the four
Regimental Signallers who medically upgraded (or will
soon medically upgrade) this year: Sappers Francis,
Van Moolenbroek, Lockington and Kooznetzoff. Well
done in persisting with courage. Also, thank you to PTE
Mullins who has delivered outstanding quartermaster
outcomes (new shelves, labels, equipment, PDET access
and stock organisation) in a short period of time.
Finally, I’d like to thank my 2IC, Sergeant Jennifer
Street for her tireless support and advice. In spite of
the ups and downs during this unpredictable year,
there will be many good memories of 3 CER in 2020
thanks to the people who have made it a success.
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5th Engineer Regiment
LT Edward Pym & LTCOL Renée Kidson

2020 has presented amazing opportunities for 5 ER to
Get Involved | Grow | Give Back ; and our endeavours
this year have demonstrated the versatility of Sappers
across a full spectrum of Operations. Our Headline this
year is all about Domestic Operations (DOMOPs), and
as the Second Division’s revised Mission Statement
focuses the Part Time Force on DOMOPs, 5 ER’s
Mission Statement has also evolved, reflecting Army’s
Contribution to Defence Strategy (Edition 2):
5 ER Mission: prepare Engineer capability
to enable the Joint Force in Peace and War
OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST 2019-20
The Year opened dramatically with the first-ever GovernorGeneral’s Call-Out of the Army Reserve, in response to the
National Bushfire Crisis. 5 ER was Called-Out complete
on 4th January 2020, and led the 5th Engineer Regiment
Task Group throughout OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST 201920 (OBA). We deployed to the then-national bushfire
epicentre (based on satellite imagery), the Far South Coast
of NSW (Bega/Eden) for January; and NSW Central West
(Rylstone/Lithgow) for February. Our mission was simply:
to provide immediate relief to fire-affected communities
in NSW. New Commander 5th Brigade (and COMD
JTF1110), BRIG Michael Garraway, entrusted us with a
high degree of mission command – so we got on with
the job. OBA was an Engineer Heavy HADR mission set;
and Engineer led; we were delighted to be flanked by
Engineer comrades: 2 CER Task Group to the West; and
22 ER Task Group to the south, operating in Victoria.
OBA showcased key strengths of the Part Time Force,
including liaison and interoperability with civil and
emergency services who led the response. Mobility,
Counter Mobility, Survivability and Sustainability tasks
abounded across our large AO, encompassing some of the
most rugged and complex terrain in the country. Peaking at
400 personnel, the 5 ER task Group deployed Blade Teams
(Dozers) for heavy route clearance, fire break construction,
trenching for livestock burial, and the reduction of
the infamous Eden Woodchip Mill Fire – a persistent
steaming subsurface blaze across over 2½ hectares of
40-year-old woodchip pile, obdurate to aerial attack.
Our standout tactical innovation was the Combined-Arms
‘Chainsaw Strike Team’. Mounted in PMV from our sister
Regiment, 1st/15th Royal NSW Lancers, we teamed All-

Corps GDs with a couple of 5 ER Chainsaw Operators.
The Chainsaw Strike Team became indispensable in
light route clearance tasks in inaccessible terrain, and
became an iconic image of OBA, attracting cheers from
the general public. We cleared almost 1,000 km of road;
and removed over 2,500 fallen or dangerous trees. We
focused on hard-hit communities such as Cobargo,
Quaama , Wonboyn, Kiah, Wandella, Towamba Road
and Nerrigunda Road. Assisting the recovery of these
fine Australian townships, who fought the inferno with
unbelievable bravery, stands with as much pride as our
Regimental battle honours: ‘Army in the Community’.
TNI Highlight
In February, 5 ER Task Group received international
assistance from our Indonesian friends: 40 skilled engineers
of the Tentara Nasional Indonesia (TNI) joined us. The TNI
generously brought a wealth of HADR experience to share
with us; and together we cleared debris from the historic
Zig Zag Railway in Lithgow and surrounding communities
of Clarence, Dargan, Marangaroo and Lithgow. Our efforts
extended further into Central West, with weeks of ‘make
safe’ tasks arising from the Gospers Mountain fire around
the townships of Ilford, Running Stream and Rylstone.
Below: CO 5 ER updates ADF Emergency National
Support Coordinator, MAJGEN Ellwood, DSC and
TNI LTCOL Teddi near the Zig Zag Railway, Lithgow;
Bottom: LCPL Tom Butterworth of 5 ER liaises with
the NSW RFS near Richmond, NSW.
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Workforce Renewal
2020 has seen an extraordinary period of workforce
renewal in the Regiment. 5 ER continues to be
selected by NSW Officer Cadets as the Regiment
of Choice post the First Appointment Course. In
2020 we welcomed LTs Gay, Shi, Todd and Vild in
February; and LTs Jacobs and Lonergan in June. Our
high DOMOP tempo presented each with the dream
LT scenario of leading troops in the field straight
from graduation; and all have grown as a result.
OBA meant a visceral ‘Baptism of Fire’ for the
Regiment’s new key personnel. New RSM WO1
Andrew Newsome marched straight from vacation
into OBA, as did OC 4 SQN, MAJ Joe Busatto (5 ER
TG S4) and OC 5 SQN (MAJ Harsh Gill), marching
in on promotion & straight into the Task Group S3
role. Depth in our team was provided by the arrival
of MAJ Baden Taylor, the Regiment’s new OPSO.
This year we have promoted 14, transitioned 49 and
will farewell at year’s close some titans of our NSW Part
Time Force. CPL Joe Zivkovic (the archetypal Army
Carpenter) who inter alia led 5 ER TG’s refurbishment of
the Mogo Zoo Vet Hospital during OBA, distinguished
himself when CDF himself presented him a 4-star
General’s Challenge Coin, in recognition of his 49
years’ service. Incredibly, Joe’s military career has been
book-ended by the two largest HADR missions in the
nation’s history – his first Op was Cyclone Tracey in
1975! We salute and farewell CPL Zivkovic in 2020.
WO1 Geoff Clark has reached CRA following 35 years of
service to the Corps. He marches out of Army on a high
note, as RSM of the 5 ER Task Group. We bid farewell
also to our stalwart Regimental 2IC, MAJ Brian Houlahan,
following 47 years of service. Brian retired from civilian
employment in 2019, and was looking forward to a ‘quiet
year’, sprinkled with some overseas travel. Well – if we
thought our year had already climaxed in March 2020,
following OBA – we and the Nation were mistaken.
OP COVID19 ASSIST
5 ER stepped ‘once more unto the breach’ when
COVID called. Our RHQ led the inaugural JMAP
Planning for the ADF’s response in NSW (which
appears remarkably prescient in hindsight). In 2020
we’ve demonstrated convincingly the ability of RAE
O5 HQ to plan and lead ‘complex and concurrent’
operations. Under Regiment 2IC MAJ Houlahan’s
sturdy leadership, our RHQ also mounted the RSO&I
process of the entire JTG throughout. Over the
last six months, around 61 members of 5 ER have

served on JTG629.1, on Hotel Quarantine, Ports
and Land Border Crossing compliance, presenting
a superb opportunity to operate alongside and
in support of the NSW Police Force, developing
a strong and enduring collaborative relationship.
Never a Unit to stand by when a friend needs a
hand – two of our members also deployed to Victoria
(JTG629.2) to assist with COVID’s second wave.
Engineer Training Focus
COVID19 temporarily halted face-to-face training and
travel across most of Army in 2020. 5 ER seized this
opportunity to transition our training and communications
to online platforms, reinventing our Parade Card on
GOVTEAMS and ADELE. As an efficient and flexible
means of delivering theory content, our Squadrons
worked hard and succeeded in maintaining our Training
momentum, while also sustaining Unit cohesion across
our geographically dispersed locations during COVID’s
Lockdown. We will HOLDFAST to this transition in our
business model towards ‘blended learning’, which offers
enduring benefits to Army and our members alike.
After several years focused on our contribution
to the Reinforced Battlegroup, 2020’s DOMOPs
reframing has given strong impetus to our Engineer
training continuum. In the knowledge that 5 ER
will again be asked to lead a NSW ADF response
(if required) to this year’s approaching High Risk
Weather Season, in four months we’ve delivered
an unparalleled training sequence, to prepare for
floods, fires and pandemics: Chain-sawing, Search,
CBRND and Watermanship. Emulating the Phoenix,
we have also raised the ‘Engineer Ready Troop’ for
NSW DISFOR (Domestic Incident Support Force),
training our people in Army Combatives Program
(ACP) Levels 1 and 2; Combat Marksmanship
Continuum (CMC), BCCC and Army First Aid/TCCC.
Not to be outdone; 101 CONST SQN has backed
up its sterling OBA performance with a Plant
Course (CAT434 & LX120) in October, another
planned in January 2021, and PLAN SAPPER
LOCO (our Driving Instructor Course Schedule
for 2020-21: 5 ER’s L121B Readiness Plan).
Our 2020 Highlight, however, is the set of outstanding
achievements of our people, who epitomised Defence
Values and our Command Philosophy of ‘Giving
Back’ at a time when the nation needed its Army. Our
Honour Board below captures and celebrates their
achievements in service to the Australian Community.
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Outstanding Individual Achievements
Commendations:
JTF 1110 (OP Bushfire Assist):
CAPT Alisha Reeves (Bronze Commendation)
LCPL Shane Armstrong (Bronze Commendation)
LT Emma Watson (Commander’s Commendation)
JTG 629.1 (OP COVID-19 Assist):
SPR Chris Oakes
Bronze Commendation
Soldier’s Medallions:
CPL David MacLaurin
LCPL Graeme Brunsden
Distinctions:
CAPT Caillin Millar
(selection, Army Staff Ride 2020)
CAPT Xan Philp
(selection, Tasman Scheme)
CPL Stephen Mitchell
(selection, Tasman Scheme)
CPL David MacLaurin
(selection, inaugural EX SOLDIER SAILOR 2021)
SPR Chris Oakes
(selection, inaugural EX SOLDIER SAILOR 2021)

2021 Preview
In 2021, we look forward to working with the newlycreated ENGR Cell in 2nd Division HQ, to build
funded exercise opportunities for SERCAT5 RAE
Construction capability. While PLAN MONASH has
certainly focused Army on vertical trades remediation
(Electrician | Carpenter | Plumber) – we need to
ensure that quality training opportunities are created
for our horizontal construction sappers also.
5 ER actively advocates for the ‘ADF Engineer’ Concept,
and in 2021 we will exploit opportunities to collaborate
and cross-train with 65 SQN (RAAF) Air Base Recovery
Engineers. Our Corps’ proposal to reinvigorate the
SERCAT5 SSO (CIVENG) recruiting target will bring
the officer technical skills required for 5 and the other
ERs to lead the design and delivery of appropriately
scaled Construction works of moderate complexity;
and we look forward to enhanced participation in
AACAP as soon as COVID conditions allow.
Assimilating OBA’s Lessons Learned, we will continue
to progress the SERCAT5 RAE Capability Development
debates, to ensure a future 5 ER Task Group is equipped
with key FIC enablers, including HX81 OSVs, refuelling

Above: Members of the TNI with the 5
ER Task Group near Lithgow, NSW.

and HRT. Our logic is simple: an Engineer Regiment
must have access to the means to move, refuel and
recover its major assets. We will continue to engage and
shape the emergent debate amongst SERCAT5 Infantry
battalions on ‘Assault Pioneers’. Our provocative initial
position is: if this is the skill set you seek: join RAE and
become a Sapper, the most versatile and useful soldier
in the battlespace (or firegrounds; or floodlands).
2021 marks our Regiment’s Command HOTO, with
LTCOL Renée Kidson posting as an Instructor to War
College, training the next generation of COs. We await the
official announcement of our next CO – so stay tuned!
Finally: we reflect that 2020 has presented enormous
challenges personally and professionally for our 5 ER
members, their families and their employers. Employer
Support during OBA was absolutely critical to our
success; and the manifold sacrifices and fortitude
of our civilian workplaces across NSW and ACT this
year are acknowledged with great gratitude. Similarly,
employment and family disruptions occasioned by
COVID19 have stretched the elastic limits of our 5
ER family. But like Army’s glorious emblem, we have
and will continue to Rise Above these challenges:
by supporting each other, and never leaving a mate
to struggle on their own. Our final word is a Vote
of Thanks to our Families, Employers and National
Support Base. While you stand strong behind us: we
will continue to offer our best service, in Peace and in
War, to defend Australia and our national interests.
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6th Engineer Support
Regiment
LTCOL John Venz and WO1 Allan Lewis

From the Middle-East to
Antarctica, 6th Engineer
Support Regiment (6 ESR)
continues to support known
and contingency operations
both domestically and abroad, and 2020 has been no
different. 6 ESR has seen agile, short notice response
elements deployed to support the community and the
Joint Force. This has involved a wide range of supporting
elements ranging from individuals to squadron sized
groups, providing tailored capabilities and engineer effects.
6 ESR has continued to provide highly skilled personnel for
individual and small team deployments within Middle-Eastern
Region (MER) and closer to home, within the Pacific Region.
2020 has seen a continued focus on building capability;
6 ESR has worked hard to execute a host of courses,
training drivers to support new vehicle platforms, individual
engineering skillsets, and fostering excellence in our
various specialist capabilities including our logistic support
staff who have made everything possible. In response to
COVID, planning staff have worked to re-shape activities
in order to continue to raise, train and sustain our force
elements whilst providing support to OP Bushfire Assist,
the ADF’s COVID Response Taskforce, and a wide range
of other domestic tasks. In what has been a uniquely
challenging year, 6 ESR has remained true to the Sapper
ethos of creating solutions and getting the job done. As is
outlined in the sub-unit reports that follow, the Regiment
has performed well by harnessing the Regimental team
in task organised groups for each problem under the
command of great junior leaders demonstrating great
flexibility and an understanding of the bigger picture.
Whilst all members of the Regiment should be proud of
their resilience, commitment, and support of the wider
community and Joint Force, none of this would have
been possible without the support of the families of
the Regiment. It is the families that have enabled us to
achieve in uncertain times. With Strength and Precision.

Regimental Works Office
LCPL S Cox, LCPL M Raymont and SPR L Carey

OP Southern Discovery. In October 2019, LCPL Michael
Raymont left for Antarctica on his second deployment
to OP Southern Discovery (OP SD). This was a two

Above: Clear blue skies as the team settle in at Davis Station.

week journey from Hobart to Davis Station aboard the
Icebreaker RSV Aurora Australis. The journey itself is
an exciting experience as the Southern Ocean is very
unforgiving for the first few days until you start to hit the
sea ice. This brings with it icebergs, penguins, seals
and whales. Days before Christmas LCPL Stewart Cox
(2nd OP SD) and SPR Luke Carey (1st OP SD) joined
him after flying in a RAAF C-17 and Basler BT-67 from
Avalon airport to Davis station via Casey station. Going
from 30 degree summer sun to 80 knot -10 degree wind
in a space of 12 hours is certainly a shock to the system.
Our main effort for the deployment was to capture
data to provide key information on the feasibility
of the construction of a year round runway that
will give unprecedented access to the region for
logistics and science. Many of our hours were spent
walking up and down rocky mountainous terrain,
something that Army life has prepared us for.
The community spirit amongst expeditioners is incredibly
warm and friendly and you would be hard pressed
to hear somebody complain about where they are or
having to conduct common duties. The community has
several big events throughout the season with the majors
being, Christmas, New Years, Australia Day and the
end of season dinner. The season ended with the long
two week journey back to Hobart on the RSV Aurora
Australis. The Antarctic experience is one that simply
cannot be bought or replicated anywhere else and most
have aspirations of returning, all three of us included.
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17th Construction Squadron
CAPT X Vasta

This year, like every other Regiment, started before
most Sappers had finished their New Year celebrations.
17 Construction Squadron (17 CS) is never one
to miss an opportunity to help the community.
OP Bushfire Assist. 17 CS detached services sections
and plant sections to 2 CER and the Army Task Group in
their support of OP Bushfire Assist. The fire trails, fence
lines and building damage assessments contributed
to the effectiveness of the Joint Task Forces (JTFs).
Kangaroo Island. Up until the start of this year,
the air portability of Army’s water purification
capability had never been put to the test, but was
highly theorised. On 07 January 20, 17 CS’s Water
Purification capability was dispatched on a C-17 to
Adelaide followed by a ferry ride to Kangaroo Island
in order to be operational within a few days of the
request. Over the time on the island, they produced
2,500,000L of water. This capability was critical in
ensuring the survival of the island residents, enabling
the rebuilding operation to commence without delay.
OP Pincer. In late January, early February, with COVID
still very recent and thought to be isolated to China,
thought to be isolated to China, the Government.
The Government organised the repatriation of those
Australians stranded in Wuhan Province. 17 CS sent
a services section to the Christmas Island facility
to help prepare the facilities for use. The members
arrived a couple of days before the first flight took
off from Wuhan. The facilities were in relatively
good condition, however the facility was not fit for
purpose; internal walls a hindrance, essential services
needed to be maintained and general upkeep was
required. Our Sappers worked around the clock
and successfully prepared for, and sustained,
the arrival of the stranded Australians. The whole
operation took approximately eight weeks from first
arrival until the last Sapper left Christmas Island.
Norfolk Island. The water purification section
returned from Kangaroo Island for two weeks
and was redeployed in support of the people of
Norfolk Island. They supplemented the island’s
water supply as they experienced their worst
drought in years, producing 2,000,000L of potable
water. Their status as local celebrities on the island
solidified the reputation of the Australian Sapper.

LT Loneragan explains the reverse osmosis
process to the environmental health officer

20th Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Squadron
CAPT J Gurung

OP Render Safe. September 2019 saw an explosive
ordnance disposal team from 20 Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Squadron (20 EOD) complete a short notice
deployment to the Solomon Islands as part of OP
Render Safe, Hell’s Point. The Squadron backed this
up, in November 2019, by leading a further planned
mission to the Solomon Island and coordinating the
a multinational effort in the disposal of a considerable
amount of Explosive Remnants of War by working
with the Royal Solomon Islands Police Force, New
Zealand Defence Force, RAN, and RAAF personnel.
Ex Wallaby Crawl. During March, 20 EOD deployed to
the Canungra Training Area to conduct Exercise Wallaby
Crawl. The initial exercise of the year, this involved the
soldiers working within a small team environment and
practicing their basic skills, both EOD and military,
whilst consolidating training and identifying areas of
development for the training year ahead. Additionally,
Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance technicians
and EOD technicians were provided the opportunity
to broaden their knowledge under the supervision of
senior technicians. This included training opportunities
in emergency leak seal and package of chemical,
biological or radiological munitions, and the manual
access render safe of improvised explosive devices.
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Explosive Remnants of War,
Hells Point, Solomon Islands

Capability Development. With the introduction of the
new night fighting equipment, engineer search training
has also progressed significantly throughout 2020,
enabling our personnel to continue developing standard
operating procedures. The conduct of EOD operations
by night has included improvised explosive device
training, with the use of remotely piloted vehicles to
interrogate devices, enhancing capability. In a globally
restricted environment, the Squadron has focused on
challenging user requirements and developing internal
capabilities to meet the scalable survivability needs
of the Joint Force. This has included both platform
agnostic small team deployments and larger force
elements, able to deploy on strategic lift platforms.
As the Squadron celebrates its 10th year, we
endeavour to remain at the forefront of the counter
improvised explosive threat, the Squadron continues to
challenge existing methods, to explore opportunities,
and reduce explosive threats with efficiency.

21st Construction Squadron
CAPT D Teys

21 Construction Squadron (21 CS) had a rapid start
to 2020, with the Squadron deploying in support
of OP Bushfire Assist to the Glen Innes Region and
providing supplementation and relief in place for
other 6 ESR elements right across the ADF’s scope
of operations. The effect of the Squadron was felt
over NSW, ACT, VIC and SA; through the provision of

Members of 21 Construction Squadron
prepare the sub-floor of a MEDFI

vertical and horizontal construction coupled with the
hard work of our Combat Engineers with chainsaw
in hand. Special note goes to the work of Resources
Troop on Kangaroo Island, who supported the
residents with the provision of water. This quickly saw
the Squadron consumed for February, returning to
undertake courses and upskilling in preparation for a
busy year of support to International Engagement.
As March continued it became evident that the Squadron
was going to be refocused from International Engagement
to the emerging uncertainty which was brought about
by COVID. Currently our soldiers are focusing on their
individual skills while on a variety of career, trade and
cadre skills courses. The near future will see 21 CS partner
with 36 Squadron, RAAF to train for the air deployment
of our teams to support operations into the future.
During September the Squadron completed Exercise
Rooster Walk, where members deployed to Wide Bay
to simulate a call out for the High Risk Weather Season
(HRWS). During this activity the construction of Modular
Emergency Deployable Force Infrastructure (MEDFI) was
trialled, allowing for the rapid construction of buildings
post a natural disaster. The activity also supported 20
Regiment, RAA with the construction of multiple pads
around their UAV strip. The week long activity concluded
with a review of the MEDFI and the preparation of the
Squadron to be ready for the HRWS from October.
In its 70th year, the Red Rooster remains agile to the
emerging issues facing the Nation and engineers alike.
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Operational Support Squadron
CAPT N Pagulayan and CAPT S Thorncraft

OP Bushfire Assist 20 saw the callout of numerous
Operational Support Squadron (OSS) personnel and
assets to assist with the Department of Defence’s
response to the bushfire situation. OSS’ support
to OP Bushfire Assist spanned two different states,
commencing in January and concluding in late March.
OSS members were recalled from leave with the
Deployable Immediate Response Team (DIRT) in
early January. This decision to recall the DIRT proved
valuable as it allowed the maintenance element to
respond to short notice preparatory maintenance
to ensure that all capability requirements were met
quickly. This subsequently allowed the Regiment to
release equipment in response to Force Assignment
notices whilst keeping the Regiment prepared to
respond to further Force Assignment notices and/
or the possible deployment of the DIRT.
Kangaroo Island. In early January, a Water Purification
and Distribution System (WPDS) was deployed to
Kangaroo Island, SA, in order to assist the local
community. Due to the nature of the deployment, it was
determined that maintenance support from OSS would
be deployed with the WPDS team. This initially consisted
of a Technician Electrician (CFN Sandes) and a Fitter
Armament (CFN Turner) and was later reinforced with
an additional Technician Electrician (CFN Davidson).
The three OSS members quickly assimilated into
the WPDS team and worked to ensure the 24 hour
employment of the equipment. On top of their
maintenance tasks they navigated complex supply
chains in the developing operational environment and
were able to effectively ensure all demands were met
in order to keep the equipment operational. All three
members gained valuable experience within a deployed
environment providing direct maintenance support to
equipment directly assisting the local population.
Glenn Innes. The DIRT deployed to Glen Innes, NSW, in
early February, force assigned to Joint Task Force (JTF)
1110. In order to support this effort, 14 OSS members
were deployed as part of the Operational Support Team
(OST). This group was made up of maintenance, supply
and transport members and was commanded by the
Workshop Troop Commander, CAPT Pagulayan.
The deployment of the OST allowed the DIRT to focus
on their core responsibilities and tasks. The maintenance

Top: Members of the OSS OST on OP Bushfire Assist 20;
Above: OSS Recovery Mechanic LCPL Dempster assists
a local council worker recover a bogged excavator.

elements conducted 194 maintenance hours whilst
completing 31 maintenance related tasks, with the
supply elements conducting daily replenishments. The
OST also had the opportunity to engage with the local
community and in doing so upheld the ADF’s excellent
reputation. This was further enhanced by the Recovery
Mechanic JNCO, LCPL Dempster, who assisted the
local council to recover a bogged excavator, which
subsequently drew positive local media coverage.
The deployment also succeeded in reaching several
training objectives, with Forward Recovery Teams
(FRTs) responding from their base in Glen Innes to the
dislocated areas of operation used as an opportunity
for the more junior CFN to be mentored through all
deliberate steps of FRT planning, deployment and
execution. This in turn gave the NCOs the chance to
demonstrate their leadership and knowledge, proving to
be an excellent training opportunity for all involved, while
being able to directly assist fellow Australians in need.
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11th Engineer Regiment
LT Emma Watson

11 Engineer Regiment began 2020 by exercising its ability
to rise to any challenge, quickly becoming invested in
operations. As the most intense domestic operational
year the Regiment has ever seen, 11 ER supported
Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST 2019-20 (OP BA 1920), executing combat engineering tasks across New
South Wales and Southern Queensland. Over 80%
of 11 ER deployed rapidly to support those in need,
to help recovery planning and assessments, tending
to general support tasks, route clearance with tree
felling, debris removal and engineering assessments.
As leaders of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief
(HADR) tasks, 11 ER used their Corps knowledge, and
civilian Engineering qualifications to lead units from across
the 2nd Division, which enabled communities to recover
from the extensive destruction caused by the bushfires.
No sooner than the Regiment dismounted from one
operation, they swiftly mounted onto another; supporting
Operation COVID-19 ASSIST (OP C19A). 11 ER
supported various tasks from bio-hazard awareness,
airport compliance operations, quarantine support
activities, provision of liaison officers to State Disaster
Coordination Centers and support to State Health
authorities with contact tracing. This event challenged the
Regiment as we sought to maintain capability during strict
COVID-19 restrictions imposed on our ability to conduct
individual and critical skills training.
However, in the midst of supporting operations, 11
ER was busy generating capability working within the
‘new normal’. For the first time in fifteen years, 11 ER
conducted an RAE Initial Employment Training (IET) course
within the Regiment in Queensland to generate a new
Engineer Troop of Sappers for 11 Brigade.
Alongside the ab initio IET course, 11 ER generated critical
trade skills training by conducting a Plant Operators
course and six other critical (Trade, Pay) courses to ensure
the Regiment could continue to meet the requirements
for DISFOR requirements. This included developing our
soldiers in the Combat Marksmanship Continuum (CMC),
Army Combative Program (ACP), Army First Aid (AFA)
recertification and keeping soldiers engaged with varying
live fire weapons system qualifications and range activities.
Plant Operators and Sappers also had the opportunity
to work on several range remediation tasks in support
of Range Control and Gallipoli Barracks. Of note,

11 ER engaged in the placement of pathways on
Gallipoli Barracks a well as the redevelopment of the
obstacle course that supports the Directorate of Career
Management – Army Selections and Appointments cell.
11 ER has continued to grow and support a range of tasks
across the Royal Australian Engineers spectrum of activities;
consistently demonstrating the high calibre of its members
and displaying Sappernuity and professionalism always.

11th Combat Engineer Squadron,
CAPT Martin Wiltshire

Instead of cyclones and floods that the Squadron may need
to help with during the High Risk Weather Season (HRWS),
January 2020 brought Fire. From the outset, the number of
people able to volunteer and be available for a general callup was fantastic, 11CES was able to commit (and sustain)
a Troop of Combat Engineers deployed throughout the
entire time of OP BA 19-20, to late February.
Over the course of two months, a Troop plus sized
element consisting of 11 ER Sappers, reinforced by a
section of General Duty soldiers, Signalers, Q-Store staff,
Transport staff and Medics conducted route clearance
tasks in the lower Hunter Valley region including Wollemi,
Yango and Dharug National Parks. The manning varied
from 38 to 62 soldiers, operating numerous chainsaws,
plant operators with two CAT 434 (backhoes), two JD450
bulldozers and one PC50 excavator. In total over 300km
of public access roads were cleared.
Key achievements included: close work with civilian
agencies including the NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service and the Rural Fire Service; mobility
support to Ausgrid to allow the contractor to gain
access to critical power infrastructure; reducing
obstacles blocking access for civilians to their
properties (including civilians who hadn’t left since
before the fires passed through); clearing access to
areas of cultural, historical and biological sensitivity/
significance; and supporting firefighting efforts through
bulk water cartage to forward positioned water tanks.
No sooner had the smoke dissipated from the fires then
COVID-19 spread across the globe, closing International
borders and internal State Borders stretching the
resources of the Queensland Police Service. Once
again 11 CES Sappers responded to augment QPS
and started rotations throughout the western QLD
border region such as Windorah, Barringun, Mungindi
and Cunnamulla. While deployed the Sappers (and
finding a little bit of down time between border control
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shifts), they helped some of the remote towns using
their trade skills and labour to restore some community
centers and town hall, as a thanks for the hospitality
and generosity shown to them by the local townships.
This balance between managing OP COVID-19 ASSIST
and continuing training has meant that the Squadron has
split training over two nights when parading in at Gallipoli
Barracks, so that social distancing guidelines could be
met. We continue to operate, train and plan but it is with
a heightened sense that things can and will change at any
given time. As a Sapper does, they adapt and move on.
35 Combat Engineer Squadron
CAPT Philip Bell

35 Combat Engineer Squadron’s experience during
2020 has been similar to many other RAE sub-units,
with the Squadron providing personnel to support the
ADF’s involvement in Operations BUSHFIRE ASSIST
and COVID-19 ASSIST, and supporting a range of
training activities. The Sappers have also been involved
in responding to the national bushfire emergency and
the COVID-19 pandemic in their civilian roles and as
volunteers within their communities – highlighting the
strengths of the Reserve workforce in applying members’
skills and abilities to both their civilian and military careers.

After spending some time on standby during Queensland’s
bushfires in November-December, the Squadron was
called upon to respond to the New South Wales Bushfires,
with its first members departing North QLD on New
Year’s Day 2020. Throughout January and February, the
Squadron consistently had members and equipment
deployed as part of OP BA 19-20 in Central and Northern
NSW, with more than half the Squadron’s personnel
participating in bushfire rotations.
The window between the end of OP BA 19-20 and the
commencement of OPC19A provided the opportunity to
complete mandatory training and a limited range of other
activities before the Squadron was asked to contribute
to the ADF’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
Squadron provided personnel to assist in operational
planning and liaison tasks in Central and North Queensland,
and in conducting COVID Assist taskings in Southeast
and Far North Queensland. While normal training routines
were disrupted, the Squadron contributed instructors to 11
ER’s conduct of the RAE IET course in May-June, and was
able to qualify a number of personnel on IET and specialist
courses conducted by the Regiment during this period.
The year to date has provided valuable experience to
the Squadron in contributing to HADR taskings, and
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in managing a workforce with skillsets that are in high
demand from both their military and civilian employers. It
has been both challenging and rewarding for members.
The Squadron is planning to return to a normal training
regime in the 2nd half of the year, commencing with
Squadron maintenance, participation in a Regiment-led
range weekend and the receipt of new Land 121 vehicles
in July/August. The Squadron plans to conduct a Portable
Saw Mill course in Townsville in October and Search
training in November before preparing for a hopefully less
eventful high risk weather season at the end of the year.
104 Construction Squadron
It has been another extremely busy period with 104
Construction Squadron deployed near and far to support
tasks, from EX PUK PUK and AACAP in 2019, through
to OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST 2019-20 and OP COVID-19
ASSIST in 2020.
104 Construction Squadron deployed members to NSW
and VIC to support OP BA 19-20 and performed a wide
variety of tasks, from clearing roads through to building
temporary crossings. The Composite Construction
Troop was based in the Glen Innes area and assisted the
community by re-opening roads and clearing firebreaks,
and performing clean-up of burnt out buildings and

equipment. Other members were deployed to the
Singleton area to perform similar roles.
Other members deployed as reconnaissance teams
and identified priority tasks that were fed back to the
reconstruction task force. Special mention to CAPT
Hancock who received a Bronze Commendation for
managing tasks and multiple relationships with civilian
agencies while Troop Commander of the CCT; CAPT
Patchett and WO2 Carpenter who supplied a steady
stream of reconnaissance reports back to JTF 1110 and
RHQ; and everyone who gave up their time and provided
outstanding service.
Following hot on the heels of the fires 104 CS once again
swung into action to support OP COVID-19 ASSIST, with
members again volunteering to support civil agencies.
Special mention to WO1 Wayne Hay and SGT Schipanski
who have both been deployed for several months.
Despite the challenges thrown up by the above, the
Squadron has continued regular parade activities including
Tuesday nights and for weekend training activities.
Another plant course was successfully conducted during
the mid-year courses period, with SGT Hall coordinating
the course, and SGT Baxter Chief Instructor.
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19th Chief Engineer Works
LTCOL Karl Reynolds

‘Plan, Design, Deliver’
19th Chief Engineer Works (19 CE Works) as ‘Defence’s
only deployable integrated construction management
team’ – has continued to deliver on major infrastructure
projects in remote domestic, regional and global
locations. Despite the challenges of COVID-19, the unit
has been able to continue to generate, employ and
maintain its engineer works capability. As engineering and
infrastructure contributions have continued to expand
over the past 12 months I’ve been incredibly proud and
impressed with the team’s ability to learn and adapt in a
rapidly changing and dynamic strategic environment.
19 CE Works efforts to enhance our reputation and
reinforce critical relationships as part of the Governments
‘Pacific Step-up’ Initiative have simply been magnificent.
With our teams involved in significant infrastructure
projects in the SW Pacific; building partner capacity,
mentoring and interoperability with our neighbours is
critically important in the current strategic environment.
19 CE Works remains deeply involved in key strategic
infrastructure projects, including the redevelopment of
the Lombrum Naval Base on Manus Island, PNG and in
Fiji, the construction of a peacekeeping training facility at
Blackrock Camp and now a Maritime Essential Services
Centre. In Vanuatu, upgrades to barracks accommodation
are underway as part of a security assistance package.
As part of the Government's 'Closing the Gap' initiative,
19 CE Works successfully concluded the 2019 Army
Aboriginal Community Assistance Program (AACAP) in
Jigalong, Western Australia. This year's project scheduled
to be delivered for Pormpuraaw on the west coast of
Cape York Peninsula, has been postponed until 2021.
Future AACAP projects are expected in Gapuwiyak in the
Northern Territory (NT) in 2022 and South Australia in 2023.
19 CE Works also delivered the Borroloola Transitional
Accommodation Project in the NT, which involved the
delivery of urgent housing relief for Indigenous community
members. Challenged by its extreme remoteness and
seasonal weather this project was announced at very
short notice and was conducted to meet an extremely
compressed timeframe. The 22 houses delivered in
Borroloola will contribute to significantly safer and less
crowded living conditions for those vulnerable indigenous
members of the community and enhanced 19 CE Works
reputation amongst a diverse stakeholder group.

Harnessing new ideas, fresh thinking and different
perspectives at 19 CE Works has allowed project works
to continue remotely as well as contributed to building a
skilled and resilient workforce. Modernisation initiatives
have also led to an upgrade of the unit’s processes and
online data sharing portal for the management of the
ADF construction project management system. This
now provides an intuitive user interface where data and
internal project workflow and procedures are easily
accessed, consumed and shared by project teams.
Finally, the Chief of Army as part of the Capability
Establishment Review process has approved the
raising of 12 CE Works on the Australian Army ORBAT
effective January 2021. This demonstrates Army’s
strong commitment to support Whole of Government
initiatives, and recognises military engineering
as a key line of effort within this enterprise.
As the outgoing CO/CE I would like to humbly pass on
my sincerest thanks to all those who contributed so much
throughout my command tenure. It has been an absolute
privilege and honour to serve with so many professional
and passionate individuals that have contributed to the
proud history of the 19th Chief Engineer Works and to the
Corps. My thanks also to the families who have supported
us during this exciting and challenging year. I wish the
incoming CO/CE LTCOL Simon Everett all the best in
continuing our mission to ‘plan, design and deliver’.
You can keep up to date with the activities
of 19 CE Works on our Facebook page or
on Twitter @19CEWorks. Ubique.

11 Works Section
SGT Ron King

Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
With the arrival of COVID-19 early in the year it was
decided to postpone all Army Aboriginal Community
Assistance Program (AACAP) projects by 12 months.
Although postponed, there was still work to be done
on a number of AACAP projects, which were either in
inception, development, delivery or closure phase:
AACAP 2019 Jigalong, Western Australia. This AACAP
is in closure phase, however damage to one of the creek
crossings early in the year required remediation which
was completed by a contractor. Extensive community
consultation and re-design resulted in a more robust
and durable deliverable to the community with the final
inspection being undertaken on September 2020 by a
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Project Engineer from 13 Fd Sqn as 11 Works Section
could not get access to the community due to COVID-19
restrictions. With the achievement of the final inspection
completed, AACAP 2019 is ready to be closed out.
AACAP 2021 Pormpuraaw, Queensland. This
AACAP is in development phase and 11 Works Section
continued its planning in preparation for delivery in
2021, organising and coordinating soldiers from 51st
Far North Queensland Regiment to conduct plant
training and familiarisation with 6th Engineer Support
Regiment. AACAP 2021 is in a great position for
delivery next year with the team eager to re-engage
the community of Pormpuraaw as soon as possible.
AACAP 2022 Gapuwiyak, Northern Territory.
This AACAP is in inception phase and 11 Works
Section completed the scoping study early in 2020 to
ascertain what infrastructure will be delivered to the
community as part of the project. This early engagement
enabled the project to finalise the inception phase,
transitioning into the development phase to further
refine the scope items in preparation for delivery.
Borroloola, Northern Territory. Although this project
was not under the AACAP banner it is an indigenous
housing project that 11 Works Section was tasked with
and achieved a significant milestone of delivering the final
14 permanent houses on 31 August 2020. This marked
the transition from delivery to closure phase and defect
liability, after an irregular two year delivery timeline.
COVID-19 Planning
The postponement of AACAP allowed 11 Works Section
to focus resources to supporting the ADF COVID-19
Task Force, developing designs for hospital camps and
converting apartments and warehouses into makeshift
medical facilities. This required the team to liaise with
NSW Health Infrastructure, our coalition partners from the
UK Royal Engineers and US Army Corps of Engineers
and technical design agencies to develop designs that
can be delivered in all conditions. The support to the task
force culminated in May on the completion of designs.
During COVID-19 and the AACAP postponements,
11 Works Section was able to focus on undertaking
design review tasks for the unit, engaging industry
to learn and understand what current practises are
implemented in order to update our internal processes
and procedures. The team engaged companies such
as NBRS Architecture, John Holland, AECOM, Aurecon
and JLL and incorporated key observations into our own
Construction Project Management System (CPMS).

Force Protection
Force Protection held its annual seminar inviting academia,
other government organisations, Royal Australian Air
Force and coalition partners. The seminar targeted
presentations on the theme of “innovation”, identifying
upcoming technology advancements and processes
which could be incorporated into the force protection
remit. The seminar concluded with a field tour of old
fortifications around Sydney harbour and discussing
practical implementation of force protection measures.

12 Works Section
MAJ Dave Bellas

Infrastructure in the Pacific – Fiji
2020 has lived up to expectations and has been an
interesting and exciting year for 12 Works Section with
the consolidation of the Blackrock Redevelopment
Project, as an integral part of Australia’s Pacific StepUp program, and the progression of the designs for
Fiji’s Maritime Essential Services Centre (MESC). The
strong relationships fostered with our Fijian partners
have been strengthened through the shared hardship
of the COVID-19 pandemic with works continuing in
Fiji throughout 2020. All members of 12 Works Section
have persevered through the difficulties of this year and
will reap the rewards in 2021 with the conclusion of
the next phases of both of these significant projects.
Blackrock Camp – Nadi, Fiji
WO1 Peter Gardiner

The Blackrock Camp project had its inception in August
2018. Now two years on, this joint redevelopment
project between the Australian and Fijian government
is in full swing. The erection of steel frames for the
HADR warehouse, Q-store, United Nations school,
gym, guardhouse and medical centre is another
step closer to the completion of the camp.
Not far behind are the HQ and accommodation buildings
and the kilometres of in-ground services. The project is
employing over 100 personnel on-site every day, and
this will increase as the site opens up to multiple subcontractors in line with COVID-19 restrictions. The site
continues to witness a progression of skills, increasing
local construction capability as contractors develop
a greater appreciation of constructing to Australian
Standards. With materials purchased locally and the
employment of local construction workers, the local
economy is financially benefiting from the project.
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Key Facts

Above: Accommodation block steel being tied in-situ
by local concreting company.

The Blackrock Camp project has progressed at a steady
rate through the last year and has presented the project
team with some non-typical issues; cyclones, fire, floods
and a pandemic. This almost biblical set of issues has
provided the team with the opportunity to modernise, get
creative and explore a variety of different options to continue
project delivery in these diverse situations. During the project
a number of VIP visits have taken place including the Prime
Minister Hon Scott Morrison MP and Foreign Minister
the Hon Marise Payne. The switch to virtual and physical
management through interactive software programs enabled
the team to continue to project manage from the office
and homes in Sydney. The requirement to be present for
inspections was achieved through live video streams to
the site, enabling visual inspections on steel, formwork and
all other checks. A local Fijian engineer (Vivit Deo) and his
trusty iPad assisted in achieving all of these inspections.
After a short break back in Australia for Christmas, CAPT
Gerard Koen and WO2 Golborn ‘Kit’ Turner returned to Fiji
to recommence work on-site from the 06 January 2020.
The COVID-19 effect in Fiji resulted in the project team
returning to Australia on the 31 March 2020, where WO1
Peter Gardiner and WO2 Golborn Turner experienced
the delights of hotel quarantine in Brisbane. The Fiji and
Australian Government agreed to a staged return of the
Blackrock project team through Sep-Dec 20. The result
was CAPT Cameron Laing, WO2 Golborn Turner, SGT
Chris Renew and SPR Bryce Frattin (6 ESR) touching
down in Nadi, Fiji on the 22 Aug 20. The project team
seamlessly transitioned from quarantine to back on-site,
immediately integrating themselves back into the works.
The project is not all about the physical construction, and
the team continues to develop their soft skills in dealing
with multiple stakeholders across both national and
international borders. MAJ Dave Bellas and CAPT Mat
Jetson continue to support the team on the ground with
this higher level liaison and strategic problem-solving.

1.

Construction period April 2019 to October 2021

2.

FJ$40m (A$28m) into the local economy

3.

550 local jobs created (on-site and in the region)

4.

Between March – October 2020 (over the COVID-19
restricted period):
•

a daily average of 100 personnel on-site with ten
different local sub-contractors

•

employment of additional local Fijian Engineers
to support the design team

•

71% of Head Contractors staff are local Fijians

•

approx. FJD$3-3.5M into the local industry

Maritime Essential Services Centre (MESC) – Suva, Fiji
CAPT Gerard Koen

The MESC project found its start through an informal
offer between the Australian and Fiji Governments in
December 2018. The proposal was to provide the
funding and management of the design of the new
facility to the Republic of Fiji Military Forces (RFMF) in
Suva. The facility includes a Navy HQ, working and living
accommodation, a mess and specific areas to enable
maritime surveillance, operations, planning and training.
GHD was engaged to produce the designs and multiple
trips to Fiji were required to engage with the Fijian endusers and stakeholders to ensure the designs were
collaboratively developed. Meetings in Suva with senior
Fiji Navy officers, Government officials, 19 CE Works and
GHD in the early concept and 5% design phase enabled
the production of a facility that set the parameters for the
future designs. As the world adapted to the COVID-19
pandemic, so did the project. The strong relationships
which have formed between 19 CE Works and Fijian
stakeholders over recent years were evident with the
two countries overcoming travel restrictions to continue
working together via virtual engagements. These virtual
meetings enabled the different teams and departments
to re-engage from Adelaide, Sydney, Canberra,
Brisbane, Nadi and Suva to continue the project.
The project team is now working with Fijian stakeholders
to develop the MESC to the 50% design milestone.
WO2 Rod Smith, WO2 Darren King and SPR Kurt
Moroney will continue to work through the plans
and provide advice on design and compliance to
Australian Standards. It is anticipated the design
of the MESC will be completed in mid-2021.
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18 Works Section
CAPT Daniel Foley

18 Works Section has had to find new ways to deliver
infrastructure across the region in 2020; keeping
the team incredibly busy, despite restrictions.
As with all adversity arises opportunity and the section
has run at this from the very start. From learning new skills
to engaging with industry and our near region partners
in Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu to navigating new
methods of remotely managing construction work. I
have been impressed with the teams continuing success
to meet the government’s priorities in the region.
As a result, the momentum and essential relationships
with our Papuan and Ni-Vanuatu partners have
continued to deliver the project benefits of:
• Local economic stimulus
• Local job creation
• Deepening security relationships
• Local workforce skill development
• Security capability development
Congratulations 18 Works on a fantastic
year. 2021 is sure to be even better.
Cook and Tiroas Barracks, Vanuatu
CAPT Callum Johnston

Announced in late 2018, the redevelopment works
for the Vanuatu Police Force (VPF) at Cook Barracks
in Port Vila, Efate and Tiroas Barracks in Luganville,
Espiritu Santo, has been progressing through the
various stages of development. The VPF are currently
undergoing a rapid period of personnel and capability
growth and require modern facilities including living in
accommodation, training facilities, workshops, office
accommodation and community facilities. The Vanuatu
Team in 18 Works Section, along with various industry
partners, including the design consultant GHD, have
conducted various stakeholder engagement activities
in Australia and Vanuatu to develop modern designs
and ensure the facilities meet end user requirements
and support the future growth of the VPF.
In 2020, the Vanuatu Team moved into the final stages
of procurement for a Construction Contractor. Prepared
to travel to Vanuatu in March, to deliver an Industry
Brief and facilitate numerous community engagement
activities, the effects of COVID-19 finally took hold
preventing any overseas engagements. The team

within 18 Works Section have prided themselves in
their ability to innovate during the disruptive period
and within weeks, had produced a virtual Industry
brief which was reported to be “one of the best briefs
the commercial industry has ever received”. The
team has focused on bringing transparency and
collaboration to the forefront which has resulted in
increased competition and value from the market.
The tender for Vanuatu Infrastructure Works was
out to market for a total of 13 weeks. A total of five
tenders was received for the works at which point the
team transitioned into the evaluation phase. Due to
the competitive nature of submissions, the Vanuatu
team conducted parallel, competitive negotiations with
three preferred tenderers. The negotiations produced
greater value for money outcomes leading to the
selection of a single preferred tenderer in September.
Due to COVID-19, contract award and mobilisation has
been delayed and as such, negotiations and planning
activities with the preferred tenderer are still ongoing.
Concurrent to the Request for Tender period, the Team
has continued to engage virtually with the Vanuatu Police
Force and various government agencies to progress
approvals and prepare the site for eventual construction.
The redevelopment works at Cook and Tiroas
Barracks will provide on the job training activities
for the Vanuatu Mobile Force (VMF) engineers and
other selected personnel as well as the provision of
various certified training programs to local unqualified
tradespeople and ni-Vanuatu graduates. The Project
aims to invest heavily in community engagement
and training activities to enhance relationships and
leave an enduring impact that lasts long after Project
completion. Pending international travel restrictions,
construction works are expected to commence in
January 2021 and move into Completion in late 2023.
Below: A 3D render of the planned works at Cook Barracks.
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Right: LCPL Glynn Stewart and WO1 Richard
Hicks at the new wash down facility in AMAB;
Bottom: The snow covered Qargha Valley.

Lombrum Infrastructure Project,
Papua New Guinea
CAPT Jackson Cail

The Lombrum Infrastructure Project was announced in
November 2018 as part of the Joint Initiative between
the governments of Australia and Papua New Guinea
(PNG). The project aims to redevelop Lombrum
Naval Base on Manus Island and build the Papua
New Guinea Defence Force’s (PNGDF) capability
to project its borders and maritime resources.
In 2020, the PNG works team transitioned from
development to delivery of the early works construction
package. This transition was achieved with a remote
project management strategy, allowing the works to
progress on site despite the restrictions of COVID-19.
The scope of the early works package consists of a new
medical facility, antenna farm, chapel refurbishment and
a security fence. The early works package was designed
to deliver an immediate impact on the ground as soon as
possible, installing significant base life support facilities.
Maximisation of local industry engagement was a key
consideration when selecting the early works contractor
from open tender. Hornibrook NGI, a PNG construction
contractor was contracted to deliver the Early Works
package, targeting a 70% local work force objective,
which they have been successfully achieving to date.
Hornibrook NGI are concurrently completing all scope
items, with multiple construction sites active. As of
writing, the 19 CE Wks team are planned to be deployed
to site by late October 2020 in order to conduct
stakeholder engagement and quality control as more
complex construction works commence on site.

198 Works Section - Middle East Region
WO1 Richard Hicks and WO2 Darren King

The redevelopment works at Lombrum Naval Base are
only just commencing with the main works package,
managed by Jacobs, scheduled to begin construction
activities in the 1st Quarter of 2021. In addition, the
United States Navy also plan to deliver a package
of works to support the base redevelopment.

19 CE Works have been supporting the posts in the
Middle East Region (MER) since the early 2000s, the
numbers deployed from the unit vary but a permanent
presence of Sappers in Al Minhad Air Base (AMAB)
United Arab Emirates (UAE) and the wider MER has
been a consistent picture in the many unit photos that
have been taken over the years. The role of the 19
CE Works Sappers is the same deployed as it is on
home soil, the identification, planning and delivery of
infrastructure works in support of the ADF mission.

The 19 CE Wks managed construction package
is planned for completion in January 2021 and the
project management team plan on maintaining
a strong site presence until completion and
hand over of the facilities is achieved.

19 CE Works members deployed as part of the Engineer
Support Element (ESE) in 2020 were MAJ Andy Hansell
(Senior Project Engineer / OC), WO1s Aaron Moore and
Richard Hicks (Works Manager), WO2 Darren King (Works
Supervisor), and LCPL Glynn Stewart (Draughtsman). The
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Future activities in the MER will undoubtedly continue
to require engineer support and as 19 CE Works
is the ADF’s lead operational infrastructure delivery
element then there must be a strong possibility that
the presence of 198 Works Sappers will remain,
following the engineer motto ‘first in, last out’.
Project Management Team Bravo (PMT-B) was the
Engineer Support Element (ESE) team assigned to
deliver infrastructure support to Op HIGHROAD and
Op ACCORDION, primarily within Afghanistan at
locations where Australian forces are deployed. Our
team consisted of one Project Engineer, LT Dawson
Courneya and one Works Supervisor, WO2 Darren
King, deployed over the period November 2019 to
May 2020. PMT-B was one of four teams in the ESE
as part of Headquarters Joint Task Force (HQJTF633),
although the number of PMTs was reduced to two
in response to a wider deployed draw down of ADF
members across the Middle East Region (MER).

198 Works Section Sappers are deployed in the ESE as
part of Headquarters Joint Task Force 633 (HQJTF633),
providing infrastructure support effects around the MER.
Previously manned by four Project Management Teams
(PMT), a reduction in personnel across the MER has seen
the number of PMTs, both RAAF and Army reduced to
two. During 2020 ESE was hampered, like everyone else,
by COVID 19. Despite the restrictions, ESE continued to
support the delivery of infrastructure across the whole
infrastructure lifecycle in the MER. The highlights from a
project perspective for ESE have been the construction
of a heavy vehicle wash down point at AMAB, assisting
in the delivery of forward based infrastructure projects,
and the infrastructure planning support to Task Group
Afghanistan. Each project presented their individual
challenges from working with local contractors and
the associated language barriers and differences in
standards, to the issues linked with the remote disposal
of infrastructure to NATO and coalition forces.

We arrived in Afghanistan just as winter was taking hold
and it wasn’t too long before the snow started to fall
and the temperature started to drop. The bulk of PMT-B
work over the deployment came in the form of delivering
Low Risk Minor New Works (LRMNW) using local and
international contractors, completing Defects Liability
Period (DLP) inspections and as Technical Advisors (TA)
to NATFO (NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation)
ANA (Afghan National Army) Trust Fund Office) where
we assisted with conducting site inspections, reviewing
construction drawings and helping with the development
of handover documents. There were several LRMNW
completed during the deployment, ranging from small
tasks, including the installation of heat trace cable onto
water pipes to stop them freezing during the cold weather,
to larger tasks, such as the refurbishment of the Air
Conditioning in the ADF server room in preparation for the
IT and communications equipment to function correctly
during the hotter parts of the year. Our most memorable
DLP inspection involved a trip to the hills surrounding
Qargha to inspect the enhanced force protection
installed on the range lookouts, it gave us the opportunity
to enjoy a view of the Qargha valley from a different
perspective while coping with the adverse conditions.
The ongoing NATFO tasks during our deployment
focused on improving the facilities at the Marshal
Fahim National Defence University (MFNDU) in
Qargha, which included the construction of cricket &
football pitches complete with changing rooms and
an Amenities Building consisting of a Tailors Shop,
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Barbers, Coffee Shop and a large welfare area where
ANA soldiers could relax, play pool and watch TV.
As with the rest of the world at this time, we had to
manage the changes brought about by the spread
of COVID-19 and being Engineers it wasn’t hard to
improvise, adapt and overcome. Most of the changes
made were relatively small and easily adapted to, with
some restrictions on local contractor access and the
wearing of masks and gloves. Some changes had
a bigger impact on daily life and in the early stages
of restrictions the closure of all gyms brought out
the ingenuity in people and all sorts of weird and
wonderful homemade ‘gym equipment’ could be
seen dotted around the lines, showing that even with
restrictions keeping fit was still a top priority for a lot
of people. With some deployments being extended
and leave being cancelled, ADF members showed a
high degree of mental robustness and completed their
deployments knowing that home would be a slightly
different place to when they left it months before.

201 Works Section
MAJ Greg Barrowcliff

As with the other elements of 19 CE Works, this
past year has presented a range of new challenges
in terms of working remotely due to the COVID-19
pandemic. 201 Works Section has continued to
provide ongoing support to projects and to the
Construction Project Management System (CPMS)
management throughout the year, including:
Vanuatu and Fiji Maritime Essential
Services Centre (MESC)
CAPT Matt Jesson and CAPT Astrid Hagqvist provided
support to the MESC design reviews. Additionally CAPT
Jesson participated in the Vanuatu tender evaluation, and
CAPT Hagqvist was involved with CPMS project audits,
developing a revised project audit template and supported
infrastructure planning for Melbourne University Regiment.
Army Aboriginal Community
Assistance Program (AACAP)
WO1 Gary Lewis finished his final AACAP rotation, at
Jigalong, in September 2019 before retiring in January after
more than 46 years of combined ARA and ARes service.
He has been a stalwart of the Corps over this period and
has been 201 Works Section ‘go-to’ site supervisor for
AACAP rotations for a number of years. We thank WO1
Lewis for his service and wish him well for the future.

Quality Assurance
WO1 Mick Papay has continued to act as the Deputy
Quality Assurance Manager (QAM) within 19 CE Works
as well as fulfilling the role of 201 Section Works
Manager. After a long career in both the ARA and
ARes he also is moving-on to pursue other interests
after a lengthy stint at 19 CE Works. We thank WO1
Papay for his service and wish him well for the future.
SGT Stu Cameron continued in his role as a project
auditor in the latter half of 2019, and has taken a leave
of absence during 2020 to pursue other commitments.
MAJ Greg Barrowcliff is in his third and final year as
OC 201 Works Section. A key focus has been the
recruitment to new positions for 201 Works Section
within 19 CE Works and the new 202 Works Section
which is part of the new 12 CE Works. We have
managed to fill the Project Engineer positions, but
are carrying Works Supervisor vacancies across all
trades. Enquiries regarding posting options are always
welcome and should be directed to 19 CE Works.

Unit Operations and Tech Support
MAJ Arnel Basas

The year started off with the continuing support to OP
Bushfire Assist with two Project Management Teams
(PMT) deployed to Victoria and New South Wales. Both
teams were praised for the excellent technical advice they
provided to local councils and the TF Headquarters.
The first major unit activity was the conduct of Unit
Planning Conference (CO’s Retreat) at the HMAS
Creswell, Jervis Bay ACT by the end of the Reduced
Tempo Period (RTP). The activity was designed for the
Command Team and key personnel to gain collective
understanding of the unit mission, plan activities for
the whole year, planning/delivery of Army Aboriginal
Community Assistance Program (AACAP) projects and
the unit’s contribution to the Australian government’s
South West Pacific (SWP) step up initiatives.
The week after Australia Day, the Unit Induction and
Technical Training were conducted. This provided
new and continuing members with the mandatory
force preservation training and new skillsets to
assist them in their respective roles. The Ops
Cell then organised unit training and two serials
of range practices early in the year and midyear
to meet individual readiness requirements.
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Though COVID-19 pandemic affected most units, 19
CE Wks through its different works sections was able
to take advantage of video–conferencing capabilities
to monitor/supervise ongoing activities and engage
with key stakeholders. With the assistance of HQ 6
BDE, IT equipment was procured to enhance the use
of the MS Teams video-conferencing capability.

Multimedia Section

Draughting Section

With COVID-19, the majority of promotion training
moved to online platforms. PTE Paterson assisted
TTW SME in developing online training packages
to ensure that promotion courses could continue
as normal. She developed animation, fly throughs,
infographics, videography and has taken numerous
still imagery for the school. She will continue to
support them as training utilises the virtual platform.

CPL Troy Roseman

The Draughting Section had a very busy start to
the year. The section continued to support several
activities including planning for AACAP, projects in the
South West Pacific, and deployment to the Middle
East as part of the Engineer Support Element.
At the beginning of COVID-19, our draughtsmen
worked with the Project Management Teams (PMT)
to develop concept designs in support of the unit’s
response to the pandemic. These designs included
hotels, arenas, mortuaries and healthcare centres.
They were produced to an excellent standard.
LCPL Glynn Stewart deployed early this year as part
of JTF 633 Engineer Support Element. His role was to
provide technical design support to all PMTs throughout
the MER. The newest member of the team, SPR
Hayley Bolis, recently transferred from the reserves
in July 2020 upon completion of his deployment.

Survey Section
SGT Glen Piper

The Survey Section had a lean year due to COVID-19.
They assisted the PMT during project planning for
AACAP 2022 - Gapuwiyak NT by providing the
survey requirements for the project. The section was
also involved in the introduction into service training
of the new survey equipment as part of Land 1771
upgrade for the Total Land Survey System (TLSS).
The new system included the SX10 and DiNi Level
from Trimble which will provide comprehensive
ability to capture and process data more effectively
thus meeting desired outcomes of the PMT.
Both draughtees and surveyors provided
support to other units with concept designs and
construction tasks. These units included School of
Military Engineering (SME) and Special Operations
Training and Education Centre (SOTEC).

PTE Rachael Patterson

As the unit’s lone multimedia technician (MMT),
PTE Paterson had a busy year supporting various
projects for a number of units. She spent a
considerable time with the Trade Training Wing
(TTW) at SME and 39 OSB, Randwick Barracks.

PTE Paterson also developed products for 39 OSB,
including banners and posters for their support and
deployment training. In a team effort, draughtees,
surveyors and MMT developed posters and boards
for the SWP and future AACAP projects.
Due to COVID-19, members of the OPS Cell worked from
home. This provided them opportunity to access the unit
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) program for
online courses and limited face-to-face sessions thus
increasing their skills and knowledge to be able to provide
increased draughting and surveying capability to the ADF.
Below: 19 CE Wks and SME members inspecting the Sensefly
Ebee survey drone during a demonstration in March 2020
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22nd Engineer Regiment
The 22nd Engineer Regiment (22ER) began 2020 in
the same manner as all other Army Reserve Units,
on Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST. The Regiment was
already firmly committed to the bushfire efforts prior to
the Governor General’s call out. This occurred in the final
weeks of 2019 when 11 members of 22ER deployed
to Queensland in support of the State Government’s
response to the bushfires. However, the Regiment’s
main efforts were to be in its home state of Victoria.
On 26 Dec 19, 22ER deployed the first ADF members
to Bairnsdale as part of 4 Brigade’s support to the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade’s damage assessment
teams. Their role was to provide drivers and vehicles
to expedite the damage assessments of fire affected
areas. On 01 Jan 20, 22ER was called on to provide
engineer capability and a Battle Group HQ in support
of the Bairnsdale Incident Control Centre. Shortly
after this, the Governor General’s call out occurred.
The Governor General’s callout resulted in a significant
increase in forces deployed to Bairnsdale, into what
would become AO COASTAL controlled by JTG 646.2.
This AO spanned from Bairnsdale to Mallacoota and
North to Anglers Rest and JTG 646.2 would peak at
over 1000 personnel. By the end of the Operation the
Task Group had included personnel from numerous
units from across the ADF, including all 4 Brigade
Units and our fellow sappers from 3 and 2 CER, as
well as troops from the Papua New Guinea Defence
Force and the Republic of Fiji Military Forces.
The members of JTG 646.2 can be credited with
providing extensive logistic support to isolated
towns, including the first road covoys into the long
isolated Mallacoota; providing mobility support to
local government and non-government agencies,
including the construction of an MGB near Buchan;
and extensive community engagement activities.
In late Feb, as the requirement for ADF support in
the region reduced, AO Coastal was handed over
to 16 CE Sqn. It was a privilege to work alongside
each and every member of the Task Group to assist
the Gippsland community in their time of need.
With 22ER’s role in Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST
complete, the Regiment was keen to get back into
scheduled training. However, this was disrupted by
COVID 19. Once again the Regiment was called upon
again to support the State. Notably, as a part of 4

Brigade’s contribution to OP COVID ASSIST, 22ER
established the Decontamination Training Team. This
was a mobile training team to instruct on reduction of
contamination transfer between the deployed elements.
Victorian COVID19 restrictions placed significant
restrictions on face to face training. However, the
Regiment had great success in transitioning to a
remote training model which has maintained the skills
and knowledge of its members. There has still been
opportunity to conduct other activities in a COVID safe
manner. These included the conduct of an RAE ARES
ROBC for the Regiment’s newest Lieutenants as well
as maintaining the Regiment’s ongoing relationship
with Worawa Aboriginal College and preparations
for the 20/21 High Risk Weather Season.
The year has also seen members of 22ER support
numerous operations, aside from BUSHFIRE and
COVID ASSIST. Members of the Regiment deployed
on Operations ACCORDION, HIGHROAD as well
as TSE 96 and 98. The Regiment is proud of what
it has achieved under difficult conditions and looks
forward to a return to normal training in 2021.
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3rd Field Squadron
MAJ P.A. Trainor and LT M.A Boelen

At the beginning of 2020, as part of the compulsory
reserve call out, 3rd Field Squadron (3 FD SQN) was
deployed to maximum capacity on OPERATION
BUSHFIRE ASSIST 2019-2020 (OP BA). 3 FD
SQN deployment was across two locations in
South Australia, the Adelaide Hills and Kangaroo
Island (KI), where 3 FD deployed with 2 troops of
Combat Engineers (CEs) and a Plant troop.
On 04 Jan 20 a WNGO was issued for the potential
deployment of 3 FD to KI. Troops were called into
Keswick and 24 hours later on 05 Jan deployed to
Kangaroo Island and the Adelaide Hills. 3 FD members
were immediately employed in various tasks which
included; assistance to the CFS to and the resupply
of firefighting and drinking water. 3 FD members also
supported 6 ESR to conduct water purification.
The CE Troop deployed to the Adelaide Hills came
under command of 16 REGT and completed
tasks such as humanitarian support to the local
community, round out to the CIMIC cell, and
similarly to Kangaroo Island, creation of fire breaks,
the reopening of critical routes, and clearance of
dangerous trees around critical infrastructure.
There were several good news stories that came out of
3 FDs assistance. On KI on 09 Jan 20, on completion
of a CFS resupply task with approximately 10,000L
of water left in the tanker, 3 FD sappers were flagged
down by a local on the side of the road. The sappers
made the courageous decision to pull over and use the
remaining water to fill farm firefighting tanks and every

other available vessel to assist the family to fight the
fire. They also soaked the house and gardens to make
it defendable as possible. The end result being the last
remaining family home on KI was saved and the family
was safe. This was the Stokes Bay fire that burnt a
significant portion of the western region and towards
KIs largest town, Kingscote, causing its evacuation.
On 11 Jan, 3 FD came under the command of 1 CER,
where they worked alongside two 1 CER CE troops
and one NZ CE troop. The 3 FD Plant troop was
augmented with NZ plant operators, demonstrating
3 FDs capabilities and ability for interoperability
with international and regular army engineers.
As OP BA transitioned from response to recovery, 3 FDs
tasks expanded to include animal burial, the clearance
of trees on access routes and the felling of dangerous
trees on public and private property. OP BA tested 3 FDs
response, skills and resilience and displayed our ability to
provide a fast and effective response to natural disasters.
Almost as soon as OP BA ceased there was a call for
support for OPERATION COVID 19 Assist. On 25 March
OP COVID-19 ASSIST EXECUTO was issued by CDF
generating Joint Task Groups in each state and territory.
In South Australia, initially Planning Support Teams were
deployed into the South Australian Health Department to
assist that organisation in planning a response to a State
of Emergency. These teams were mainly comprised from
SA based regular army units with some supplementation
from reservists. Returning from OP HIGHROAD at the end
of March, 3 FD OC was Force Assigned to OP C-19A
as J5 of JTG629.4. 3 FD SQN SSM was deployed into
a Planning Support Team in SA Health in July and 3 FD
deployed and sustained a Section to Border Control
Points on the South Australian and Victorian Border from
09 July through to 30 October.
With restrictions easing in South Australia, the Squadron
returned to normal training in July and revised demolitions
including BNS at Cultana Training area over 18-20
September and backed up by supporting the 9 Brigade
CERTEX Ex ARRAS over 26-28 Sep. The remainder of the
year is focussed on preparations for the HRWS and 2nd
Divisions new focus for Domestic Operations by training
more sappers in Basic and Intermediate tree felling and
running a Portable Saw Mill course.
We have enjoyed working alongside regular Army units;
value adding where we can. We are committed to being
a lead Reserve Unit and desire to demonstrate a reliable
capability within our augmented skillset.
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13th Field Squadron
MAJ Glen McDermott

2020 was a year filled with both challenges and
opportunities for 13th Field Squadron (13 FD
SQN). The year commenced with a third of the
squadron members deploying to Kangaroo Island
to support OP Bushfire Assist. Work done in
2019 to build a pool of Intermediate Tree Felling
qualified personnel paid dividends in which the
squadron were heavily tasked to fell and clear trees
as well as repair and replace many kilometres of
fencing. Throughout the deployment the squadron
integrated with other units from across the Army.
Not long after OP Bushfire Assist concluded, the
COVID-19 pandemic rapidly consumed the SQNs
plans, forcing a reorientation towards supporting the
West Australian government’s response to COVID.
This reorientation created the opportunity to step
forward and take a significant role in OP COVID-19
Assist. As part of the wider 16 RWAR Battalion
Group training plan, the SQN had been preparing
force elements to support domestic contingency
forces and was therefore well positioned to contribute
strongly to the Joint Task Group 629.6 response.
Contributions from the SQN to COVID Assist
included the SQN headquarters, command teams
and sappers who were tasked with supporting
checkpoints and quarantine checks. Again and again
throughout the early parts of 2020 the members of
13 FD SQN rose to the challenge and provided an
initial surge as well as ongoing support to operational
requirements in support of the Australian Community.
Despite the suspension of parading caused by
the COVID-19, the SQN headquarters continued
to plan training activities and courses, ready to
rapidly transition back to normal training when the
time was right. Due to good fortune in WA, normal
SQN activities were recommenced relatively quickly
and the SQN was able to launch straight back into
training with the 16 RWAR Battalion Group. The state
border restrictions meant members were not able to
pursue rank and trade courses, attend SME, or run
courses for the plant operators within the SQN.
Having limited external support requirements the
SQN was able to run multiple training activities
or courses which included; an Intermediate Tree
Felling course, a significant plant and horizontal
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construction project, a Portable saw mill course,
a demolitions practice that involved the demolition
of buildings utilising concussion charges and a
search training activity in Northam. In addition to an
extensive Engineer specific training, the SQN has also
conducted and participated in a slew of 16RWAR
Battalion Group ACP and AFA training to ensure all
soldiers, sappers and infantry, attain and maintain
competence in the basic skills required from 13 Bde.
2020 also saw a significant expansion in the SQN’s
ORBAT with the creation of a full Construction
troop being activated. Growth in the Construction
troop will significantly enhance the SQNs
capabilities and includes a works section, additional
plant operators and trade qualified personnel
(plumbers, carpenters and electricians).
Employment opportunities for the Construction
troop, and wider SQN are being identified so that
the sappers maintain currency and complete
significant works. This was exemplified in August
this year when the SQN was required to redevelop
the DFSW range at Bindoon Military Training Area.
This project saw CE’s conducting chain sawing and
demolition works while plant operators cleared,
grubbed and surface graded, as well as upgrading
an intersection. This project saw the employment of
core 24 hire equipment working alongside green fleet
and in conjunction with civilian service providers.
Despite a disruptive and challenging 2020, the SQN
has had a very successful year. The provision of support
to communities in need and our work in partnership
with the broader 16 RWAR Battalion Group are
examples of the justification for the development of
the Engineer capability in WA. None of what the SQN
or 16RWAR has achieved could be possible without
the hard working members of the SQN and support
of their families. The efforts and successes of every
member of 13 FD is an example of each soldier’s
commitment and dedication to service. The espirit de
corps of the SQN remains high, and with the ongoing
expansion and more training planned ahead, the future
remains bright for Army Engineering in the West.

Top: Clearing DFSW Range Bindoon
Bottom: Chief of Army Visit
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Special Operations
Engineer Regiment
In 2020, the Special Operations Engineer Regiment
focused on continuing the path to modernisation.
Although a turbulent year, felt significantly here at SOER,
a number of key milestones have been achieved.
The unit has maintained a sustained commitment to
the Middle East with both Captured Enemy Material
and Operation Okra rotations continuing. Additionally
this year the Unit has provided significant assistance to
Domestic operations, the year starting with members
from Alpha Squadron recalled in support of Operation
Bushfire Assist (OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST). Under a
Commando Company Group (CCG) Headquarters,
Squadron members formed Situational Awareness
Teams and were sent throughout regional NSW, the
ACT, and VIC to ascertain regional support requirements
and to establish liaison offices in support of State based
coordination centres. These actions set the conditions
for follow on ADF Units under OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST.
The Regiment has additionally maintained a
commitment to OP COVID ASSIST here in
Sydney and throughout broader NSW mostly
on a number of key short notice tasks.
The Regiment maintained a reduced commitment
to Domestic Counter Terrorism and Contingency
Operations across SOCOMD. The Troops have seized
the opportunity presented by the reduced tempo year
to master their core business in Team and Troop level
training activities within the bounds of COVID restrictions.
These activities have focused on IEDD, Impedance to
Assault Hazard Reduction (ITAR), advanced C-CBRN,
and Exploitation. The Regiment has also conducted
regular maintenance of key insertion skills. These
included Special Forces roping, Helicopter Insertion
and Extraction, Parachuting, and amphibious insertion
methods. This year has also seen members of the
Squadron complete high-altitude Military Free Fall (MFF)
The restrictions surrounding COVID presented a number
of key difficulties for the Squadrons in their ability to deliver
on project and capability developments throughout the
year. Many of the capability validations were due to be
conducted internationally, which presented a suite of
problems when the borders started to be closed. In order
to maintain their primary focus, being the preparation for
the integration of new mission systems, Bravo Squadron
had to re-design the training timeline in order to achieve

success. This change came to fruition late in 2020
with a number of domestic series that assessed and
validated the prosecution of complex C-CBRNe targets
enhanced with various insertion platforms such as MRH90 and Special Operations Vehicle Heavy (SOV-H).
These activities served to both inform the viability of
the missions systems, sensors and refined tactics,
techniques and procedures. That ingrained flexibility,
which comes as second nature to an Engineer, ensured
that whilst COVID-19 presented problems, the Squadron
was still able to progress and achieve all milestones.
The Regiment will complete the year by integrating new
members transitioning off the 2020 Reinforcement Cycle
at the ADF School of Special Operations (ADFSSO)
through a number of internal certification activities.
This will transition into certification with the oncoming
Commando Company tasked with the Domestic
Counter Terrorism response and the Special Air Service
Squadron. These activities, or Full Mission Profiles,
will involve a number of high profile off base venues
situated in and around the Sydney metro region.
A year in the life of a Reinforcement
Training Cycle Officer
The Special Operations Engineer Regiment (SOER)
draws a variety of motivated and competent engineers
from across the Corps, officers and soldiers alike.
Most will tell you that having the opportunity to serve
within SOER is a true test of character, a career goal
and military highlight. It is this drive that is required
to endure the selection process and Reinforcement
Training Cycle (RTC) on the pathway to becoming a
Special Operations Engineer (SOE) qualified officer.
There are a number of hurdles and challenges during
the entire process. The first real decision comes through
reflection on yourself as an individual, and further having
an in-depth understanding about why you want to
become a SOER officer. Deciding to apply means a
commitment to being physically and mentally robust,
and jumping into the journey with a willingness to learn,
support your peers, yet display humility always. It is also
realising that you will be working with some of the most
experienced and professional soldiers in the Army.
The initial SOER application goes through the
Australian Defence Force School of Special Operations
(ADFSSO), with the following step being the conduct
of the Support Staff Diagnostic Assessment (SSDA).
A range of individual abilities are tested, but key to
this is preparedness. Being physically strong and
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SOER Operator conducting Sensitive Site Exploitation
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mentally apt during this process is a demonstration of
commitment to your goals, and to being an engineering
officer. It is also important to maintain a positive
attitude and honest approach to all who you interact
with because this component is only the beginning
of a lengthy period of suitability assessment.
The SOER RTC is administered by ADFSSO and is
generally run for the entirety of the year. The excellent
suite of courses delivered during the year are not
only by RTC staff, but also by science experts, 2
CDO operators, SOEs from the troops and specialist
contractors, just to name a few. There really is nothing
spared in the training that is provided to produce the
best quality individual ready for entry into SOER as an
SOE, planner or troop commander. Additionally, the
officers on course often have the opportunity to develop
professionally through engagement with SOER officers
and external organisations, targeting awareness about
the organisation as a whole, and networking skills.
Despite a COVID-19 affected year, the tempo remained
high and the staff did a great job at ensuring the critical
training was achieved. As a brief overview, RTC is
broken up into main components. The first being a
foundation knowledge and training integration piece
designed to enable individuals to work with Special
Operations Command (SOCOMD) and SOER.
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN)
fundamentals sets the scene for the base level of
scientific knowledge required to build up to additional
courses such as CBRN Safety and Live Agent Training.
Following this, the Tactical Integration Course is delivered
in modules, largely by 2 CDO. The purpose is to provide
future SOEs with the skills to integrate into teams and
focuses on rural and urban tactics. Building on the
integration component are a number of insertion courses
such as Helicopter Insertion Extraction Techniques,
SF roping and Static Line Parachute Course.
The SOER Baseline Operator Course is the ‘bread
and butter’, and is designed to provide all engineers
with the skills, knowledge and confidence to carry out
a wide range of SOE tasks in different environments.
Rightly so, officers take part in all components to
learn about equipment application and standard
operating procedures, both critical for the planning
process. Not only that, but the training is second-tonone culminating in full mission profiles (FMP) being
completed by the teams, with the officers as Team
Leaders. This provides a great opportunity to conduct
the planning process from Concept of Operations

Back Briefs, through to orders and conduct of a
CBRNe mission. These FMPs hold the officers in good
stead to complete a TEWT package as a part of the
Troop Commanders Course, followed by the Special
Operations Basic Course to round out the year.
The anticipation, then allocation of positions within
the SQNs serves as a sense of achievement, and a
relief. To become a member of a unit that fulfils the
most interesting, relevant and challenging Lines of
Operation domestically and internationally is an honour.
The year we spent completing the RTC only scratches
the surface of what SOER has to offer and is only the
beginning of the learning journey within SOCOMD.
SOER Reinforcement Course
The SOER Reinforcement was designated as ab initio
training and was permitted to continue amongst the
COVID restrictions that limited so much of the collective
training this year. The suite courses commenced in
February with the SO Force Common Induction Course,
and continued until November with the culmination on
the static line parachute course at the ADF Parachute
School in Nowra. This year we will train five officers
and 13 soldiers and NCOs from the Combat Engineer
Regiments and will welcome them into the teams.
Screening for SOER in 2021 was disrupted due to border
restrictions but we will see an increase of soldiers and
NCOs identified to attend the SOER Reo in 2021.
Screening for service in SOER will continue and all
ranks from sapper to sergeant, and officers from
lieutenants and captains are encouraged to apply.
Career Opportunities
The Australian Defence Force School of Special
Operations (ADFSSO) screens candidates for service
within SOCOMD as Special Forces Support Staff in the
first quarter of each year. The screening is designed to
identify candidates across all ranks with an intellectual
aptitude, CBRND competency and the capacity to
conduct technical led operations within a SOER team.
A candidate’s suitability against these attributes is
reinforced with performance in the Special Forces Entry
Test. Although SOER relies heavily on support staff from
Corps external to RAE, candidates to become Special
Operations Engineers are drawn from within the Corps.
Further information on application, screenings and
contacts can be found on the SOTEC Sharepoint page
accessible through the Defence Protected Network
via the link http://drnet.defence.gov.au/army/.
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HQ Combined Arms Training Centre
RAE Training Update
The RAE Trade Training Cell have had a busy
remote year finalising and presenting RAE
Employment Category Review and Remuneration
submissions. This has included working with
SME and other training establishments on training
modernisation and supporting the introduction of
the Total Workforce System and preparing for the
introduction of significant upgrades in engineer
vehicle platforms and CBRND capabilities.
All RAE Employment Categories were reviewed,
presented and endorsed in July 2020 with the
most significant change being the re-development
of the IET continuum from four phases into
two modules of Military Engineer and Combat
Engineer (CE). CE will conduct both modules

whilst non-CE will conduct Military Engineer only
to achieve baseline RAE requirements before
continuing with their trade specific training. This
model will provide an efficient training model for
all RAE including Army Reserve Sappers.
These changes are expected to be finalised
with endorsement by the Defence Force
Remuneration Tribunal expected mid-2021.
These changes set the foundation for continued
transformation IAW Accelerated Warfare, Army
in Motion and the strategic goals of Sapper Plan
2028. To highlight this culture of continuous
transformation to meet evolving threats and
challenges, the next workforce review of RAE is
already scheduled to commence in late 2021.

Combat Engineer (ECN 096 and 432) Changes
1. The introduction of Operator Engineer Vehicle (SPR – LCPL) Employment Category applicable to Sappers
posted as Crew/Operators positions of Protected Mobility Vehicle (PMV), M113 AS4 APC, RMMV HX77, and
Engineer specific vehicles including High Mobility Engineer Excavator (HMEE), and Route Clearance Vehicles.
2. The introduction of Operator Dry Support Bridge (SPR – LCPL) Employment Category applicable to Sappers
posted as Crew/Operators positions of Dry Support Bridge including Top Men, Crane Operator and Driver 45M.
3. Standardisation of Army Reserve CE capability by mandating the requirement for demolition and
search qualification commensurate with rank. This ensures a known Reserve capability by rank
level enabling mobility support and greater opportunities for integration with ARA.
4. The down ranking of Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance entry point from CPL to LCPL.
5. The amalgamation of ECN 432 under ECN 096 as a specialisation.
6. Proposed remuneration increase of 1 PG for selected employment categories in recognition
of capability, complexities and relatives in the Combined Arms Team for:
•

CE Grade 3 Operator Engineer Vehicle (SPR - LCPL) – PG4

•

CE Grade 3 Operator Dry Support Bridge (SPR - LCPL) – PG4

•

CE Section Commander Grade 2 (CPL) – from PG3 to PG4

•

CE Section Commander Grade 3 (CPL) – from PG4 to PG5

•

CE Mgr Grade 1 ECN 096-18 (WO2) – from PG4 to PG5

•

CE Mgr Grade 2 ECN 096-19 (WO2) – from PG5 to PG6

•

CE Mgr Grade 1 ECN 096-110 (WO1) – from PG4 to PG5

•

CE Mgr Grade 2 Tier A ECN 096-111 (WO1) – from PG5 to PG6
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Construction Engineer Trades Changes
1. Construction Engineer employment categories are going through significant change in response to Plan MONASH,
adoption of TWM, critical ECNs and retention issues. Significant changes and trade recognition initiatives include:
•

Engagement of non-RAE civilian qualified construction tradespersons for limited project
employment alongside RAE counterpart before returning to parent Corps/ECN.

•

Engagement of Mid-Career Specialist Entry (MCSE) qualified construction professionals employed on limited
fixed term contract to augment project Supervisory workforce as part of the Total Workforce System.

•

Improved RPL of Cert III Trade qualification and gap training management.

•

Ab-initio entry for Operator Plant, Drafting Technician and Engineer Surveyor
to broaden recruitment avenues and address shortages.

•

Proposed remuneration increase of 1 PG for SGT – WO1 Construction to recognise capability value and retention.

2. Inclusion of Engineer Surveyor (ECN 393) in the Construction Engineer
continuum with LTS course alongside Drafting Technician.
3. Revised trade model from nine Employment Categories rationalised into seven, with new 6:1 trade
structure consisting of six SPR to CPL trades, and single ECN at SGT through to WO1.
4. Accelerated trade-training initiatives for improvements to contemporary
capability with project focused ‘just in time’ training as required.
5. Training transformation initiatives with combined Subject Four Const (Core, BES & Civil) series
courses delivered predominately via distance learning with limited residential component. This
will be available across SERCAT and ECN for greater flexibility and employability.
6. Alignment of graduated qualifications commensurate with rank levels and responsibility.
7. Ongoing implementation and management of:
•

SERCAT 3-5 SPR tradesman pay reduction (072, 125, 314) until completion
of gap training (Non-Reduction Period till Jun 24).

•

SERCAT 7 trainees reduced to trainee pay (072, 125, 314) until completion
of trade training (Non-Reduction Period till Jun 24).

8. Integration of future Construction systems and platforms through L8120 C Vehicle replacement,
L8140 Deployable Force infrastructure and L1771 Surveying Equipment.

Combat Rescue (ECN 141) Changes
1. Endorsed category name change from Army Emergency Response (fire-fighting capability)
to Combat Rescue (CR) (personnel rescue capability) to better define role.
2. CR category working toward a joint personnel rescue capability integrated with ground and rotary wing
assets provided through Technical Roping, Confined Space and armoured platform access and rescue
3. Identifying and implementing efficiencies in the Joint Firefighter continuum and
redevelopment of the trade to meet single service capability requirements.
4. Proposed remuneration increase of 1 PG for CPL, WO2 and WO1
recognising the shift in operating environment from 1999.
5. Develop the Operator Emergency Response course into a CR Operator course.
6. New trade model including the removal of unnecessary training including Defence Ionising
Radiation Protection Officer and AS Tactical Care of the Combat Casualty.
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Honours and Awards
Awards (Australia Day)
Bar to the Distinguished Service Cross:
Brigadier John William Shanahan DSC AM
Distinguished Service Cross:
Colonel Michael Andrew Say
Commendation for Distinguished Service:
Colonel Stephen John Gliddon AM
Conspicuous Service Cross:
Lieutenant Colonel Glen Alan Billington
Conspicuous Service Cross:
Lieutenant Colonel Brendan Mark Hogan
Conspicuous Service Medal:
Colonel Craig Anthony Lauder

Awards (Queens Birthday)
Conspicuous Service Cross:
The late Colonel Robert Andrew Sanders
Conspicuous Service Cross:
Lieutenant Colonel Clare Louise O'Neill
Medal of the Order of Australia
in the General Division:
The late Mr John (Jack) Muir
Mr Neville Clark
Mr George Hulse
HOC Commendation:
Captain Gerrard Koen
Mr Mel Constable

Honorary Sapper Award
Corporal Dean Woodhouse
(RAAF Trade Instructor)

HOC RAE Writing Prize
1st Prize: CAPT Katherine Higgins (3 CER)
2nd Prize: MAJ Ben Jankalns (3 CER)
3rd Prize: CAPT Claye Wilcox (3 CER)

RAE Excellence in Military
Engineering Awards
Brigadier General CH Foote CB, CMG for outstanding
and significant support or service to the Corps of
Royal Australian Engineers:
Lieutenant Colonel George Hulse, OAM (Retd)
Lieutenant General FJ Hickling AO, CSC for Most
Outstanding Engineer:
Lance Corporal Alex Robinson (3 CER)
Major General S Day DSC, AM Award
for Most Outstanding Lieutenant ARA:
Lieutenant Mark Loneragan (6 ESR)
Warrant Officer Class 2 RC ‘Mick’ Mace MM, BEM for
Most Outstanding Non-Commissioned Officer ARA:
Lance Corporal Alex Robinson (3 CER)
Warrant Officer Class 1 B Wade OAM, CDS
Award for Most Outstanding Sapper ARA:
Sapper Matthew Campbell (3 CER)
Colonel AH ‘Sandy’ McGregor MC Award
for Most Outstanding Lieutenant ARes:
Lieutenant John Alekoz (22 ER)
Warrant Officer Class 1 R ‘John’ Raddatz OAM Award
for Most Outstanding Non-Commissioned Officer
ARes: Corporal William Rickard (13 Fd Sqn)
Sergeant M Chalk MG Award for Most Outstanding
Sapper ARes: Sapper Ryan Meyer (3 Fd Sqn)
Sir John Holland AC Award, Top Performing NonTechnical Officer, ROBC: LT Nyssa Whiley
Sir John Holland AC Award, Top Performing Civil
Engineering Officer, ROBC: LT Charlie Cocks
Sir John Holland AC Award, Most Proficient
Officer (ARes): LT Olivia Harvey
The WO Brent Doyle OAM Initial Employment Trainee
Student of Merit:
SPR N Zadey (CE IET CSE 101)
SPR C McHugh (CE IET CSE 102)
SPR A Somerville (CE IET CSE 103)
SPR S Petersen (CE IET CSE 105)
SPR B Lawrence (CE IET CSE 106)
The Major General Sir Clive Steele KBE, DSO, MC, VD
RAE Prize':
June 2020 LT Sarah Smith
December 2020 LT Elliot Pearce
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Sapper Obituaries – 'Lest We Forget'
Serving in the RAE at the time
CPL John Delaney passed away on 03 April 2020.
He was a valued member of 2 CER.

Previously served in the RAE
SPR Kenneth (Ken) Arthur Sargent passed
away on 20 Feb 2020. Ken lost his battle with
Leukemia on 20 Feb. Ken was a very good
member of the Sapper Association QLD.
SPR Phillip Lamb passed away 24 February 2020.
SPR Phillip Lamb served with 1 Field Engineer
Squadron in Vietnam in 1968 to 69. He passed
away in Angaston Sth Aust on 24 Feb 2020. Rest in
Peace Sapper your work is done, Lest We Forget
CAPT Terry Zajer passed on 25 May 2020. Terry
will be remembered as a dedicated, professional
and highly accomplished member of the RAE and
the RACT. He saw service in Malaya and Vietnam
and upon his resignation he was highly successful
in a range of different business enterprises. He was
a leader that saw the best in all his charges and
always put his soldiers first. He will be sadly missed.
SPR Laurie Monagham passed away on
2 March 2020. Laurie served with 7 FD
SQN and Army Fire Service as well as many
other RAE Units during his career
MAJ Maree Seagrott-Mitcheson passed away
on 3 March 2020. 8246402 Major Maree SeagrottMitcheson, enlisted in the Army Reserve 24 May
1987, initially as a Private in the RACT but then
as an officer cadet, corps transferring across to
RAE. She commissioned as a 2LT on 14 Sep 1991
and LT in 1992. MAJ Seagrott-Mitcheson was
based in Newcastle and her postings include 4
FER (Newcastle) 8 CER, 8 CSSB and 8 ER. MAJ
Seagrott-Mitcheson completed her Troop Command
in 8 CER and Officer Command with 8 CSSB. She
held various positions within 8 CER/8ER and was
a consistent presence at the Adamstown Depot
for 14 Field Squadron, 8 Engineer Regiment.
MAJ Seagrott-Mitcheson moved to the inactive
reserve in 2018 after she gave close to thirty
years dedicated service to the Army reserve and

in particular the Newcastle based units. She was
very much a part of the Newcastle engineers and
those of us who have been posted in and out of the
unit were always pleased to see her familiar face
whenever we returned. A TAFE Teacher in her civilian
employment, MAJ Seagrott-Mitcheson passed away
on the 3rd of March after battling breast cancer.
SPR Thomas William Upson passed
away on 12 March 2020.
Peter Barankewitsch passed
away on 13 March 2020.
Kim (Whitey) White passed away on 17 March 2020.
SPR Ivan Royale (Blue) Dunning passed away on
20 March 2020. SPR Dunning served with 34 Water
Transport Squadron, Kangaroo Point and visited 1
Field SQN in Vietnam in 1971 as a CMF Officer. Blue
was 94 years young at the time of his passing.
SPR John (Slug) Stanborough passed
away on 22 March 2020. John served with
Plant Troop, 17 Const SQN at Nui Dat from
28 October 1969 to 29 Jan 1971.
SPR Phil (Von) Schneider passed away on 30 March
2020. Phil passed away in Thailand on 30 March
and was a former member of 7th Field Engineer
Regt and served in both 10 and 8 Sqns. Phil was on
holiday in Thailand with his wife, Cathy, at that time.
CPL (Rtd) Anthony George Evans passed
away on 05 Apr 2020. CPL Evans served with
1 Field Squadron RAE South Vietnam 01 Jan
67 to 28 Nov 67. He continued to serve as a
committee member of the Vietnam Veterans
Association Far North Coast (NSW) Lismore until
he passed away from Cancer. RIP Sapper.
CFN Angus (Gus) Robert Fraser passed
away on 07 Apr 2020. Passed away
following an Accident at Home
John Ignatuis Moller passed away on 13 Apr 2020.
John had a long and distinguished career with service
in Vietnam. When working in Supply whilst stationed
in Melbourne, he was responsible for the Military
Contributions to rebuild Darwin following Cyclone
Tracy and moved to Darwin at the end of his career.
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LTCOL (Rtd) Ian Marshall Ross MacLean passed
away on 18 Apr 2020. He was a superb soldier,
an gentleman and a mentor of many a junior rank,
both OR and Officer. I can for myself say I was a
better Sapper and am a better man now for having
the fortune of his advice and guidance from time to
time. He no doubt is watching over his family and
military cohort of all ranks from the peaceful and
beauty of this his final posting. Rest in peace Sir!
MAJ (Retd) Rodney (Blue) Horton passed away on
19 Apr 2020. Rod passed away at home on 19 Apr
2020. During his career which spanned 30 years,
he saw service in South Vietnam (1967) and 1999
during Op Safe Haven. He retired on 18 Apr 2002.
LTCOL (Retd) R.P. (Phil) Kudnig passed away on
27 Apr 2020. Phil served from 17 March 1951 and
discharged on 16 Jul 1979. He was commissioned with
the OCS Class in Dec 1953 (The Third Class) and was
also awarded the Governor Generals Medal. He returned
to OCS as staff in 1964 to 1966. He moved over the
‘Rip’ to Army staff College in 1967. He commanded 1
FD SQN in Sth Vietnam from Jan to Nov 1971. Through
his career, he was posted to Japan/Korea, the UK
and Vietnam, and served at the Ringwood East Depot
in 1968 as well as holding many Staff Appointments
throughout Australia during his distinguished career.
Robert (Bob) Baguley passed away on 25
Apr 2020. Passed away after a long battle
with cancer on ANZAC Day, 25 Apr 2020
Leigh Edwards passed away on 04 May 2020.
Leigh was a member of OCS in Jun 1973
CAPT (retd) Terry Zajer passed away on 25 Feb
2020. Terry served with both the RAE and RACT
over his career. Terry saw service in Malaysia and
Vietnam. Following his resignation from Army, he
ran a number of highly successful businesses.
He was a leader that saw the best in all his
charges and always put his soldiers first.
MAJ Leigh David Edwards passed away on 04
May 20. Leigh joined the ADF on 13 Jul 72 and
graduated as a 2LT in 73. He was posted to 21
Const SQN, SME in 74, DSU Watsonia in 81, back
to SME in 84. In 86, he was posted to HQ Field
Forces Command, 88 to Dept of Defence – Local
Admin until he transferred to the Standby Reserves
in 94. Post Army, he worked for the APS from 93
to his retirement in 2016. May he Rest in Peace

BRIG (Retd) Frank J Cross AM DSM MID passed
away on 09 May 2020. BRIG Cross was born on
12 Aug 1934 and attended RMC in 1956. He saw
service in Vietnam at the rank of MAJ with HQ 1
ATF where he was awarded the DSM and MID
WO1 Harold (Harry) Buckley passed away 13
May 2020 at the age of 94. He was born in Rabual
in 1926. His bio reads “Harry Buckley is a living
legend in the RAE. He first set foot on the soil of
SME Casula the Home of the Sapper, let 1947. His
first achievement in the Corps was to presented
with the clasp knife with Lanyard as best student
on the field engineer course conducted under CO/
CI, COL “Basher” Brogan, later to become Maj
Gen. In 1950 he attended the first course to qualify
Field Engineer Sergeants and prepare 40 students
for appointments as instructors with the national
service training scheme and was posted to 19 NS
Trg Bn. He is mentioned in VOL 4 of the history
of the Royal Australian Engineers as a notable
instructor at SME. Harry receives a second mention
for the part he played as a troop sergeant with 7
independent Field Squadron in Butterworth Malaysia
and Borneo in 1959 and again for his service in the
legendary Australian Army Training Team in 1970-71
SPR Phillip (Phil) Raymond Duffy passed away
on 20 May 20. Phil Duffy has taken his final posting,
sadly he was taken all too young but he is know
no longer in pain. Condolences are offered to his
family and friends; there is no doubt Phillip will surely
always be by the side of his wife Kerry and the family
until they all meet again! May He Rest In Peace..
WO2 John (Jack) Muir passed away on 20 May
2020. A vast number of you reading this will not know
Jack Muir mainly because he retired from the Reserve
way back in 1972. Jack enlisted in 1955 into what
was known as the Supplementary Reserve (SR) and
as he worked for the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission (SRWSC) in Tatura he was allocated
to 105 Construction Squadron which was part of
22nd Construction Regiment. Jack was among the
first to enlist into this new scheme and the SR.
In 1963 Jack was part of a unique experiment which,
for the first time, saw SR sappers deployed offshore.
A contingent of about 90 personnel from the various
Squadrons of 22nd Regiment flew to Wewak in PNG
to relieve 21 Construction Squadron (ARA) which
was commanded by MAJ Peter Gration (later GEN
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Chief of Defence) and whose Works Officer was
CAPT John Wertheimer (Later COL Wertheimer).
The task was mainly road building between Wewak
and Maprik (130 kms of road) but also involved the
construction of bridges and river crossings. Obviously
the bridge building component was an important
part of the project and Jack was able to add a great
deal to it with experience, guidance and supervision
through his knowledge working with forestry crews.
It had been noted that Jack’s input was invaluable
to the successful completion of the bridge task.
At the time of his discharge in 1972 Jack was the
SSM of 105 Construction Squadron an appointment
he had held since 1969. Jack had only been
ill a short time and is survived by 2 children, 5
grandchildren and 5 great grandchildren – his wife
Gwen predeceased him a few years ago. Jack
was the 2020 Senior Citizen of the Year for Greater
Shepparton (Tatura) with his award reading.
An outstanding community member, Jack has been
a contributor in the Tatura community since 1956
and is still an active member at the young age of
94. Jack retired as the leading workshop supervisor
for Northern Victoria in the Irrigation Industry to
which he has 40 years of service. He has also
worked in Ethiopia and Papua New Guinea for the
Australian Government. Thank you Jack for your
loyalty and contribution to the RAE but Sapper
your work is now completed and you can rest.
WO1 James “Jim” Fletcher passed away on 24 May
2020. Jim served with 32 Small Ships Sqn aboard
AV1356 Clive Steele as part of his Vietnam Service.
Jim had a stroke in 2013 and had not fully recovered
from it. May he Rest In Piece – Lest We Forget.
WO2 Mick Keen passed away on 26 May 2020.
Mick joined the Regular Army around 1972 and
after basic training at Kapooka was allocated to the
Engineers where he soon built a reputation and rose
through the ranks to WO2 and on the way gained
his EOD qualification. He served for over 24 years.
During his career Mick enjoyed numerous postings
throughout Australia including a tenure as the Training
Warrant Officer at Newborough (in the Latrobe Valley)
with 38 Field Squadron – one of his last postings
was to 13 Field Squadron in Perth, WA.Mick also
had overseas postings to West Germany 1981-82,
Papua New Guinea 1983 – 86 and Pakistan 1991.
After discharging from the ARA in 1997 Mick became

part of the demining teams that operated in various
countries throughout the world. Mick enjoyed a beer,
was very approachable and friendly but also firm when
required to be and was a true professional soldier in
every sense of the word. Rest in Peace Mick – you
have certainly earned a couple of beers with mates.
CPL Brett Alexander Waterford passed away on
28 May 2020. Brett joined the Army at Oakleigh
with 105 Construction Squadron. After serving
for 24 years Brett retired from 22nd Engineer
Regiment on 31st December 2017 with the rank
of Corporal and held the position of Transport
NCO. In civilian life Brett was a Fire Fighter.
SPR Timothy Gay passed away on 28 May 2020.
SPR Timothy Gay was a National Servicemen
with 32 Small Ship SQN and 35 Water Transport
SQN who saw active service in Vietnam aboard:
AV3053 Harry Chauvell – 1970, AV3054 Brudnel
White and seconded to AS3051 John Monash
in 1972. He was decorated for his brave actions
whilst deployed on the Australian National Antarctic
Research Expedition (ANARE) – Lest We Forget.
Fredrick Andrew Banyard passed away on 31
May 2020 - WW2 Veteran. Fred Banyard was
the last surviving Sapper from WA’s 13 Field
Company. He passed away on 31 May 2020
aged 101 years and 5 months. Rest in Peace.
Righton Walter (Wally) Cavanagh passed away
on 01 Jun 2020 – WW2 Veteran. Wally passed
away on 01 Jun 2020 aged 95 years and 6 months.
Wally served with the 5th Welding Platoon on
Morotai and Balikpapan where they built bulk fuel
storage tanks for the 7th Division. Rest in Peace.
John Albert Smith passed away on 10 Jun
2020. John served with 17 Const SQN in
Vietnam from 1967 to 68. He passed away
following a Tractor Accident at Deep Creek
Retreat at Burdekin. May he Rest in Peace.
Major (Later LTCOMD) John Bruce MEAD passed
away on 17 Jun 2020. On 15 Feb 1943, John
commenced his apprenticeship at the Hobsons Bay
Dock and Engineering Co and later that year, 25 Jun,
he entered service with the RAN. On 26 Jun 1944,
he mobilised as an RAN Volunteer Reserve (RANVR)
and was demobilised from the RANVR in Aug 1946.
On 15 Sep 1948, he graduated with a Diploma with
Second Class honours from the Dookie Agricultural
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College and in 1951, he took up a position as the
Engineering Assistant with the Country Roads Board.
In 1952 he enlisted in the CMF as a Trooper with the
8/13 Victorian Mounted Rifles and then transferred to
the Regular force as a LT in RAEME and posted as the
ADJT for 1 Central Workshop. He was later posted
to the National Training Service Battalion in Brighton
Tasmania in 1954. In 1959 he was posted to 1 ARMD
REGT and the Technical ADJT and promoted to
CAPT. In 1960 he transferred to RAE Water Transport
Service and was sent to Japan (Urga Dock) with the
Landing Ships Medium for 12 months. John returned
to Australia aboard LSM Vernon Sturdee as the chief
engineer. In 1962, he returned to 1 ARMD REGT as a
MAJ. In 1964 he joined the crew of HMAS Melbourne
to gain his Watch Keepers certificate and was on
board the Melbourne when it collided with HMAS
Voyager. On 21 Jul 1965 John transferred to RAN. On
1 Jul 1966, he commenced his naval career at HMAS
Cerberus as a LT COMD and on 22 Apr 1966 he was
appointed the Training Officer for HMAS Cerberus.
From 12 Feb 1969 to Jun 1970 he was posted to
HMAS Queens borough and on 31 Aug 1970, posted
to HMAS Sydney as Acting Commander and served
in South Vietnam over this period. On 31 Dec 1971,
John retired from the RAN only to return in 1976. On
11 October 1979, John Discharged from the RANEM.
CAPT John Henry Boot passed away on 19
Jun 2020. CAPT Boot served in Vietnam over
the period 1969 to 1970 with 1 Movement
Control Group. Lest we Forget.
John “Jack” Roland Shannon Benari passed
away on 13 Jun 2020. Jack Benari was the last
surviving WWII Sapper from WA. Jack served
with 7 Army Troops Company and passed
away on 13 Jun aged 97. Lest we Forget.
CPL Kenneth (Ken) Burchill passed away on
12 Jun 2020. He saw service in Vietnam aboard
Small Ship AV1356 Clive Steele in 1969.
WO1 Laurie James Graham passed away on 27
Jun 2020. WO1 Laurie James Graham served in
Water Transport Units since 1946 includingAV1379
TARRA and all LSM. He was on the delivery voyage
from Japan on AV1355 VERNON STURDEE. Laurie’s
Vietnam Service including deployment aboard AV
1356 CLIVE STEELE in 1970 and AV1353 HARRY
CHAUVELL, 2 Voyages also in 1970. Lest we Forget.

WO2 John McEwan-Ferguson QC passed
away on 16 Jul 2020. WO2 Ferguson enlisted
into the ARA in Feb 1953. And through a long
and distinguished career, John served as SSM
of 17 CONST SQN, 30 Port SQN prior to being
assigned to the Australian Army Training Team
Vietnam (AATV) on 25 August 1964. In addition to
the Unit Citations awarded to the AATV, John was
awarded the Queens Commendation (QC) for Brave
Conduct for his service in South Vietnam. He was
awarded this honour during a Rescue Operation
at Hoi An city in the province of Quang Nam
where he rescued a large number of Vietnamese
locals following the worst floods in 50 years
while continuously under threat from Snipers.
COL Mark Shephard CSC passed away on 08 Aug
20. COL Shephard had a long and distinguished
career and on graduation from RMC in 1986, he
went on to serve at a number of RAE, all Corps
and Over seas postings through his career prior
to discharging from the Army in 2013. From 2013
to 2019, he worked for GM Dekenai Construction
in PNG and Project Director with RPS through
to 2019. Mark passed away following a long
battle with cancer. May he Rest in Peace.
SPR Kenneth Charles Hawke passed away on
09 Aug 20. SPR Kenneth Charles Hawke served in
Vietnam with 21 Engineer Support Troop over the
period 1968/69. He passed away on 09 Aug 20.
CPL Noel Tanner passed away on 14 Aug 20. CPL
Noel Tanner passed away in his sleep on 13 Aug aged
77 years. He served in Vietnam with 17 CONST SQN
over the period 1968/69 and PNG along with various
postings around Sydney. May he Rest in Peace.
COL John Malcom Hutcheson, MC passed
away on 18 Aug 20. COL Hutcheson MC entered
Duntroon on 24 Feb 1945 and graduated to the
RAE with the rank of LT. He was posted to the
British Commonwealth Occupation Forces in Japan
(BCOF) for a 12 month period. He later became
Troop Commander, 12 Field Company RAE and
took over as the Acting OC of the Coy. On his
return to Australia, he attended Sydney University
Regiment to complete his Batchelor Level for
his Degree in Engineering (BE) and promoted to
CAPT prior to his graduation. He was later posted
to 20 Field Park SQN RAE in Sydney. In 1952,
he was posted to Japan and joined the British
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Commonwealth Forces – Korea and later re-posted
to 3 RAR as the Assault Pioneer Platoon Commander.
He later went on to raise the Explosive Detection Dog
capability within the Corps whilst he was firstly, OC FEW
and later as the CO/CI SME. Whilst deployed to Korea,
COL Hutcheson was awarded the Military Cross for his
actions in measuring and marking all minefields at night
and for ensuring all gaps were safe and well-marked.
COL Hutchison’s career was long and distinguished.
During and post his career, he earned a Bachelor of
Commerce, Maser of Business Administration and a
Doctorate from the university of NSW which was partly
completed at Harvard, he also served as a Senior
Lecturer and Visiting Professor at the University of
NSW and as a consultant within his own company.
Along with his MC, he was also awarded the American
Commendation Medal (ACM) and Technical Services
Medal (TSM) (twice) by the Republic of Vietnam
CPL Donal (Paddy) Healy passed away on 05 Sep
20. Paddy was born in Tralee Ireland on 14 October 38.
He served with 2 Tp, 1 FLD SQN SVN in 1970/71 and
passed away on 5 Sep 20. May he Rest in Peace.
SPR Raymond (Pappy) Thomas Gaske passed away on
9 Sep 20. SPR Raymond (Pappy) Thomas Gaske served
with 17 Const SQN in SVN over the period 1968 to 69.
He passed away on 9 Sep 20. May he Rest in Peace.
Captain Peter White passed away on 10 Sep 20. CAPT
White joined the Army Reserve in 68 and discharged
in Nov 96 at the rank of CAPT. He served with 8/7
BN 2RVR, 7 FER, 22 CONST REGT and 3 TRG GRP.
He was commissioned in Jan 81 and discharged at
the rank of CAPT. In civilian life, he was employed for
many years within the finance industry (banking) before
moving into a government role as a procurement
officer. He passed away on 10 Sep 20, one month
short of his 72nd birthday – may he Rest in Peace.
CAPT Robert (Bob) Scorse passed away on 13 Sep
20. CAPT Robert Scorse commenced his military
career as a National Serviceman having been called up
in 1957. He elected to join the RAAF and completed
his basic training in Wagga Wagga NSW. In 1958
he enlisted in 99 Construction Sqn, 16 Construction
Regiment RAE on the Supplementary Reserve List. As
a Sapper, he worked his way through the promotion
system until he reached the rank of WO2 in 1967. In
1972, he was offered the opportunity to attend the first
Supplementary Reserve Officers Course conducted
by 6 Construction Group for selection to study for

Commissioned Rank. In 1967 he was commissioned
as a 2nd LT in 39 Electrical and Mechanical SQN,
16 CONST SQN. He transferred to 38 Field SQN, 7
FER in 1980 and in 1985 he was promoted to CAPT.
CAPT Scorse retired from the Army in early 1990.
He passed away at the age of 83 – Rest in Peace.
William Alfred Clifford passed away on
18 Sep 20. May he Rest in Peace.
CPL Michael James Moon passed away on 8
October 20. CPL Moon was a plant operator who
served in Borneo with 24 CONST SQN and Vietnam
with 1 FLD SQN. He was wounded in action on 10
Apr 70 and awarded he Cross of Gallantry and listed
in VOL 4 of the RAE Corps History. He passed away in
Broken Hill on 8 October 20. May he Rest in Peace.
SGT Francis Thomas “Bill” Hanley passed away on 17
October 20. SGT Francis Thomas Hanley passed away
peacefully at his home surrounded by his family on 08
October 20 in his 99th year. May he Rest in Peace.
SPR Tommy Ferguson passed away on 17 October
20. Tommy was a member of 22 Const REGT
obtaining the rank of LCPL and served for many years
as part of the Supplementary Reserve scheme and
was mainly employed as a driver, often as the Duty/
CO driver. He deployed with the REGT to Wewak
PNG for a major exercise involving bridging and road
works. In his civilian life, Tommy was a Surveyor and
worked for the Water Commission (State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission). May he Rest in Peace.
Major Max McAliser passed away on 23 October 20.
– MAJ Max McAlister enlisted in 1975 and transferred to
the Army Fire Service in 1976. He served continuously
in the Army Fire Service from SPR to Major becoming
the first Officer Commanding the Emergency Response
Squadron. He completed his service as OC 3 FD SQN
before discharge and retirement. He passed away after
a two year battle with Cancer. May he Rest in Peace.
LTCOL William Edward (Ted) Harrison passed away
on 05 Nov 20. LTCOL Harrison served in many postions
withinthe RAE and Army over his career. Most notably,
he served as a 2nd LT with 1 FLD SQN in Vietnam 1968
– 69 and 198 WKS in 72 – 73. May he Rest in Peace.
SPR Frank Holland Stabback passed away on
15 Nov 20 aged 100 years. Frank served with 2/10
Field Squadron RAE in the Second World War
and was also a POW. May he Rest in Peace.
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Gunners & Sappers

The “Rupertswood” Gun
Don Hughes

Sappers do not like Gunners! This competitive
animosity originated at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, in London in the early 1700s.

to the troop at the Depot Regiment in Woolwich - to keep
recruit training ticking over! Already well-trained young
Gunners, they did not really need to do a Recruit Course!

Nicknamed “The Shop” (because it was originally a
workshop of Woolwich Arsenal) or “Hell on Thames”
(because discipline at Woolwich was rigorous), the
Academy trained “Gentleman Cadets” for Corps
requiring technical qualifications. Notably Gunners
and Sappers, and later Signals. Major General Charles
“Chinese” Gordon CB, despite having a gunner
father, is one of its most famous sapper graduates.
A long competitive rivalry was established.

This enabled some imaginative and creative manipulation
of the recruit training package. Numerous adventurous
training activities were conducted; scuba diving, rappelling,
hiking around the English countryside and visiting the
Isle of Man. We saw the RAF Red Arrows flying display
team and the Royal Horse Artillery enacting their historical
and impressive manoeuvres with horse drawn guns.

The Rivalry
This rivalry still exists today. The Royal Engineers first
played the Royal Artillery in Rugby on 11 December
1887. Sappers won 24-0. Nearly every year since,
Sappers and Gunners in the UK have vigorously
thrashed out this animosity on the Rugby pitch
for the Jones-Drake Cannonball Trophy Cup.
Why would a Sapper want to write an article about
Gunners? Well, the story goes like this. Whilst posted
as a Platoon Commander at the 1st Recruit Training
Battalion at Kapooka in 1982, it was the British Army’s
turn to nominate the exchange positions for Exercise
Long Look. They train their recruits on a Corps basis
– not on a combined All Arms & Services model like
we do in Australia. That year, the Brits nominated a
Recruit Troop Commander appointment at the Depot
Regiment, Royal Artillery, located at the The Shop,
and Home of the Royal Artillery, in Woolwich.
My Kapooka Infantry Chief Instructor at the time
(Lieutenant Colonel Jerry Taylor AM, MC) had no Artillery
subalterns, so he said: “Hughes, you wear bombs on
your jacket – you can go!” Little did he know of the
entrenched historic rift between Gunners and Sappers!
Le Cateau Troop RA
Not long after the Falklands War in the second half of
1982, I took up my exchange as Troop Commander of Le
Cateau Troop, 59th “Asten” Battery, Royal Artillery. The
British Army were experiencing downsizing, so my new
Troop consisted of young Gunners that had already served
in the Artillery Junior Leaders Regiment. They were sent

At the time, London was under constant terrorist
threat from the Irish Republican Army (IRA) and a large
explosive device had been detonated just outside
Woolwich Barracks the previous year. This added a
realistic dimension to our training and daily routine.
Le Cateau Troop also visited France where it had earnt
its battle honour name along with 3 Victoria Crosses,
a Distinguished Service Order and 2 Distinguished
Conduct Medals - all in one action in WW1. The Troop
also undertook community projects around the English
countryside and visited the Brecon Beacons in Wales.
We even did a week’s guard duty at the Tower of
London. Route marches (tabbing) around the English
countryside and exercises on military estates featured
- as well as tours of wonderful military museums.
A Sapper Laments
So that is how I was probably the only RAE officer to
ever command a Royal Artillery Troop. It was however,
a rewarding and enjoyable exchange. It certainly
satisfied my sense of adventure in new environments.
Luckily, I also took the opportunity to visit the Royal
School of Military Engineering at Chatham and
Engineer units deployed in Germany with the British
Army on the Rhine (BAOR). This enabled me to
also gain a taste of the life - of a Royal Engineer.
As a consequence, I don’t mind understanding a bit
more about artillery weapon systems. Woolwich was
adorned with 1/3 scale models of every gun ever
used by the Royal Artillery dating back centuries. On
the parade ground stood the Guns captured from
the Russians during the Crimean War. The bronze
from these guns is used to make Victoria Crosses.
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The Rupertswood Gun

Just over the Victorian/New South Wales border,
in Deniliquin, I accidently came across a beautifully
restored gun. The Deniliquin RSL is the home of a
famous Australian artillery piece – The Rupertswood
Gun. A magnificent example of the gunmakers
art, this gun, one of two (the other is known as the
Sunbury Gun), were both used by the Victorian Horse
Artillery better known as the Rupertswood Battery.

The Rupertswood Gun is an Armstrong 12 pounder
(5.4kg) sliding block screw breech rifled bore of 3inch
(75mm) calibre. The gun was manufactured by the
Royal Gun Factory in 1864 (pattern 1859). It bears
the crest of Queen Victoria forward of the breech
and its serial numbers are 368 (Ordinance) and 408
(carriage). This type of gun was the first wrought iron,
breech loading and rifled gun used in British service.

This battery was a unique fighting force that existed in
Colonial Victoria from 1885-97 to protect the young
colony from foreign invasion - particularly from Russia.
The Volunteer Corps Act had been promulgated by the
Colony of Victoria in 1854 to allow the raising of a number
of rifle corps, yeomanry (cavalry) and artillery units.
A corps of volunteer engineers was also raised
at this time, with its first meeting at the Duke of
Rothesay Hotel in Melbourne. It was attended by
Victoria’s adviser on defence works, Captain P. H.
Scratchley RE (later Major General Sir Peter Henry).
Sir Peter had been commissioned from Woolwich in
1854 and served in the Crimean War and the Indian
Mutiny, along with fortification construction experience
at Portsmouth. This heritage of the Victorian Colonial
Engineers is proudly carried into the 21st century by
22nd Engineer Regiment (Victoria’s Own Sappers).

The Rupertswood Battery was founded by Sir William
Clark who maintained the unit at his own expense and
was named after his property “Rupertswood” near
Werribee in Victoria. Major (later Brigadier General)
F.G. Hughes commanded the Battery. After the death
of its Patron the battery was disbanded. The gun’s
final duty was at the parade in Melbourne to mark
Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee (60th) in 1897.
The gun was made available by the Landale family
of Dahwilly, Deniliquin. It was faithfully restored by
Apprentices of the Australian Army Apprentices School
at Latchford Barracks, Bonegilla in Victoria in 1989.
The Rupertswood Gun is beautifully preserved in a glass
display cabinet proudly guarding the front entrance
of the Deniliquin RSL. Its twin, The Sunbury Gun, is
on display at the Sunbury Village Green. UBIQUE
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